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Rrifniraiion

Scp rmbei -.'*

Monday

Classes begin. H a.m.

Ocl tor 12
\nv mber -'

Saturday

Honwconuni

Saturday

Dad* Day

SOT

Wednesday

Thanksgiving vacalion, noon

ember 27

Da •mber

'-'

Monday

Claam rrsume, H a.m.

Dei

7

Saturday

Early registration for spring semester
ends

Friday

Christinas vacation, noon

Monday

CSauat resume, 8 am.

•IIIIKT

Drrembei 20
1964
l.inu.iry

ft

Friday-Saturday

Graduate, record exams (tanJon)

January 24

Friday

Classes end, 5 p.m.

January 25-26

Saturday-Sunday

Reading period

January 27

Monday-

Final examinations begin

Saturday

First semeiler end*. A p.m.

mv 10-11
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1

Si OND Si MI
! ebruary 5

1964
Wednesday

Registration

Thursday

Classes I>egiti, H ,i in

SaturdayWednesday

Comprehensive exam reading ptriod

March J >
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Spring varalion. noon (rxrepl seniors)

March 26
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Comprehensive examinations begin

March 28

Saturday

Vacation for senior* begins, 1 p.m.

March 29
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Easter

April

6

Monday

Classes resumr, H a.m.

April 25

Saturday

Early registration for fall semester ends

Ma)

Saturday-Sunday

May Day-Mother's Day

"

Friday

Classes end, 5 p.m.

May 23-24

Saturday-Sunday

Rrading period

Ma) 25

Monday

Final examinations begin

May 30

Saturday

Second semester ends. 4 p.m.

June 7

Sunday

B.Mvalaurcate

June »

Monday

123rd Annual Commencement '» 10

February

6

March 21-23
r
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MffVka, 9 pm
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Statement
of
Objectives

1

('haful

A college of liberal arts and
sciences, dedicated to Christian
ideals, Dcnison aims to help the jtudeni become a mature, well-infonnid person
Specifically, Dcnison seeks 10 enable each student to—

Acquire facilit) in reading, writing, and speaking;
I ndt-rstand the cultural attainments of men;
Know something ol the meaning and methods of the main
bran* hes ol learning;
Prepare foi l>i. vocation through intensive studs in a specific
Think honestly, clearly, and constructively;
Develop interest and pleasure in the continuing, creative use
of In- abilities and skills;
Respect cultural and individual differences;
I'' ote understanding among all peoples:
Participate activel) and responsibly in the processes of democratii government;
Reflect lii'-'li standards of taste through sound critical judgment and fine discrimination;

Objectives
Achieve philosophic and religious insights for consistent and
constructive living.
The assertion that Denison University is a Christian college
i. i declaration of purpose. To be Christian a college should seek
tin' following:
To foster in each student ethical and spiritual qualities;
To integrate each personality around Christian principles and
ideals;
To stimulate a fearless and untiring search for truth;
To develop capacity and purpose for creative social and
religious living;
To cultivate adherence to the highest ethical standards in
economic, political, and social life; and
To animate the whole group with Christian idealism.
These purposes are to 1« realized by the following means:
Selection of a faculty of men and women of exemplary conduct
and character, who are heartily and definitely committed
to the Christian purpose of the institution, whose instruction is sympathetic with such a purpose and never hostile
to it;
Offering specific instruction in religion;
Providing for the expression of religion through various suitable organizations and activities;
Upholding standards of effort and achievement that are
thorough and honest; and
Observing Christian ideals in all corporate activities of the
University,
lly common declaration of trustees and faculty, Denison University makes these its aims to be progressively and continuously
realized.
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DENISON CALENDAR FOR 1964-65
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s- ptember 12

September 17
S ptember -I
October 17
November 7
November 25
November 30
December

5

December 18

1964

Saturday
Thursday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday

New student days begin
Registration
Classes begin, H a.m.
Homecoming

Dad's Day

Friday

Thanksgiving vacation, noon
Classes resume, H a.m.
Early registration for spring semester
ends
Christinas vacation, noon

Monday
Friday-Saturday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday
Saturday

Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Graduate record exams (seniors)
Classes end, 5 p.m.
Reading period
Final examinations begin
First semester ends, 4 p.m.

l%5

January
January
[anuaxy
lanuary

4
8-9
22
23-24

January 25

January SO

Si I OND

SKMKMKR

1965

I ebruary 3
February 4
March 25
March 31

Wednesday
Thunday
Thursday
Wednesday

April

I

April
tpril
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

3
12
16
18
24
8-9
28
29-30
31
5
13
14

'Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Friday
SUP day
Saturday
Saturday-Sunday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Registration
Classes begin, 8 a.m.
•Comprehensive exam, reading begins
•Spring vacation, noon {except
seniors)
•Comprehensive examinations begin
•Vacation for seniors begins, 4 p.m.
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Classes end, noon
Easter
Early registration for fall semester ends
May Day-Mother's Day
Classes end, 5 p.m.
Reading period
Final examinations begin
Second semester ends, 4 p.m.
Baccalaureate service, 3 p.m.
124th Annual Commencement, 9:30

' Dates subject to change by faculty action.
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Dt Knaf'fi u Dftlison's fourteenth president

An Introduction to Denison
HISTORICAL SKI.TCH
UNIVERSITY, an independently administered and financed, co-educational Christian college of liberal arts and sciences,
«.is founded in 1831 as the Oranville Literary and Theological
Institution by the Ohio Baptist Education Society, an organization
"i laymen,
Established to train men, the college became co-educational
[radually after 1897 when the men from Gramillc College and
ilic women from Shepardson College began to attend some of the
mine »lasses.
The first Commencement exercises were held in 1810 and
annuall) thereafter except in 1853 and 1855.
New leadership and support led in 1856 lo the change of
name after William S. Denison. Muskingum County (Ohio) farmer, had agreed, during a fund-raising campaign, to contribute the
Mini of $I().(KH) in fulfillment of the offer to name the institution
DENISON

lot him.

In its I'52 years the II President! of Denison have been John
Pratt, 1831-37; Jonathan Going, 1837-44; Silas Bailey, 1846-52;
Jeremiah Hall, 1853-63; Samson Talbot, 1863-73; E. Benjamin
Andrews, 1875-79; Alfred Owen, 1879-86; Galusha Anderson,
1887-89; Daniel I). Purinton, 1890-1901; Emory W. Hunt, 190113

/)< •!!■'!■

B till t\tt

13 Clark W. Chamberlain, 1913-25; Aver) A. Shaw, 1927-40;
Kenneth I Brown, 1940-50; and A Blaii Knapp, 1951-.
LOt \I ION
GRANvILLI Mas settled in IKIM l>\ Americans emigrating from
Granville, Massachusetts I his village in Central Ohio is situated
seven miles west ol the Courthouse Square in Newark, which is
the seat ol Licking County; and 27 miles east of the State Capitol
grounds in Columbus It ii 22 miles from the Columbus Airport
Motorists will find that Interstate 70 is less ilian 10 miles
south ami Interstate
ts with < >lu<» 161 at Worthington
_!t> miles wesi ol Granvilli and with ()liii> l!t (our miles south
ol Mansfield. 1^ tin- lattei route travelers change to Ohio 661 at
Mount Vernon Othei State routi reaching the village are 16 and
r
For the first quartet century the college was located on a
il»- southwest ol ' <i.im ille, the present site of Middleton
House, which is now tin- College Guest Mouse. In 1K56 the change
in location took the can pus to the lull at the north edge of the
villa1-'- \ substantial addition to the college was made when the
campus o| Shepardson College for Women was made part of the
I >• n
|>roj»ert> in the mergei about 1 c*fK>. although it was not
all) until 192
In 1917 Col Edward A Deeds, alumnus of 1897, donated
to the college 280 acres ol farm lands adjoining the campus. Subsequent additions to contiguous Kinds and other properties] have
L'H reased the present holdings to 500 a< res.

\( ( KEDITA1 ION
I> Fl'LL^ AcCRF-DITED l>\ the major ratine agencies.
When tli<- North < entral Association "I Colleges and Secondary
Schools was formed in 191 '< I tenison was plat ed on its original list.
Otht i agcro us recognizing and approving Denison are the Association oi American I niversitics, lh» Ohio College Association, The
Ohio State Department
Education, American Asv>ciation of
University Professors, \
n Assoi ition of University Women,
and Ameru an < Ihcinit .il Soi iety.
DF.NISON

M

An Introduction to Denison
Denison'i premcdical program is recognized by all ('lass A
medical schools in tin* U.S.A.
The Conservatory of Music which was established in 189(1 is
i intently a department of music. As such it is a liberal aits member
ol the National Association of Schools of Music.
Drnison's chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was installed in 1911.
( (»NTROL
Is ADMINISTERED by a lelf-perpetuating Board of Trustees composed of !16 members, 'W of whom are elected and reelected for terms of three years each. The remaining six members arc
chosen by the Denison Society of the Alumni, each being elected
foi one six-year term. Tin* President of Denison is ex officio a
member of the Hoard of Trustees.
DEN WON

RESOURCES
\^ RECORDED Ma\ 31, 1963. the total market value of Denison'i
endowment fund assets was $13,476,400, of which approximately
$3,000,000 represents annuity funds. The lx>ok value of the plant
including grounds, buildings, and equipment was $12,670,666.
Endowment has been acquired through gifts and bequests.
Several modern buildings have been financed through capital-gift
campaigns. The Annual Support program yields a substantial sum
in uilis from alumni, parents of students, and other friends.
I iilhut Hall u oldest classroom building
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An Introduction to Dcnison
-.tin. line was the uilt <>i his daughters, Mrs. George \V.
Doane .iml Miss [da Frances Doane. In 1958 an addition doubled
id inn room and stai k spa< c.
I> ■/■. Administration Building The one-time academy buildutains ili<- college offices and three classrooms, It v\.is the
D: Doane in 1894.
.'

Scii'nei Building Erected in 1941, ii is used l»\ the
inis nl biology, psychology, and philosophy. This building
.IN the 'iti I>I Miss lii.i Frances l>«uiu*.
5 lenit Hall li is used l>\ tin- departments ol gcolog)
■ igraphy, iiiatliemalics, .mil jili\si< s li was the gift <>l Eugene
I I'H in \ as a memorial to Eliam K. Barney, his father, and was
I in 1905.
IhiH This is .i <l.tssio
and office building i<x the
.'• nl economics, English, government, history, modern
Hall lounoi

■&M

i

/'. n

■

/

•

i

!'■

languages, religion, and sociology The building, erected in 1871,
s
w.i- named in hoi
son Talbot, tilth prcsidenl o! Denison.
(
• fry I
Scar Liu Science Building, iliis unit will
be !<:>l.i«<-<l in the near future. I lit- annex built in 1 **~>H added
rtanl laboratory equipment.
51a
//.
I■ ■ i
■ . I nion building, the gift of Mr. and
Mrs Games Slaytcr. «.i- built mi die Academic Quadrangle in
1961-62
<
/:. .
rhis structure t<» house tin- departmenti
ol English, historj
iges i- undei construction to
l>i- read) t"i <■>> ipanc) b) thi fall "I 1964, thus relieving tin- overi rowded i ondition in I .iil«'i Hall.
Ii;. .' // piial Built in 1929, ii i- .i memorial ti> Helen
Ametl Whislcr, and i- located neat the Women's Quadrangle.
Cleveland Hull Located <>t>
neat t!.-- Lowet Ca
is, is the
•!.r college living in (
the time it ".is

the south sl<i|><- of College Mill
Women's gymnasium, Given l>>
leveland, it served ;is the Mens
built in 1'KH until l!l.r>0. In tin'

All Introduction to Dcnison
near future il will IK' converted to oilier uses when the Women's
Gymnasium unit is built to complete the Physical Education Center.
Doane An Building. On the Lower Campus, this building
was cnited in I90.r> by a gift from Dr. W. II. Doane to serve as
the gymnasium for women. In 19.r>!l it was remodeled for its present
use. It contains studios, classrooms, and an art gallery for the
display of exhibit material.
Theatre Arl\ Building. Erected in 1956 on College Street on
the Lowei Campus, it contains the workshop for building scenery
and making costumes with ample spare for storing both scenery
and costumes. Its small 200-seat auditorium, known as the Ace
Morgan Studio Theatre, is named for a former student, LcRoy
Morgan, Class of 1945, who lost his life in World War II. Its
library contains tin- Ethel K. Outhmd Theatre Collection.
This building is the first new unit of the much larger Fine
Arts Center that eventually will provide a large air-conditioned
theatre seating 6(H) for the Denison Summer Theatre and University Theatre plays, music classrooms and studios, and a recital hall.
Other buildings in I lie- Lower Campus group are Recital Hall,
Burton Hall serving temporarily as the Conservatory of Music;
Shepardson Hall, headquarters for the Air Force ROTO; King
Hall, residence for upperclass men; and Stone Hall apartments
for faculty, staff, and married students,
I hint),- Workshop a/w houses Ace Simian Theatre
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Huffman Hall h<n dining facilities for 750 women and
fi» 77 u/>l>crcla*s women
LIVING UNITS
the experience <>f group livins as an Smut par) of a college education. To that end the University
operates residence! and dining halls for all women students and for
.ill freshman turn. Most of the rooms accommodate two students
each, but many of the upperclass women live in suites for three
"i four Students. Upperclass men live in one of ten fraternity chaptei houses, in three college-operated residence halls as accommodations are desired, or in approved private dwellings in the village.
DF.NISON RECOONIZES

Women's Quadrangle. Located on College Hill, at the eastern
end of the ridge, it consists of seven residence halls accommodating
approximately 700 women. They are Shaw Hall, named in honor
'•! tin late President and Mrs. Avery A. Shaw: Heaver Hall, named
' honor of Mary Thresher Heaver; Sawyer Hall, named for
i in Irs Sawyer, an early lx-ncfactor of higher education for worn' n: Duds Hall, built in 1953 and named for Edith Walton Deeds,
wife of Colonel Edward A. Deeds, Class of 1897; Gilpatrick House:
uiil two halls built in 1960. The latter are Crawford Hall, residence (in 200 freshmen, named for Frederick 0. Crawford; and
Huffman Hall, dining hall with rooms for 77 women on the two
upper floors, named for three generations of the Huffman family
"l Dayton, Ohio, who have served as Denison Trustees.
21
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Sororities maintaining chapters at Denison arc Chi Omega,
Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Alpha Phi, Alpha Omicron Pi, Delta Gamma, Pi Beta F'lii. and
Alpha Chi Oi
I
■ haptei homei are uied for ncial purposes onl), not as i
• idents
FRESHMAN MEN live in college-operated residence halls,
Curtis Hall, both Weil and East wings, ■
imodates 199 students.
ol whom are upperclass men Dining facilities in
Curtis West, enlarged in 1958, are adequate to care fen residents
in both wings and foi 1 K) freshman and upperclass men in nearby
Smith Hall, ,im! others not taking thcii meals at fratemit) houses,
Curtis West erected in 1940 as a memorial to Lanson Stage Curtis
ot the Clai
' ■.!- mail, possible l>> a u-ifi from his mother,
Mrs tnnetta l< [cwcll The East wing was added in 1946. Smith
Hall. Imili in 1953 was named foi Franklin G, Smith, honorary
chain
Den win Board .■! Trustees.
Fraternities with chapters at Denison are Sigma Chi, Beta
ITieta Pi PI Garni a Delta, Kappa Sigma, Phi Delta Theta,
Vmeriran Co
ins I lub, Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Alpha BpfiI..H. Delta I psilon, and Alpha Tau Omega. All 10 chapter homes
are residential units foi inosl ..i the upperclass men.
AII

K
//./// On the Lowei Campus, this building u also operated as a living nun foi men above the classification of freshmen.
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Activities
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
lw HERITAGE AND CHOIOEJ Denison is a Christian college maintaining .ind developing Christian principles and ideals. Through
the chapel services and the several religious organizations on the
campus, students and faculty actively share religious lite. Academically, Denison provide! instruction in religion through two hasic
'iii. in Genera] Education required of every candidate for a
and through regular course offerings in the departments
"( religion and philosophy on an elective hasis.
I he religious program centers largely in the weekly worship
service in Swasey Chapel under the direction of the Dean of the
Chapel. These services are non-denominational hut seek to cn( image the student to think through his own problems from the
t hristian standpoint.
The Denison ('hristian Association coordinates the student religious activities. Included are vesper services; special programs
!"i the discussion of ethical and religious problems; the community
social service program: the Young Women's Christian Association
■ i< ti\ itirx: Bonds of Friendship, which is the annual campus-wide
campaign for funds for foreign students at Denison and for other
philanthropies; and deputation teams which visit churches of many
faiths in the vicinity of Granville.
One three-day period in the second semester is organized as
I.id -in-Kocus during which students and faculty participate in
special (hapel programs and (lass discussions with a guest speaker.
PERSONALIZED EDUCATION
IN ANII OUT OF THE CLASSROOM, a Denison education is a personalized education which fosters intelligent and responsible living.
Recognizing that the jM'rsonal achievement and personal Culture
of our college students become the ultimate standards of our nation. Denison has planned its total educational program accordingly. In the classroom the student receives a varied and valuahle
acquaintance with significant aspects of our American heritage and
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«iili iiiiii'iu developments in out culture In the extraclass program he has special opportunil) t'> broaden lhi« acquaintance and
to pursue personal interests which «ill (jive him the enduring rewards ili.it intellectual living can give.
LIBRARY RESOURCES
'I'm WILLIAM HOWARD DOANI LIBRARY assumes great importance
in the education and cultural life at Dcnison. Rich in in resources
of books, periodicals, pamphlets, government publications, microfilm, and recordings, the library is tin- workshop of tin- student. In
ordei tli.it lite library ma) best serve the total needs of the student,
both 1A1 mem book tection n i
tneral book collection in
ill, itacki an opei
./,>./ To have .1 itudent use libraries and theii resources effective!) during and .»*«•-■ his college
years, the emphasis ol die n ference service and the formal instruction b) the librar) staff which begins with the freshman research
papei i- mi methods ol finding info ition and investigating
subjects The carrels and seminal rooms offer special facilities for
independent stud) and research The Browsing Room and the
Dei -Min.HI. 1 Room encourage the f<
ition "I good reading
habits
RESEARI II I'll NDA1 ION
Tin DENISON L'NivERsm Research Foundation, established in
1942 I" .1 gift from Elmei M Jones, Class "f 1903, fosters and
encourages consli ictivc research in the arts and sciences by awarding Research Scholarships to men and women of promise—both
fa< nli\ MH\ graduate students.
DENIS) IN 111 SINESS I Ol M II.
To RELATI I III (I \--R'«,\l PROORAM incur < Wisely to vocational
pcrfonnance Dcnison has invited a iiuinliei ol outstanding businesses in affiliate themselves with the University as members ol
the I'• nison Business < oum il
Among these firms are Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus,
(HUM; The Corrugated Container Company, Columbus, Ohio;
General Electrii Coimrany, Coshocton, Ohio; General Motors
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AcHvititti
( orporation, Dayton. Ohio; The Goodyear Tin- and Rubber
Company, Akron, Ohio: Harper & Row, New York. New York;
The F. & K. Lazarus Company, Columbus, Ohio; Merrill Lynch.
Pierce, Fenncr & Smith, Inc. Columbus, Ohio; The National Cash
Register Company, Dayton, Ohio.
Others arc The Ohio Power Company. Newark. Ohio; The
Ohio Hell Telephone Company, Columbus, Ohio; Owens-Corning
PibcrgUu Corporation, Toledo. Ohio; Park National Hank, Newark.
Ohio; Scars. Roebuck and Company. Chicago, Illinois; The Standard Oil Company (Ohiol. Cleveland, Ohio; Stnuffcr Foods
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio; Suburban Motor Freight, Columbus, Ohio: Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.. Cleveland, Ohio;
United Air Lines. Chicago, Illinois; and The Union Central Life
Insurance Company. Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Denison business Council makes available to the students
ihe counsel of policy-making officers of the several companies, proMiles on request classroom shakers on special topics and case-study
materials from company files, and encourages company visitations
l"i firsthand observation of various business operations,
I'I 111. I CATIONS
Tin DBNMON SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION, established in 1887, issues
the Journal of the Scientific Laboratories and meets biweekly for
Ihc presentation of scientific papers by faculty and students. The
Journal, founded by Professor Clarence Luther Herrick in 1885,
has an international reputation.
A monthly publication, al Denison, was established in 1941.
Enlarged in 1953, it circulates free of charge among alumni, trustees, faculty, students, parents of students, Baptist ministers of
Ohio, principals, headmasters, and guidance officers of secondary
diools. and a host of other friends of Denison.
Since 1959 Denison has published the Psychological Record,
quarterly journal dealing with articles in theoretical and experimental psychology,
Any student who is interested in writing, editing, or otherwise
assisting in tin' production of a publication has an opportunity to
join the staffs of The Denhonian, the weekly newspa|X'r; Exile, the
semi-annual literary magazine; and the Adytum, the ycarl>ook.
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CULTURAL ADVANTAGES
ENRII IIING EXPEMBNI I- offered by the fine uu .uc made available it» ever) Denison student Numerous art exhibits ire held each
year, and itudenl work is frequently shown. An An Treasure Colin imn nag been assembled, and valuable tapestries, painting!, vases,
and other objett sParl arc on display The Denison Art Loan
Collection makes available framed pictures, etchings, and prints by
world-famous artists to students foi use in their rooms for a semestei at a time.
Opportunities to bear and to participate in the production of
L'C«K1 musii are provided In concerts by the Denison rlioral groups;
recitals by students, faculty, and guest artists; special programs by
choral groups, and the Denbon String Orchestra. Musicians of
national reputation are brought to the campus in concerts arranged by the Granville Festival Association in cooperation with
the college.
Convocations with speakers of note are held each week. These
programs are scheduled for Mondays at II o'clock except when the
speaket 01 artist is i<> !»• shared with the public in a lecture or
concert "i dam.- recital On those occasions the program is shifted
to .in evening .11 8:15
I In Denison saiet) ol Arts and Letters provides regular programs nt literary and ■ulnn.il papers and discussions open to the
student bod) and the public
Dramatic productions of professional excellence arc presented
by the two theatres University and Summer operated at Denison
Public speaking and debating have long been important cultural activities at Denison In addition to the varsity debating and
intramural speaking contests foi men, Denison has intercollegiate
forensics foi women and foi freshmen.
The Denison < ampus Government Association also operates ill
student-owned radio station, WDUB, which is a member of the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System.
Every Denison student is urged to take an exrraclass Interest
111
">« '" more
leniii areas To encourage persona] contribuIIIHI. In eai h student, deparlrm nlal clubi exist in almoit every field
I udy.
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Activities
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
DENISON STUDENT* operate their own student organizations with
.1 great degree of freedom and are regular members on policy-making group! of the University's administrative Ixxlies. such as the
committee! on admissions, curriculum, and activities. The principal
■ Ice live student officer! direct the activities of the Denison Campus
Government Association and serve as the student representatives
on the Student-Faculty Council. This council recommends to Iwtli
(he Student Senate and the Faculty improvement! in the regulation
ol campui activities.

Ihi- Denison Campus Government Association functions
through the Senate, the Women's Council, the Judicial Councils,
and Auto Court. Students are also members of 10 faculty committee!.
In each college-operated residence hall a House Council, made
up ol elec ted students, is responsible for hall activities in cooperation with the Assistant Deans of Women.
Responsibility for upholding the Denison code of social selfgovernment rests with each student. Under this system the student
can enjoy freedom within the limits of good taste and conduct;
however, the effective functioning of the code requires that he acccpl fully ihi' responsibility that goes with it. Attendance at Deni••'ii il a privilege, not a right. And Denison's traditions and principles, accepted by each student in his act of voluntary registration,
require conduct in keeping with the standards of good society. The
University specifically forbids the possession or use of alcoholic
I". i rages on the campus, in the fraternity and sorority houses, college buildings, and in any college-approved off-campus housing.
Any student who indicates his unwillingness or inability to accept
this responsibility may be asked to withdraw at any time. The
policies and regulations governing student life are printed in the
I) Book, student handbook.
The Inter-Fraternity Council and the Panhellenic Council
»"ik through the 10 fraternities and nine sororities in developing
in adequate social program. All of these national organizations
maintain chapter houses on or near the campus, generously sharing
their facilities with the students, faculty, and townspeople.
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\\i> SpACiora FIBLM materiall) aid the athletic director
in providing an extensive sports program. Descriptioni follow:
BI'ILDINOS

Dr<
/■'.■
I: is area was named for the donor, Colonel
Edward A Deeds ol the (llasi of 1897. Ii utilize) the natural
amphitheatre "ii the slope to the north of tin- Chapel. The football
field .mil stadium were buili in 1922
/'
il Educe ■ i liter. Located just cast of Deeds Field.
it u.i
pleted in 1950 Primari!) the centei <>t physical education foi men, ii serves .i variety "t <nllei;e and community uses.
The onl\ section named when the building wai circled was the
Al
i: Memorial Field House This portion contains the indoor
track and die undercovei practice area for football, baseball, tennis, and volleyball teams
In 1957 the remaindei ol tli«- building was named tbe Livingston Gymnasium in honoi ol Waltei 1. Livingston, Class of 1909.
who served as diro tot "I albletii. from 1911 to 1952, Tins portion
contains a complete!) modern gymnasium with apparatus and
equipment rooms, classrooms, offices, and a spacious basketball
court capable <>i seating 1.000 spectators. Adding greatly to the
recreational and cultural facilities of Licking County, tbe Center
provides adequate space fat all maioi events such as lectures, eoncerts, commcncemenl exercises, and othei assemblies.
In 1962 the Ciregoiy Swimming Pool, named in memory of
Mitchell o. Gn
I iss ol 1929, an outstanding athlete, was
completed Ii serves the needs o( Uttb men and women. An additional wing to serve as the Women's Gymnasium is to be erected
SIM

in.

Additiom "n the practice field to tin- north and west of Praternit) Row accommodate football, soccer, and lacrosse teams.
On the north campus at the centei of the women's athletic
10
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grounds is [.amson Lodge, named l"i the donor, Julius O, I.amson.
Ii serves as .1 shelter house and recreation classroom,
5/
I
I ■ athletii program .it Denaon is an inil | >.t r t ol the physical education curriculum. Bach student is
encouraged to participate .is full) in uiii.iinui.il and intercollegiate
athletics as his aca
ogi in permits The University provides
professional coaching, excellent training facilities, and athletic
equipment and supplies It carefull) supervises .ill intramural and
intercollegiate sports
Denison engages in intercollegiate Football, soccer, basketball,
ninif, ti.uk. cross-country, baseball, tennis, golf, lacrosae, and
wrestling I' also has an Ice Hockey Club,
In its mi*'
the I niversit) seeks to compete
with institutions ol snul.it size and similai educational and athletic
irds

Denison is;
in good standing <>( the National Collegiate Athletii Association and tli<' < >lm» Athletic Conference.
The athletic polic) of Denison University i- controlled in its
entire!) l>\ the facult) 1 In- department of physical education
operates within the academic budget, and all receipts from and
expenditures t<>i intercollegiate contests .n>- handled by the Uni\r-isii\ i ontrollei
[Venison's intramural athletii competition is one of the most
extensive in the nation ll excludes men on varsity teams, Contest
areas are football, iiieedball, basketball, track, wrestling, volleyball,
softball, swimming, tennis, golf, handball, paddleball, table tennis,
.mil bowling
Women's !<■ creai
\
ation .ilv» sponsors intramural contests Class work in various sports !<■! women permits choices from
archery, badminton, bowling, square dancing, modern dance, fencing, golf, hockey, horseback riding, lacrosse, swimming, tennis, vol.mil

outing
ties,

Intramural
in f <
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Student Services
I)i NISON'S COCNSKLING program functions to help the student
make the best possible adjustment to college life. In the classroom,
facult) members and students share the learning process in a way
ponible only in a small college. Outside the classroom, every studenl lias acceH to a complete counseling service. A program of
orientation for new students is provided during the week preceding
registration.
COUNSELING STAFF
COUNSELING STAFF includes the deans of students, the dtrector of testing and vocational services, the clinical psychologist, the!
college physician, specialists in family life and religion, selected
facult) counselors, departmental chairmen, two assistant deans of
women, student head residents for men, and student junior ad-<
viscrs for men and for women.
THE

Counseling of Freshmen. A freshman is assigned to a selected
facult) counselor who works with him through his first two years)
01 until he chooses a major field. When he makes the choice of
.1 major field, the student is assigned to a faculty counselor in the ,
department in which he has chosen to major. A faculty counselor I
in Ips the student plan an academic program consistent with the
.mm and obligations of a liberal arts education, and a program
which is in keeping with the student's abilities, aptitudes, and aspirations.
Junior A<lviscr\. In the residence halls junior advisers, a scIccted group of upper-class students, aid the freshmen in learning
the many new phases of life in college. Two assistant deans of
women serve as counselors for women. .Senior head residents in
each hall for men also counsel students.
OFFICE OF STUDENT PERSONNEL
OF STUDENT PERSONNEL has been established so that
students may turn to it in finding and using the various resources
THE OFFICE
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.it Denison It is staffed bv tin* deans of students Dean of Women
and Iv.tn of Men . the clinical psychologist, and the director of
testing and vocational services In addition to providing specializtsd
counseling for individual- the Office "I Student Personnel coordinates man) student activities It keeps for each student a cumulative personnel record; it helps eacl student to discover disown
interests and aptitudes so thai he ma) wisel) plan hi-, entire college program.
Sll DEN I HEALTH SERVICE
its responsibility for the health and wellt't it- students l>v providing medical service, adequate health
instruction, and the efficient administration of dining halls and
residence halls Tin dircctoi of student health service i* a physician. On In- --t.itf arc four registered muse- who assist hint in
in Whislci Memorial Hospital an up-to-date clinic
where pi j■« medical attention ;• available. The physician may
l»- consulted foi examination .mil treatment at specified hours, and
a trained nurse i- on duty al all times.
DENISON RECOGNIZES

/■ ■. •• p ii-'.:,,I Thai students may develop habits of
good health, instruction in health i- provided in the department
ot physical cdui ation Programs of study and training are designed
to meel hygienii and recreational nerds.
h',„,il Pi,; . .
In administering the residence halls and
dining halls, Denison take, every safeguard to protect the health
ot it- students Trained dietitians supervise the choice, preparation, and sening ot IIMKI
TESTING AND VOCATIONAL SERVICES
I in OFFICI "i I'
and Vocational Services is the Denison
centet lot testing .md guidance foi the itudenl with educational
and vocational problems The serviies available to the student ini lodi- personal counseling on educational and vocational problems; information about advanced programs of study in graduate .mil professional schools ami the opportunities for scholarships,
il

Dtan Smith and u nior head residents confer

Miss Listei counsels
uppi n law women

Dian Hartshorn meets junior advisers informally

/)« nison f rnii«r n'/j RulU tin
fellowships, and assistantsnips; ton <>t intelligence, interest, aptitude, achievement, and personality; placement in campus and
lumrnei yobs and, tor lenton and alumni, placement in permanent
positions
Ml DEN I EMPLOYMENT
work is made available to a limited number of
worth) students who need to earn i pan of their expenses in college Denison is thus maintaining a tradition established by its
founders A varict) ol work is offered, such as assisting in the laboratories, residence halls, dining halls, academic and business departments, and with the maintenance o) the campus.

GRANT-IN-AID

.r
for W ''. A student seeking employment on the
campus should appK to the Office of Testing and Vocational
Services except freshmen entering in the fall. The latter should
File the written request with the Office of Admissions after acceptance as .i student and before college opens.
MILITARY SERVICE
'I'm MILITARY ADVISES counsels a student concerning his obligation under Selective Service and nukes the official statement to
Selective Service Boards concerning the student's class standing
and lu* enrollment at Denison. Mr also makes available information concerning opportunities for securing a commission in the
Army, Ail Four. Marine Corps, and Naw. \ir serves in a liaison
capacit) between Denison and its resident Air Force ROTC Unit.
Veteran Counseling, Matters involving students who have
been in a branch ol the military service or those who are sons or
daughters ol dei eased veterans arc handled by the Dean of Men.
IKAUIKK PLACEMENT
Of EDUCATION maintains a separate appointment service to assist graduates in seeking first teaching positions and in ttaiiNfenimi to better positions upon evidence of suciessful experieni e.
DENISON'S DEPARTMBNI
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Dr. Trill is clinical psychologist

Dr. Sinclair has hospital clinic daily
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Dr. Scha/I advises
on job opportunities,
graduate fellowships
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Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid
UNlVEasrn recognizes promise and intellectual attainmriit of its studenu by awarding .1 number "I 1 uilioo, Honorf
Founders, grants-in-aid, and special scholarships, [*hese awards
v.in in value and are available to .1 limited number of entering
students lo a target numbci "I students in residence, and to a
limited numbci "I graduates. Applications for all scholarships
based
ial need must be made l»\ the completion of a
I'aff '1!'' Confidi ntial Stall mi n< whi< li is lo !»• sent lo The College
Scholarship Service, Princeton, New Jersey Forms I<>I such appli. be obtained from a high school "i preparator) school.
DENISON

SCHOl VRSHIPS
Tuition Scholanhipi These scholarships of $4,800 arc awarded on a 1-year full-tuition basil to high si hool seniors of liii^ri
intellectual abilit) and strong moral character. These awards arc
in eight equal amounts •>! V1IH1 payable at the beginning of
each lemestei Applicants must possess qualities of leadership as
shown In theit activities in preparatory school, church, and neighborhood groups, Applicants arc required Us take the Scholastic
Aptitude Test verbal and mathematical] of the College Entrance
Examination Board, togrthei with iis Achievement Test in English
and in two additional In Ids of the candidate's choice. Applicants
ill

Scholarships and Grants-in-Aiil
may take the January or March scries, preferably the former. The
applicant! will lx- judged on the basis of the results of the tests
anil tin- accepted application for admission. Interviewing of appli< .nits l>\ college officials will be arranged either on the campus or
in regional centers. The award is for four years providing the recipient maintains a 325 grade average. Request to the Office of
Admissions for application blank should be made prior to March 1.
Honor Scholarships. These part-tuition Honor Scholarships
.in- similar to Tuition Scholarships except that the financial award
i- less than full tuition. The award is for four years, providing the
recipient maintains a 3.0 grade-point average.
Founders' Scholarships. For varying amounts these Founders'
Scholarships are awarded to high school seniors with strong lcadi rship activities, superior scholastic standing, and need for financial
help to attend college. The awards are for four years providing
tin reiipient maintain* at least a 2.75 grade average.
Grants-in-aid. These should be sought only by those who
believe they need help in meeting the expenses of their college
education. A grant-in-aid is awarded for one year only, subject to
renewal by action of the Committee on Scholarships and Student
Employment (Renewals arc announced on or about May 15.)
The Committee may vary the amount of the grant as the need of
the student fluctuates.
Beginning with the Class of 1967 the assignment or renewal
"I a grant-in-aid will be based on the following requirements: a
2.2 average in the freshman year for a grant in the sophomore
year; a 2.1 average in the sophomore year for a grant in the junior
year; and 2.6 average in the junior year for a grant in the senior
>ear. In every year other than the freshman year, aid will be withdrawn for the second semester if the academic average for the first
semester falls below a 2.0. Exceptions may be made by the Scholarship Committee in cases involving significant contributions to the
college or extenuating circumstances.
The Ebenezer Thresher Fund. The income from this fund
^$10,000) is divided equally among four outstanding men, one
from each class, who achieve and maintain a high scholastic record,
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who show promise of useliilness. ami who ate of unquestionable
moral charai let Selection a made by the Faculty of the University u|M>n recommendation of the Committee on Scholarships. The
freshman recipient is chosen at the end of his first semester. The
award ii renewed each year, providing a 3.0 tirade average is
maintained.
'I'll, Mary Hartwell Catherwood Scholarship Fund. The
income from this fund [$2,000 i- awarded by the Committee on
Scholarship! upon the recommendation of the chairman of the
department of English to a junior or senior student definitely planning a < areei in writing
'I'h, Francis ll'a\Iand Shepardson Scholarship Fund. The income from this fund [(5,020 i- awarded b) the Committee on
Scholarship! to Itudent! who have ihown proficiency in courses in
Ami-iii an History
The ('.Ota Whilcomb Shepardson ■>'< ImlarJit/i Fund. The income from this fund $5,00il is awarded by the Committee on
Scholarship! to itudent! who have shown proficiency in courses in
Visual \rta
llu Willis A and F'aiu> > If. (.'hanib, itin Schidarthip Fund.
Tin' income from this fund 1$2,848 is used to aid students of high
scholarship majoring in the Humanities.
/
lulu : Hail.. ■ Sa>. it S, holarship Fund. This $10,000 fund
\ields an income awarded to itudenti who have shown general exceUence in theii academit work, particularly in English and in
theatre arts Scholarships, one <>i two in each subject, are awarded
h\ the Committee on Scholarships at the end of the junior year
upon recommendation h\ the chairmen of the rcs|>ectivc departments
/
WaUi ■ Li ' '. /-'/"'i Scholarship Fund. To qualify for aid
from the income <>n this S2.JIK) fund a student must be a member
ol the [unioi * laai who mas lie expected to graduate with his
i lass, .im\ l» adjudged b) the Co
iitee on Scholarships to show
promise of professional • "<ess and leadership,
HI

Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid
The Kenneth I. Braum Scholarship Fun/1. The income from
thil $30,(100 fund, established by the Danforth Foundation, Inc., to
honor its executive director (1951-61) who also served as the
I3tli President of Denison University (1940-50), is awarded by
the Committee on Scholarships to a senior or junior man who is
interested ill teaching as a career. The amount of the grant is
not less than $1,200 nor more than $1,500 a year. Selection is
bated on high scholastic ability, character, and personal qualifications.
The Edward A. Wright Theatre Arts Fund. The income from
SI0.967 is used to encourage and help students who show special
talent in any of the theatre arts.
The Phi Beta Kappa Golden Anniversary Scholarship Fund.
Thil fund of $2,030 was established by the Theta of Ohio Chapter
ol I'lli Beta Kappa on the 50th anniversary of its Installation at
I Vnison University. The income from the fund is awarded to outstanding students.
HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS IN MUSIC
The Eliza Smart Shepardson Scholarship Fund. The income
from $2,700 is awarded by the Committee on Scholarships to
worthy students enrolled in the Conservatory of Music.
The Gertrude Carhartt Brrlsford Memorial Fund. The ini ome from $2,000 is awarded to worthy students enrolled in the
(lomervatory of Music.
The Presser Music Foundation Scholarships. The sum of $400
is made available annually by the Presser Music Foundation to
Modems planning to make their living in music. Selection of the
students is made by the Committee on Scholarships on recommendation of the Faculty of the Denison Conservatory of Music.
OKADUATE HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS
The Denison University Research Foundation Scholarships.
1 hese scholarships of varying amounts arc awarded annually to a
few graduating seniors for one year of graduate study. Selection
is based on financial need, intellectual ability, and leadership qualities.
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'I'h, Denison University Tuition Scholarship of The Ohio
Slali University This is one o( the Ohio College Tuition scholarships established by the trustees of The Ohio State University ami
is open ii' .i graduate of Denison I
in- yeai Nominations for
ill- scholarship an- made by the President and the IVan of the
College
RUnii,, Scholarships. The Cecil Khodi-s scholarships, tenable
foi three yean at Oxford University, in England, an- open to men
who have completed their sophomore yeai in an American college. These scholarships air made available annually on the combined basil of character, scholarship, athletics, and leadership in
extracurriculai activities Men interested in competing for iliis national award should consult the Dean <'t the (oil,-ye.
The Denison Ui
Scholarships for l'h, University "/
Chicago I.,::, Schi I ,r I thi !■■
School. One scholarship
will be awarded upon recommendation of Denison University to
a student in the graduating class fen the stud) of lau for the next
academii yeai al tin- University of Chicago Law School, providing
tin- applicant meets its requirements foi admission. The scholarship provides lull tuition tot one yeai and is renewable, u|H>n satisfactory completion ol the year's work, for the last two years of
the Law School M»IW Entry to tin- Business School is also avail.> ill on a scholarship. Application is made through the Denison
Ol ' '■•■ Testing and Vocational Services
Other Scholarships. The Fulbright scholarships of the United
- itcs Educational Exchange program, authorized by Public Law
584 in the 79th Congress, known as the Fulbright Act, are designed io promote bettei understanding of the United States in other
'in-, am! to increase mutual understanding between the people ol the United States and the people of other countries. The
Dean ol Men submits the name oi a worth) student
The National Woodrou Wilson Fellowship, the l)a<i\orih
Foundation, and othei Foundation grants are available to Denison
candidates foi graduation. Application is made through the Office of Testing ami Vocational Services at Denison.
12

Scholarship! anil Qrants-in-Aid
SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Th, Baptist Scholarship Fund. Daughter! and sons of Baptist
ministers and missionaries receive a scholarship allowance of $2.10
.1 semester .1- long ai they maintain a 2.0 scholastic average. This
.lid is given in recognition of Denison's heritage from the Baptist
denomination throughout the entire history of the college.
GranvUU Centennial Scholarship. This 4-year award amounting 10 $150 a year goes to a high ranking student in die graduatl.iss of the Granville High School. Selection is made 1>> the
University and the Superintendent of Schools in accordance with
restrictions laid down by the Denison Hoard of Trustees. This
scholarship was established in recognition of contributions made
in residents of Granville 10 the Centennial Endowment Fund in
1931
The Lubruol Scholarship. This scholarship supported l>y the
Lubrizol Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio, to encourage study in
themistr) provides $200 to a major student selected by die department of chemistry.
The La\ • rm Noyi I Scholarship Fund. These scholarships are
restricted to needy students who are children or blood descendants
ol those who served in the Army or the Navy of the United States
in World War I.
The Alma B. Skinner Scholarship Fund. This fund in the
amount of $1,000 was established by the Illasdel Family in June,
1959, and is to he expended over a 5-ycar period. It honors a member of the Denison faculty (1920-40).
' nieersity Theatre ttages "Much Ado About Noth ">g
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ENDOWED FINDS FOR GRANTS-IN-AID
\M) SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The American Baptist Convention Fumt ($77345
I he Blanche I) Beattie Scholarship Fund $18,570)
II ■ Frederick I' .mil Mar) I Beavei Scholarship Fund ($80,843)
'\\w Mary F .mil Fred W. Benjamin Memorial Scholarship Fund
11,000
The Millard Brelsford Memorial Scholarship Fund ($1,550)
The Samuel B Brierh. Scholarship Fund $276.666<
The Lester C and Nell S Bush Fund $10,653)
The Well- \ and Cynthia Aldrirh Chamberlain Scholarship Fund
$5,000
The (I.
i I'M! Scholarship Fund SI.IHMI
The< bus of 1917 Wai Memorial Scholarship Fund [|3,4H
The Clan ■>( 1929 Scholarship Fund $6,750
The Edward Tayloi Clissold Memorial Scholarship Fund
.
19
'Flic Blanche Lcm tl
■ ind Scholarship Fund ■ $2! .942)
The Denisoi Memorial Scholarship Fund $2.326i
The John II H
Fund $2,500
The Elizabeth S F.u.ut Sihi.l.uship Fund $2.r>(>6|
The Frank <: Ewarl Memorial Scholarship Fund ($4,000)
Flu- Minnie Farnci Millei Scholarship Fund !$iiKi
II, Lelia Mihvard Full, Scholarship Fund 'S1.000J
The Ray ( Fish Fund $120,750
The I)-1., A Forsythe Scholarship Fund '$''.738
The Robert K Pox Fund ($5,373
1 h» David F. Green Memorial Scholarship r'und ($3,537)
The <i. i) GriswoM Scholarship Fund ($5.(MX))
The Masuo s and Kiy> Hoshide Scholarship Fund ($907)
Hi, II Rhodes Hundley Memorial Scholarship Fund ($2,000)
Flic Emory W Hunt Scholarship Fund ($7,858)
The John I' Levis, Ji . Speech Fund (.$962?
The Charles I Lewis Scholarship Fund ($5,000)
•Flu- Blanche McCoy-Humphrey Scholarship Fund ($2,500)
The Morrow Pre-Law Scholarship Fund ($2,000)
M

Scholarship! anil Grants-hi-Aiil
I he Leslie II. Moss Scholarship Fund ($25,641)
[Tie N. W. Neptune Scholarship Fund ($200)
The UVeme Noyes Scholarship Fund ($45,508)
I In Peoples State Hank Scholarship Fund ($6,000)
ITieC E. Ronneberg Fund ($850)
The George M. and Harriette McCann Roudebush Scholarship
Fund ($23,636)
Flic Kelson Kupp Memorial Fund ($175)
Die George II. Shorney Scholarship Fund ($7,500)
The Franklin G. Smith Scholarship Fund ($26,000)
Hie Amanda Spi-rrv Scholarship Fund ($1,0001
II.. Herbert F. Stilwell Scholarship Fund ($32,121)
I In- Chaplain Thomas It. Van llorni- Memorial Scholarship Fund
l$l.72ll
["he Daniel Van Voorhis Scholarship Fund ($500)
The Charles G. Waters Scholarship Fund ($17,495)
The Charles Gardner Waters and Clara Ferris Waters Scholarship
Fund ($30,036)
I he Earl I and Irene I,. Wells Fund ($1,878)
The Welsh Mills Prices Scholarship Fund ($2,000)
I li. Whitlei Family Scholarship Fund ($30,000)
The (Catherine Gear Wightmari Scholarship Fund ($500)
The Rutsel II. Williams Memorial Scholarship Fund ($610)

FOR MEN
The
The
The
The
["he
Hi.'
The
I hi'

Maria T. Barney Scholarship Fund ($11,000)
A. F, and A. A. Bostwick Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
Harry Thurston Crane Scholarship F'rrnd ($5,000)
David and Jane llarpster Fund ($5,000)
Hawes Key Club Scholarship Fund ($2,921)
John II. Ilislop Memorial Scholarship Fund ($25,000)
Eugenio Krncaid Leonard Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
William E. Miller and Annie Scheidler Miller Memorial
Scholarship Fund ($10,000)
I l.e Mary Arnold Stevens Fund ($500)
The ROIHTI Vanderveer, Jr., Memorial Scholarship Fund ($3,000)

FOR WOMEN
The Charles T. Chapin Scholarship Fund ($2,000)
The Harry Thurston Crane Scholarship Fund ($5,000)
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Id.. Saundcrs Fishei Scholarship Fund ($2.<HHI
Flora Price Jones Scholarship Fund ($1,000
J. W King Scholarship Fund $12,000
Hannah Snow Lewis Scholarship Fund ISIO.IHHI
Lide-Shepardson-Marsh Scholarship Fund ISI.'HKII
Martha A. Luse Scholarship Fund $1,000
fames McClurg Scholarship Fund $1,000
Mar) Millei Scholarship Fund $8,282
Mortal Board Scholarship Fund $600
Philomathean Scholarship Fund $1,000
Robinson Scholarship Fun.! $2300
Agnes Wilson Weavei Scholarship Fund $1,000

FOR PREMIN1STI Kl \i
The
The
The
The
'FluThe
The

--II DENTS

Charles Edwin Barkei Scholarship Fun<l SI.'tfNi
W'illiaii Howard Doane Scholarship Fund SHI.IHKI
M F. Gray Fund $5,000
Abigail I Houck Fund $31,717
Joshua .in.l Gwennie |<»n.-v Fund $1,357
Man K. Monroe Fund $30,000
David Thatchei Fund $1,500
IOLARSHIP FUNDS IM REASED
i MM 1962*63 ( ITALOG was published the following funds
■ been in. reascd b) il:<- amounts indicated to |unr I. 1963:
$2.5.222
American Baptist Convention Fund
2,589
Frederick P. and Mar; I Bcavei Fund
200
S
1 It. Brierl) Memorial Fund
1,295
I lenison Memo] :.d Fund
70
Masuo s and Km» ll.'di!.!* Memorial Fund
500
II. Rhodes Hundlc) Memorial Fund
250
Emon W. Mum Memorial Fund
3,000
Peoples State Kink Fund
65
('■. F.. Ronn< !>■ n Fund
3,350
'""i"' \I and Harriett McCann Koudrbmh F'unil
10,000
Franklin ' I Smith Fund
4,854
Edward A. Wright Theatre Arts Fund
100
Hawes Ke\ Club Fund

Scholarships and Granh-in-Aid
The Franc is Wayland Shepardson Fund
The Eliza Smart Shepardson Fund
The Willis A. and Frames W. Chambcrlin Fund
Total Increases
NEW SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS ESTAM.ISHF.D
Tht Fhi Hita Kappa Goldrn Anmrirsary Fund. This fund
was established l>y a gift of $2.0!I0 from Denison's Theta Chapter
"I Phi Beta Kappa as Golden Anniversarj scholarships to outstanding, students.
'I'll, I., ha Mil;, aid Firth Manorial Fund. This fund of $1,000
was established by Maude Firth Bawden in memory of her mother.
The income is to IH* used to aid needy and deserving students.
The Morim, I'n-luit Fund. This fund of $2,000 was cslahlishcd by F„ Clark and Inna H. Morrow. The income from tinfund is to IN- used preferentially for one or more scholarships for
junior or senior students who arc taking pre-law courses and intend
to enter law school. Scholarships arc to he granted on the hasis of
need to students who submit an essay on the subject. "My Philosophy of Law," prior to June I.
The Russel II. Williams Memorial Fund. This fund of $610
was contributed by friends of Dr. Williams, the first director of
Whisler Hospital. Tin* income from the fund is to be used to aid
needy and deserv ing students.
The F.arl F. and Inn, I.. 11',//- Fund. Ibis fund of $1,«7H
was established by gifts of Dr. Ronald V. Wells, President of
Crozer Theological Seminary, in honor of his parents. The income
is to he used to aid needy and deserving students.
The Robinson Fund. 'Flic income of this fund of $2,f)00 is to
lie used to aid needy and deserving women students.
The Ulan, It, I). Hi alii, Scholarship Fund. The income from
this fund of $lH,.r)70 is to l>c used to aid needy and deserving
students.
Total of new Scholarship Funds

$28,388.
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LOAN FUNDS \\ All. Mtl.K
are available to worth) MudenU who have completed at
least one semestei "I residence A loan may be used only to defray
expenses specifically pertaining to a college education. Tha appli, .mt is req >l to furnish information regarding the purpose of
the loan, any outstanding obligation to the college or to other
sources, the amount of financial aid received from his parents or
guardian, the total sum earned annually toward his college expenses, and the amount of life insurance carried. The promissory
note must be made and co-signed by • parent or guardian, not by
.. felloH student 01 .1 fai lit) membei The application blank should
U- obtained from the Dean ol Men « the Dean of Women.
LOANS

Approximately $20,000 foi student loans is available from the
following established funds:
The Fletchei O Marsh Fund
The Edward LeGrand Husted Fund
The Ida S Fishei Loan Fund
The C. I. Williams Alumni Loan Fund
The 1 lass of I'07 Loan Fund
The A-l.i'i King Malhet Loan Fund
The Edward Geai Ewart Loan Fund
rhe ( harles I link. Memorial Loan Fund
The Aver) A Shavi Memorial Loan Fund
The W t Woodyard Loan Fund
11 . Burton Memorial Loan Fund
The |oseph M and Am) W. Collini Loan Fund
The Miller-Exman Loan Fund
The Millard Brelsford Memorial Loan Fund
The Barrett Loan Fund
I In Hugh Glynn Price Memorial Fund
Denison Universit) participates in the National Defense Student Loan Program undei Title II of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 Publii La« 85-86.4).
Additional Sourci
Foundations, fraternities, and sororities
■ scholarship and loan funds available to Denison students. Information ma) l»- obtained 1A addressing the Cashier of the Univcrsit) 01 the Secretary ol the Denison Hoard of Trustees.
ID

ft, an Lichtrnstein counseling on directed study

Academic Honors and Prizes
GRADUATION WITH HONORS
Graduation with Highest Honors. This highest distinction is
accorded any student who earns a cumulative grade-point average
of 3.7 for the last six semesters and receives an A grade on hoth
his Honors Project and the Comprehensive Examination.
Graduation with High Honors. This second highest distinction is accorded any student whose cumulative grade-point average
is 3.5 for the last six semesters and who earns an A grade on
either his Honors Project or the Comprehensive Examination and
it least a li grade on the other.
Graduation with Honors. This is the third distinction accorded any student whose cumulative grade-point average is 3.5 for
the last six semesters and receives an A grade on the Comprehensive Examination, or who cams a cumulative grade-point average
"I i.O for the six semesters and at least a B grade on both the
Comprehensive Examination and his Honors Project.
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DEANS LIST OF ANNUAL HONORS
A SruDEnn KIBMV. \ C'.IMII.AII\K grade-point average <>f TO,
provided DO grade in his year*! record is below C, is placed on the
Dean's List ThOM attaining this honor are given public recognition at the Annual Honors Convocation.
HONORARY SOCIETIES
Thi I'hi Btta Kappa Society This group, founded in 1776
to recognize and encourage scholarly pursuits, installed the Thcta
of Ohio chaptei at Deniton in l(,ll Annually new members are
elected from students in the senior 01 junior classes ranking Inchest in scholarship.
'Hi. Phi Society This lx«K originated at Deniton University
in 1926 when the Theta of Ohio chapter of Phi Beta Kappa formed the smuts as a means n| giving recognition to high scholastic attainment b\ freshmen. To !«■ comidered for this honor early in
hii sophomore year a student must have earned at least 112 eradepoints during the freshman yeai
National Honorary Societies Organization! with chapter! of
national honorar) societies al Deniton include Alpha Epsilon Delta.
premedical; Croned Keys, junior women's service: Delta Phi Alpha, German language; Eta Sigma Phi, classical language; Kappa
Delta Pi. educational; Moit.it Board, senior women's leadership:
( him ion Delta Kappa, senior men's leadership: I'hi Alpha Theta.
lnstiM\ Pi Delta Kpsilon. publication*; Pi Delta Phi. French language; Pi Mu Kpsilon. mathematics; Pi Sigma Alpha, political
s, K-iii.- Psi Chi, psychology; Sigma Delta Pi. Spanish language;
and Tan Kappa Alpha, forensil

Local Honorary Organizations. Other group* represented at
Deniton, .ill local in nature, include the Air Honor Society, military: Alpha Rho Tau, art: Chemical Society; 1) Association, athletic ; Dance Club, modern dame: Lambda Mu, women's music;
Mu Sigma, men's musk; Francc-CaWopean Society, creative writing; Rho Beta Chi, radio broadcasting; and Masquers and Universit) Players, theatn honoraries.
SO

Academic Honors and Prices

ENDOWED PRIZES AND AWARDS
RECOONBINO that true culture is largely the result of individual
effort, Drnison University offers a number of prizes to reward studcntl for special excellence. Students are eligible to compete for the
following prizes:
(See also HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS.)

I h, Crocket Public Speaking Award. The income from this
fund established by a gift of $1,000 from Dr. Lionel G. Crocker is
(i. be used for prizes in an annual contest in public speaking.
Tht Thomas Hamilton Crocker Award. The income from
ihi- fund ($1,000) provides an annual award to the student who
rv els in the oral interpretation of literature as a function of the
department of speech. This award was established as a memorial
I" theil son by Lionel (i. Crocker, professor of ipeech at Denison
University, and Mrs. Geraldtnc Hamilton Crocker. M.l).
Thi Ebaugh Award. The income from this fund ($457) proNiclr* for membership in the American Chemical Society and for a
subscription to a chemical journal to be awarded to the outstanding! temor majoring in chemistry. It was established in memory of
William Clarence Ebaugh, chairman of the department of chemistry (1917-44).
/ he Sam Gclfcr Memorial Music Award. The income from
this fund ($2,138) is awarded annually to one or more students,
irrespective of race, treed, or color, preferably to players of stringed instruments, providing they have demonstrated excellence in
music and have contributed through their music to the University
and the community. Selection is made by the music faculty
cf the University, The award was established by Licking County,
* Hiio. friends of Sam Gelfer and by gifts from former students.
The John I.. Gilpatrick Mathematics Award. The income
from this fund ($1,117) in memory of the head of the department
01 mathematics (1874-1912) provides an annual award to a member of the senior class recommended by the faculty of the department for excellence in that subject.
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Th> Ltland ] Gordon Alumni Prize in Economic!. A prize
of $1(M) is awarded annually to the student enrolled in Economics
414 who prepare the best original thesis dealinu with a significant
prohlcm in economics I he papers are indeed by |>ersons outside
of the department Formei students and friends of Professor Gordon, chairman of the department [1931-57), have contributed
$1,870 to endow this prize

Thi 1 nil Kluffnaifi Friendship Auard. This annual award
of $100 is made to the student who has done the most to foster
friendlv relations between the town and the cottage. Selection is
made In the President ol the Granville Retail Merchants Association and the President of Denison University. This award was established In Harrj W V;."-. Clan "i 1899, and is maintained by
his iH-ip.est Si.noo .
Thi Annii Man MacNcill Poetry Prizes Prize) are awarded
to the itudent with high Handing in English \sho is judged by
the department of English the most proficient in the writing of
poetry, ami to the junior Ol senioi who ranks hi«hest in the course
devoted to the study of Victorian poets. They come from an endowed fund S2.'HHI .
/' I • ■ ;-/ E. Ronneherg Award. The income from this
fund '$786 is designed (or the aid of foreign students at Denison
whose nerd i an not he i .net! for by help from other funds available at the University. The Alumnus who is establishing this fund
wai himsell .1 -indent from another land.
Thi Dam,I Shepardton Memorial Auard. The income from
this sum $2,500 is awarded to the junior woman showing promise ol outstanding leadership in the field of religious activity. Self lion i- made by the alumnae irroup administering the fund.
Thi Sperrj and Hutchtnson Economics Award. This award
was established b) a gift of $2,500 from the S|«rry and Hutchinson Company in November, 1959. The income from the fund is
used to provide an annual award 1<-r si holastic achievement by majors in the department ol economici and is to be administered by
the i hairman ol the department in consultation with his colleagues.

i.

Academic Honors and Prizes
The Samton Talbot Bible Reading Contest. This endowed
fund ($1,000) yields prizes of $25, $10, and $5 for the best reading of the Scriptures. The annual contest is oj>en to seniors and
juniors.
The Visual Arts Fund. The income from this fund ($312)
donated by friends and members of the departmental faculty is to
be used for grants to students or for special items needed by the
I Vpartmcnt of Visual Arts.
Thi Forkci B. Wiley Memorial Mathematics Award. An annual award provided by the income from this fund ($1,639) is
■■iwn to a member of the sophomore class recommended by the
department of mathematics for excellence in that subject. This
fund has been established by friends and members of the family
as a memorial to the chairman of the department (1913-50).
The C. I.. Williams Memorial Award. This fund of $1,200
wai established by Burl T. Hodges of the Class of 1920 in memory
of Charles I.uther Williams, professor of English (1894-1921). The
income from (he fund is used to aid students contributing, through
.M dvr participation, to some phase of the religious program of the
I 'Diversity or the community.
The Woodland Chemistry Prizes. A first and a second prize,
amounting to $150 and $50, are awarded annually to two junior students in regular standing who prepare, under the direction of
the chairman of the department of chemistry, the best theses on
lome phase of chemistry in its relationship to industrial or everyday
life. These prizes were established as a memorial to William Henry
Woodland in a bequest ($5,000) by his son, J, Ernest Woodland
of the Class of 1891.

XON-ENDOWED PRIZES AND AWARDS
The American Institute of Chemists Medal. A bronze medal
il given by the Ohio Chapter of the American Institute of Chemists to be awarded to an outstanding chemistry major who has signified his intention of entering the field of chemistry professionally.
The winner is selected by the department of chemistry.
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Th, David A Chambers Biolog) I'm,. Thil annual award of
S—< M ' goo to .i membei of the junioi clan on the baw of superior
inteicsi and excellence in the field of biology. Thil prise was cstabluhed in a Cleveland physician, Charles E. Kinney, M.I)., in
honoi of .1 Cleveland lurgeoni David A Chambers, M.I).. Class of
1923 Selection ol the recipieni i* made in the chairman of the
department and two othei inemben of the facult) named by the
President ol tin- I niversit)
'I'h, Tileston F. Chambers English Pritr, A Iniok prise i1awarded annually i<> tin- senior majoi in the department of English
whose comprehensive examination on American and English writen i- judged the most interestingly written. Thil prize, originally
offered b) I E Chambers,
inbei of the Board of Trustees
1916-47 . i> now maintained b) his son, David A. Chambers.
MD. Clan of 1923
Chi Onu w Soi <al Studit • I'm, A prise of $2i is awarded to
the senioi woman with ili»* highest scholastic itanding concentrating in a designated field of \,x US] studies, in< hiding a major in eronomics, government, history, sociology, or a tianvdepattmental ms>
jot I he prize - offered annuall) bj the Delta Gamma chapter of
Chi Omega at Denison Universit)
'I'h, I), Ita Phi Alpha Book Prize. A Ixxik prize is awarded to
the student in tin- department of modern language1 whose work
in the German language has been outstanding. The l»ook is the
"ift of the local chapter of the German language honorary fraternity. Delta Phi Alpha.
'I'h, Freshman Chemistry Prize. A Ixtok prize is awarded annualk by the Denison Chemical Societ) to the highest ranking
freshman in Chemistry 116.
Th, Robert II'. Levering Award. This annual award of $50
is made to the debater judired the brat by the fatuity of the department of speech. The award was established in 1959 by Robert
W. Levering, Clan of 1938, then a member of the Congress of
the I S V

' .

Academic Honors and Prizes
The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. Four prizes, totaling $100,
■ ii awarded to the four men ranking the highest in the annual
i ontest for excellence in public speaking. The prizes were originally
I presented to the Franklin and Calliopean Literary Societies by
( liailrs T I aw is, former president of the Board of Trustees. They
wen continued by his son, Howard Lewis of the Class of 1900,
and now by the grandson, Mclvin P. Lewis.
The Merck and Company Award in Chemistry. A copy of the
Merck Index, a reference work covering biological and medicinal
chemistry, is presented to the department of chemistry to be
awarded to a student majoring in chemistry in recognition of
excellent work and to encourage an interest in chemistry.
Distinguished Air Force ROTC Graduates. Cadets who, during Air Force ROTC training, have distinguished themselves m ademically, and have demonstrated outstanding qualities of leadership for service in the Air Force, will be designated Distinguished
Air Force ROTC Cadet at graduation, and will, upon application
and lelectiori, be offered Regular Air Force Commission.
The Class o\ 1954 Scholastic Trophy (Military). This trophy
is awardi-d to the graduating advanced AFROTC cadet with the
highest overall cumulative 4-year gradc-|x>int average.
Other AFROTC Awards. AFROTC cadets who arc outstanding in the basic and advanced courses arc eligible for consideration
f'»r various military awards of merit and medals by the Chicago
Tribune, Consolidated Vultcc Aircraft Corporation, Republic Aviation Cor|x>ration, Reserve Officers' Association, and Sons of the
American Revolution.
The Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship Awards. In 1954 the Thcta
of Ohio chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at Dcnison University established three special scholarship awards. Two rotating scholarship
< ups arc awarded each semester to the fraternity and to the
sorority having the highest academic standing in all subjects. An
annual award of books valued at $15 is made to the highest
ranking student at the end of his sophomore year.
The Laura F. Plaits Scholarship Award. This annual award of
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$60 is made t" .1 lenieM woman who gives unusual promise of
service 10 mankind Selection is based on he* college record.
Tli, i' (
1; ■ /'
A i««'l. priae 1^ awarded 10 die senior
in die department ol psychology whose term paper is selected as
outstanding l>\ the faculty of the department The award is made
by tin- local chapter ol the national honorary fraternity, Pai Chi.
Th, R,i\ Sanford ft
English Priiei Two print, $20 and
$10. are awarded annually lor excellence in short story writing.
Manuscripts should be submitted to tin- chairman of the department of English. These awards were established by Henry S. Stout
of the Class of 1915 in memory of Ins mother.
Th, Judg> Clydi S Shumakei Trt pky. This trophy for excellence in publii speaking has been established by Judge Clyde S.
Shumakei of the Class of 1930 Selection ol the recipient is made
1>\ tli«- department ol speet li
'I'h, Sigma Delia h Medali Hirer official awards of the
\
Association i>f Teachers "I Spanish and Portuguese are
offered by the Denison chapter of Sigma Delta Pi They arc awarded 10 die student making the best record in Beginning Spanish.
.ind tn the two students making the best record in Intermediate
Spanish
Th, Chattel Edward SUbernagil Memorial Prize. This annual
prize "I $125 is awarded to the senior premedical student who, in
tin- judgment "i the adviser to premedical students, has shown the
greatest aptitude in premedical subjects. In order to be eligible
lo? this award the student must complete his senior year at Denison The recipient must have been admitted to the first year of a
Class \ Medical School The prize was established by Wynne
Silbemagel, Ml).. Class of lt26. and his mother, Mrs. O. C.
Weist, in memory of l)r Silbemagers father
Th, Ili/dam T. Viler Memorial fli»>A Prise. A book is awarded to tin- stud, in whose research paper in the department of history is deemed the mosl worthy by the departmental faculty, who
have contributed tin* prize in memory of William Thomas Ltter,
chairman of the department of history (1929-54).
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College Costs
COST

EACH SEMESTER

Tuition
A( livity Fee
Board
Room

1963-64
$600.
$ 7.').
$245.
$165,180.

1964-65
$625.
$ 75.
$245.
$165-180.

BACH STUDENT ON FULL TUITION normally pays only 70 per cent
oi his actual rclncation.il expenses. Gift! from alumni, parents, and
Iriends supplement endowment and other income to enable the
University to meet this difference. How long Dcnison and similar
colleges and universities seeking to provide an education of high
quality can |>ostponc additional charge! for tuition is clearly de!" ndent upon the increasingly generous support of alumni, parents
of present students and other friends.
In view of the economic uncertainty of the times, the Univcr-iiy reserve) the right to make changes in costs at the beginning
oi any semester by publication of the new rates lor tuition and
activity lee three months in advance, for board and room one
month in advance oj their effective date.
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Tuitiot RM v>ito tuition permits a student to take from 9
to 17 semester-hours ol credit An additional charge *>f $'16.50* is
made i<»i each registered hour in excess of 17 hour*. Any student
desiring to take in excess ol 17 semester-hours may petition the
Committee on Academk Status for permission. A part-time studcni pays tuition ai tin1 rate >•( $36.50* for each semester-hour of
i redil
Activity Pee. The $75 activity Fee paid by decree candidates
and certain special students includes various academic services
such a-< library .im! laboratory facilities (except de|x»sit for breakage
li aKo subsidizes the L'niversih health service, College
Union, and intercollegiate athletM contests.
H.alth Serfiee. This service includes hospitalization up to
three days .■ seinestei exclusive of medical and surgical costs such
.i- \ii. sen ccs ol special nurses and consultants, doctor's or
nurse's calls to a student's room, suppK of special medicines, or
the use ol spei ial appliam es I- • : t rial: uUion in > \» ess «\ thn-r
day
$10 a day u made. If hospitalization occurs and
a claim ;* settled through a private insurance plan, an appropriate
refund of the a< t.\ii\ fee is made.
Ot
>
'
red by th. Activity Pee. The activity fee
als»> supports tin- Dcnison Campus Governroent Association and
certain othei student organizations, Its payment admits the studeni to plays, concerts, and lectures, and entitles the student to
receive tin- campus wcekl) newspaper, the literary magazine, and
the yearbook.
Auditing Clasu t. The pnvilege may 1M- eranted to any student.
\ n ularly-enrolled, full-time student may be permitted to audit
one course each scmestci without additional fee and without academii credit In all othei cases, an auditor shall pa) a sum equal
io one-half the tuition paid In a part-time student.
Room Rent, li two or more students room together, the rent
lor eai h student is $165 a semester. The price of a single room is
$180 a semester. Yo room u rented (<" a shorter piriod than one
•$38 in 1964-65.
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temester. The cost oi any damage to the furniture or the room
beyond ordinary wear will be aaKMed to the occupant.
litiauL Meals are served in the College dining halls throughout
the academic year except during vacations The charge for l>oard
i- S2 15 a semester.
/fur.Ai ami Supplies. The cost of book] and supplies is estimated Bt |50 a semester.
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Misic FF.F.S are required of a student taking
private lessons in Voice. Organ. Piano. Violin. Viola. Violoncello,
II.up. Bran, and Wind Instruments, unless the student is majoring
in music On the hasis of one private lesson a week including the
necessary practice-time, the charge is $:if).T>(>* a semester. (If the
private lessons raise the registration to an excess of 17 scincsinhours, the student is subject to the fee for excess registration.
Any student paying regular tuition may attend classes (not
private lessonsi in voice or instrumental music without extra
c harge.
\ noncollegiate Student pays $60 a semester for one lesson a
week and $110 for two lessons. If he takes courses other than
private lessons, the- student pays the part-time tuition fee of
$36.50* a semester-hour of credit.
CONSERVATORY OF

PAYMENT OF BILLS
All Hn.i s ARK PAYABLE in the Cashier's office. To help develop in
the student a sense of responsibility and a greater appreciation of
IIH educational opportunity, the University has a policy of collectlemester hills from the student rather than from his parents.
Semester hills are due August 20 for the first semester and January
I" for the second semester hut may IM' paid in advance. All oilier
hills arc due within 10 days from the date presented. Bills past
clue arc suitj<-c t to a service charge of $2. On request, a receipted
hill is issued when the statement is returned.
A student is ineligible to attend classes unless his hills are paid
when due. A it lull nt will be denied an honorable separation, an
•$t« in 1964-65.
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official record of credits, >" a diploma until all eottega bilh are
paid in lull.
Deferment Deferred payment of one-half of the net bill for
the first wmestei ii permitted until November 1. and for the secmid wmeilei until April I. provided the request is made to the
Cashiei on ot before the due date
V .1 convenience to parents ol students, Dtmison makes available a rnonthl) pre-payment plan which also provides insurance
foi continued payment <•( educational expenwi in case of death or
disability of tin- parent Details of tins plan are sent to the student
.is soon as lie has been accepted for admission. Anyone wishing information in advance of this tune should write to Insured Tuition
Plan. 112 Watet Street. ls..-tiui 'I. Massachusetts.
REFUND OF llFI-O-sl Is
WlTHDRAWAl fi >m tht L'niversit) at any tint,- is official only upon
written notice to thi
I), an of Student*. A request to
the II
hall neither hr considered
a notici of withdrawal /"•".' tht collegt nor a cancellation of a
Room and/or Board reservation.
Cancellation <»t reservations or registration for the fall semester by a student enrolled .it DefUSOn during the previous spring
Met must U- made b) women prior to May I and by men
pint to M,o 15 lioth the Registration Deposit of $25 and the
Room Deposit "f $2'> are forfeited if the time limit is not ob■erved II a M idem does not preregistet ot indicate withdrawal by
the cancellation date. l>oth deposits shall l»e forfeited.
\u entering student should see h'ns and Deposits under ADMissioN ini regulations pertaining to l)rposits.
KM ept in the < ase ol withdrawal during the second semester
which results in no refund of semester charge*, a student withdraw inn fur an) reason or dismissed from the University during
the academit yeai shall forfeit his Registration Deposit, and a
student moving out ol a college residence hall during the academic
\eai lur an) reason shall forfeit his Room Deposit.
The room deposit ol a student who cancels his n»oin reservation within the time limit indicated above will be credited to his
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College Costs
hill for the fall Kmetter. In the case of a senior, or a withdrawing
student entitled to a refund, room and/or registration de|x«its will
normally IK1 refunded in June.

REFUND OF TUITION, ACTIVITY FEE,
ROOM AND BOARD
WITHDRAWAL after the due date oj semester bills but before Registration (or for the entering student the first day of Orientation
Week): Except in rases of illness confirmed by a physician, the
charges for withdrawal from the University or cancellation of a
dining hall or residence hall reservation after August 20 for the fall
lemester "r January 10 for the spring semester shall be 25 per
Cent "f the semester tuition, 25 per cent of the semester board
charge, and full tettUStei r. nt for the residence hall room. (In case
of illness there shall be no refund of deposits In no ease shall the
activity fee be refundable. These policies apply to both the returning and tin entering student.
Withdrawal during a semester: After Registration (or fot
the entering student after the first day of Orientation Week):
rhere shall be no refund of room rent or board charge, except in
the < .IM" of a student withdrawing from the University because of
illness. Such a student shall be charged 10 per cent of the semester
i'"mi rent and board charge for each week or part thereof.
A student voluntarily withdrawing or dismissed for disciplinary reasons from the University during a semester will be
' harged 25 per cent of tuition (not to exceed the semester charge)
l"i each week or part thereof enrolled (enrollment begins the first
da) of (lasses).
A student withdrawing from the University during a semester
bo ause of illness shall be charged 10 per cent of tuition (not to
I m icd the semester charge) for each week or part thereof enrolled.
/' no case shall there be a refund of the activity fee.
I lie excess hours fee, fees for applied music lessons, or other
<t>ui\c jees shall not be refunded in the case of a student with''i> for any reason from the University or from a course.
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mission
Admissi
which bear upon tli<* applicant*! likcliluMKl of success at
Dcnison arc carefully weighed by the Admissions Committee. It
ilirii makes its selections accordingly. An applicant may be admitted as either a freshman or a student with advanced standing.
In evaluating an applicant, the Admissions Committee takes
into consideration the quality of liis academic record, aptitude test
■cores, recommendations, school and community activities, and the
applicant's personal statement of his reason for attending college.
Although not compulsory, a personal interview is highly desirable.
FACTORS

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION
\\ APPLICANT desiring consideration at Dcnison should submit a
preliminary application, which will IK- sent in response to his initial
request foi tin- Catalog <n other information.
I pon receipt of the preliminary application, the Admissions

I" littee pi.ues the applicant on the mailing list, and sends him
.1 Formal Application during October of the year prior to entrance.
II a prospective student submits his preliminary application after
October, he is sent a formal application immediately.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Apri.ir.ANT freshman or transfer
following minimum requirements:
I.WKY

is expected to meet the

I. Graduation auil College Certification. These must lie furnished l>> an accredited high school or preparatory school showing
ii least IS acceptable units of credit as follows:
1 units of college preparatory English
2 units of college preparatory Mathematics (3 units are Illicitly reco
ended, especially for tin- applicant planning to
major in Science i
2 nuns jn one Foreign Language
I unit of History
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2 units of & ieni c
, remaining uniu .it least 2 units should 1M- in the areas
named above oi in related subjects .
Excepti mi Exceptions to these requirements may l>e made by
the admissions committee Special consideration will IM* given to
applicants planning to earn eithei the degree of Bachelor of Fine
Arts <»i Bat heloi ■•; Musk
/'•
notion* The Scholastic Aptitude Teat of the
College Entrance Examination It* 1.11*1 is required ol all applicants.
It nia\ U- taken in Ma\ ol the junioi year, in August between the
junioi and lenioi years, »>i in December, January 01 March of the
senioi year, preferably in December 01 January. II extenuating
circuinstanccs prevent the applicant from taking this test, lie mint
make othei arrangements with the Directoi of Admissions.
R
•
■ iatiom b) the secondary school principal, hcadmasler, "i guidance officei as prescribed in the formal application).
/;
mmendation b> the clergyman 01 othei religious leader
■ as prescribed in the formal application blank .
/'
/■
communit) activities

■ including .1 listing <»! school, tburrh. and
a* prescribed in the formal application)'

Statement
Purpose in attending college (as prescribed in
the formal applii ation blank .
Healti H I
from applicant's physician to IM- tiled on the
form furnished b) Denison aftei tlu applicant has been accepted

FEES AND DEPOSITS
\\ \iii!< wi must pa\ fees and deposits as followi;
I. .1 n
of 1
to Kcompan) the forma] application.
!. A 1 itlra
l of $25
1 room i> u '■ «.'!<". deposit <>f $2r) unless a veteran or man
who ii entering .1- a transfer Mudenl "iili the rank of at
leasl .1 iopl lore, 01 .1 local commuting student who does
not desire residence ii.ill accommodations.
(,l

Admission
ThoM deposits arc to he paid by the applicant accepted for
admission to Denison on or before the College Entrance Examination Hoard Candidates' Reply Date about May 1. Both deposits
.ire refundable until May 10 upon written notice of withdrawal of
the application (addressed to the Office of Admissions),
An applicant from the waiting list, or a transfer student acceptcd after May 10. is allowed two weeks to make the payment
of deposits.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT
Tins PROGRAM of the College Entrance Examination Board was
developed to give recognition to the applicant who takes collegclevel courses in his secondary school. Thus he may be excused
from certain college requirements by satisfactorily passing the Advanced Placement examinations in English Composition, Literature. Foreign Languages, American History. European History,
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics.
Credit ami Waiver will be issued to successful applicants earning a store of 4 or 5 on any of these examinations. Credit and/or
waiver may be issued for a score of .7 upon recommendation of the
Directoi of Testing and Vocational Services.
EARLY ACCEPTANCE OF FRESHMEN
A FwisiiMAN APPLICANT is generally admitted on the basis of
grades for seven semesters of secondary school work, and the completion of the requirements listed above. Special consideration for
•it * eptance on the basis of six semesters is given top-ranking appli' -nits who take the May, August or December scries of College
Board Examinations (as described in the formal application blank).
Otherwise, the Admissions Committee makes its initial selections
h\ April l"> and establishes a waiting list from those applications
which arc then complete. Any openings occurring after that date
lie filled from the waiting list.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSFERS
A

TRANMIR

STUDENT eligible for advanced standing must meet
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the requirement! foi .1 freshman and is expected to submit the
following:
! Official Transcript of his complete college record to date,
honorable dismissal from the college previously attended.
2 R

.. ■ n from a dean of tin- college last attended.

A< ( I.1M \\t E OF TRANSFERS
A TRANSFE* STI DENI who wishes to entei Dcnison as a sophomore will he considered foi acceptance onl) after his complete
first-ycai record 11 available. One who uivlies to enter as a junior
ma) !*■ accepted provisionally during his lophomore year when his
record of three semesters <<\ college «(»il is available. A student
ted foi admission with .1 I
i Standing must complete at
least foui semesters in residence at Denison as a full-time student
i" !>•• eligible foi a Denison d<
Advanced Standing A student accepted lor admission with
advanced standing \wll 1M- allowed <redit without examination for
liberal antaken .it a college accredited by the North
Central Association of ( olleges and Secondary Schools or an accrediting body ol similai rank Class standing at Denison is based
on the numbei and quality ol < n-diis accepted for transfer. A
graduate "! an accredited junioi college will !«■ classified as a jun101 on admission, and will IM- required to ram at least 66 semestcrhours of <:<
■ ■ <\s,> years at Denison in
fulfilling graduation requirements A transfei student is required
to tain at least a ( average at Denison to qualify for a degree.
An) requirements foi graduation at Denison not satisfactorily completed at the college previously attended must be taken in normal
sequi •
i Standii
I: ad tsions committee expects transfer students to be in good academii and disciplinary standing at the college previously attended. Semester-hours of credit but not actual
grades art transferable foi all liberal aits and science courses
similai to those offered at Denison. Courses bearing below C grades
an- urn a< ccpted foi transfei
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Registration
Ki>.is iRATION, the formal enrollment in the college, is an agrcemenl on the part of the student to abide by all college regulations.
Normal Registration. A normal load is set at 16 semester-hours
"l credit To register for 17 semester-hours a student should be in
'.;<HK1 scholastic standing. This total should include the appropriate
requiranentl in Physical Education. (See PLAN OF STUDY.) The
normal academic load enables a student to meet the graduation
requiranentl within eight semesters. A student who pays regular
tuition charges is permitted to audit, without additional cost, one
He a semester for which no credit may be claimed.
Reduced Registration. This classification is recommended for
i student who for any reason cannot carry a normal schedule satisfactorily. If reduced registration is advisable, a student may be required to carry a schedule of 12 to 14 credit-hours and be asked
in devote an extra semester to fulfill the graduation requirements.
\\ ithout s|M'cial permission from the appropriate Dean of Students,
!- hours shall be minimum registration for any regular student.
W iih special permission a regidar student may register for 9 to II
i rcdit-bourt.
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Excess Registration, Upon petition to and approval by the
Committee on Academic Sutui a student may take in excess of 17
credit-hours pet semestei
Partial R< .
\ regular student, with the permission of
the appropriate Dean of Students, maj take eight or fewer academu lemester-houn of credit
P/ uil Registration Pertom living within commuting distance
of tin1 campus, certain foreign itudenti who wish to take for credit
or to .unlit certain courses of Special interest but who are not
degree candidates, and to certain graduates wishing to take postgraduate work special registration b open. A \f»cial \tudmt may
not register for more than f> credit-hours of academic work except
by permission from tin- Committee on Academic Status. A special
student desiring * i• <:11 must submit appropriate credentials to the
(>i!».- <<t Admissions
( hangi in Regi It Uiot A change b not ordinarily jwnnitted.
Ii madi aftei Registration Day, a fee »t $"> will be changed, un*
less waived l>\ the Registrar for sufficient cause.
Withdrawal from ' urses To withdraw from a course a
formal reporl must be signed b) the student's adviser and presented
u> the Registrai A student who withdraws from a course without
olin ...
on will receive a grade of F i failure i on his permanent record
Se (
Requirement* under P£AN OF STUUY
toi grades recorded upon witlidi.iw.il from courses
Withdrawal from tht i
\ student who finds it neccsnu) to leave Denison before tin close of the semester must, in
ordci to receive an honorable dismissal, report to the appropriate
Dean ol Students and arrange foi an official withdrawal Except
H and 01 l>\ permission of the Committee on Academic Status, grades ol WP with Fad penalt) i or \VF (with Fail
ilt) will IM- entered on the permanent record of the student
who withdraws Fron Denison alter the date when midsemestcr
BS -ii'' due.

Thi
when* t\ in Us judgment such action is j>» tht ■"
nteri it either of tin- Uudent or of the
■tuii.m body, dismi tn refust to enroll any student.
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Registration
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
A STI'DKNT must complete his early registration and also final
registration at the times scheduled to avoid payment of a fee for
late compliance.
No student will be admitted to any clan later than the
second week of the semester.
Early Registration. All enrolled students prepare a detailed
schedule of courses with the assistance of a departmental chairman
or faculty counselor during a designated week in the preceding
semester, Freshmen register early by mail in the summer preceding
entrance to Denison.
Registration. On Registration Day a copy of the final detailed
schedule of classes is deposited with the Registrar's Office providing
payment of the prescribed fees has been made that day or earlier
at the Cashier's Office,
Late Registration. Failure to complete registration at the time
heduled entails payment of a s|>ccial fee of $10. Early registration
no! completed at time scheduled is subject to late fee of $10. The
student who has not completed his early registration by January 10
in the first semester or by the deposit refund deadline in the second
semester shall forfeit his dcposit(s). (See COI.LF.OE COSTS.)
M

Transcript of Record. A first transcript of a student's record
shall IK- issued free of charge. Additional copies will carry a charge
of $2 each. Apply to Registrar's Office for copies of records.

CLASS RANK
of students is determined by the amount of academic credit earned.
CLASSIFICATION

Freshman Standing. A student is classed as a freshman unless
lie is deficient in more than one unit of preparatory work.
Sophomore Standing. A student must have 27 semester-hours
"f credit including required courses in English and in Physical

education.
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A student must have 62 semester-hours of

A student muti have 97 semester-hours of

FMgiblily Rul, A regularK i moiled student registered on a
full-time bain normally 12 semester-noun Of more shall be eligible to participate in all college and intercollegiate activities. The
Itudenl whose scholastic record talK In-low a 2.11 average shall
participate only aftei consultation with his counselor, the director
of the activity, and the appropriate Dean of Students, regarding
the extent ol his participation in extracurriculai activities,
li\ rule "I the Ohio Conference tresluncn ate eligible to participatc in intercollegiate athletics

RECOGNITION Ol ( RED11 EARNED ELSEWHERE
Ki ^ii'is i IHWMIK ( Kinti will («• honored only if taken at an
accredited college ot university and only il the student submits an
official transcript "I credit prioi in oi at tin- t - of the next succeeding registration at Denison fhis applies especially to stiiinucr
s* luM.i credits earned elsewhere
Grades Earned Elsewheri Grades received ai another institution shall not I*- computed into the Denison quality-point average.
CM In- used in remove Denison quality-poini deficiencies except by
petition to and favorable action In the Committee mi Academic
"Mains Denison will not accept belon (' grade work on transfer
from anothci institution.
Extension ■•• Correspondent! Study. Courses taken by cxtension in an officially designated extension center of an accredited
college HI university an- credited mi the same basis as resident
transfer credit see above Courses taken by i orrcs|K>ndcncc are
not accepted loi iiedit at Denison. In exceptional eases a student
may petition tin- Committee on Academic Status (or consideration
of credit feu correspondence study.
7(1

I'-nodical room, William Howard Doanc Library

Plan Of Study
DENISON OFFEM A PLAN OF STUDY which Rives a student the
general knowledge desirable for intelligent living and the specialized knowledge needed fur vocational achievement. This plan allows
the student a wide range of choice under the guidance of faculty
and administrative personnel. (See STUDENT SERVICES.) The dc'-'ic■<■ earned may In- Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor
"I Science in Education, Bachelor of Music, or Bachelor of Fine
Ails.

DEGREES IN ARTS OR SCIENCE
\ STUDENT who satisfies the following requirements will receive
the degree of Bachelor of Arts, except that a student who majors
in one of the natural sciences (Astronomy, Biological Sciences.
Chemistry, (Icology, Mathematics, Physics, or Psychology) may
elect to receive, the degree of Bachelor o\ Science. (For additional
requirements for this degree see DEPARTMENTAL COURSES: Major
in Chemistry.) To obtain either of these degrees the student must
utisfy certain conditions.
124 semester-hours of credit including
comscs in General Education, the Field of Concentration, and
Physical Education, plus credit for Convocation and Chapel, or its
THE SIC DENT MUST EARN
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equivalent A student seeking certification to teach must also take
certain required courses in Education,
His «ork must conform to certain scholastic requirements.
Thete include .1 ipecified padi-point auetagi in courses, tlic passing ol .1 comprehensivi examination in his field of cimcentration,
and satisfactory scores on the G'atluat, Riiord Examinations He
must show /''iifii..'
ji / ngtish.
A student who meets these requirement! with an outstanding
record is eligible to become .1 * andidate for a decree uilh Honors.
Detailed requirement! in .ill of these areai are explained in
the lection l>elow :
SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS
Com
'. ■ ":/ Educat'u ',- These required courses (Sec
t.iMKM EDUCATION must he completed bj ever) candidate for
.1 degree These basil requirements will be adjusted for an upperclass student transferring to Denison In some instances, ooonei he
lai previoush taken will be accepted a- the equivalent of thr
Denison requirement!
7'1. Field 0/ Concentration, The student is enabled to specialize in a particular field of learning, either in one department or in
two or more departments.
I Candidati f." th, Ra.h.l
• .!■' Degrei \ student may
centrate in am of the following holds: Area Studies (The
smericas, Prance, and German) rransdepartmental), Astronomy. Biological Sn-n.es Botan) and Zoology), Business (sec
1
lies., Chemistry, Economics, Education, English (in Literature and in Writing . Geology, Government, History, Mathematics, Modern Languages French. German, and Spanish), Music
(see Bachelor of Musii degree . Philosophy, Personnel Administration (see Psychology Physical Education, Physics, Psychology,
Religion Social Studies- transdepartmental . Sociology, Speech,
Dieatre An-, and Visual Vrt!
.1 Candida!, /..r th, /(«./,,/,„ „/ .<,,,, „,, Degree. A student
ma) concentrate in any of t|„. following fields: Astronomy,
Biological Science! (Botans, and Zoology . Chemistry, ecology,
Mathematics, Physics, and Psychology,
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Plan of Study
\ student who concentrates (or majors) in one department
must successfully complete from 24 to 36 semester-hours of work
wild at least a C average in the department chosen. If the student
earns credit in a given department in excess of 36 semester-hours.
the excels must he in addition to his normal graduation requirement. Exceptions in certain departments jH'rmit the major to
earn more than 36 credits. (See explanations under DEPAHTMBNI u COURSES.
A student who wishes to concentrate in a general field, rather
than one department, shall take a minimum of 36 semester-hours
with at least a C average from two or three closely related departments, with not leu than 15 semester-hours, ordinarily in sequence.
in one nf these departments. (See also the Transdepartmental Majors
A Student who wishes to avail himself of the privilege of
concentrating in a general area must make his choice not later
ill.in the beginning of the junior year. Ordinarily the choice of
a major in a tingle department is also made not later than the
beginning of the junior year.
Each department shall appoint an Adviser for each student
whose field of concentration is within that department. An appropriate faculty representative who will outline a suitahle sequence
of ionises will be appointed for each student whose field of concentration crosses departmental lines. Such appointments will be
made by the Dean of the College in consultation with the chairmen of the departments concerned.
Bach student is urged to make definite choice of a field of
concentration before entering his junior year. // a student decides
to changi his field of concentration during his junior year, he may
'•' required to taki an extra semester to meet graduation requirements. Any ftudent who changes his field of concentration during
hu tenior year will ordinarily be required to take at least one extra
trr to meet graduation requirements.
Physical Education Requirement. Except those students who
elen the AFKOTC program, a student is required to earn one
credit-hour in Physical Education in each semester in the freshman
and sophomore years. A student who successfully completes the
first two years (basic program) of AFROTC is required to enroll
for only one year of Physical Education, which may be taken in
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cithei the freshman or ihe sophomore year. I pon successful completion of (he fun two years bask program of AFROTC, a
student who chooses to take onlj one year of Physical Education
will U- granted an additional two hours1 credit toward graduation.
Any student who is excused from tht Physical Education requirrrin nt far reasons <>f health must tam an equivalent amount of
ft-lit in othet courset. For credit in militar) service see Physical
Education under DBPABTMENTAI COURSES
Convocation ami Chaptl Attendana are recognized. Both
luiikl up at the rate <>\ one-half rredit-houi foi each semester of
weekly Convocation attendance and one-half credit-hour for each
semester of weekl) Chapel attendance, providing the record shows
the student has no more ili.m three absences from thr programs
01 services An) \tudent who <!■
n I accumulate tuch credit
m any temrster must earn for graduation an equivalent amount of
credit in electi i i oursi \.
Eleetivt Courses. Adcliiion.il courses of stud) ma) complete
the total nuinbei ol semester-hours of credit i<» satisfy the graduation requirements. Both the student and his advise] shall strive
constantl) to choose the courses that will tend to develop a wellrounded and balanced personality. Lack of acquaintance with a
subject or a in-ld constitutes a strong reason foi undertaking its
study.

DEGREE Ol BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
\ STI'DENI who satisfies the prescribed requirement! will receive
the degree ol Bachelot »/ Fm< Arts. The lie-Id of concentration
shall !«■ Theatre Am 01 Visual Arts.
A candidate foi the degree ■ >( Bacheloi of Fine Arts must
take .1 minimum ol 16 icmester-hours of General Education rours■ • excluding General Education 31, 32, 12a, and 13 [see Fonns of
Fine Arts undo COURSES OI STUDY
These courses must includi General Education 11-12 and a laboratory science, Other
General Education courses to be taken should be determined
through consultation with the fa< ulty adviser. If a student electi an
8-hour science course, 18 noun ol General Education will be required. Se COURSES IN GBNERAI EDUCATION.)
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r -Student tracking geometry, Summit Station, O.
No lew than 44 nor more than f)0 semester-hours shall be
acceptable in the major field. The remainder of the 132 semesterhouri required for the degree shall consist of elective courses taken
from the departmental and general education offering! (not more
than 1 I semester-hours of which may be in departments other
than his own which share in the bachelor of Fine Arts program),
I hours of Physical Education, and Chapel and Convocation (see
Specified Requirements).

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
I lit S11 in- MI preparing for the bachelor of Science in Education
degree shall normally meet the same requirements as stated above,
for students who major in other departments. (See under DF.GRF.BS
IN AKTS OK SCTENGB.) He shall complete from 27 to 36 semesterhours of credit in Education with at least a C average.
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHING
A TF.ACIUNC, CF.RTIFICATF. that will permit a student to leach in
grade! 7 through 12 is issued to any qualified student providing
he units the requirements for a degree at Denison, the requirement] of the Department of Education of Ohio and the State in
which he plans to teach, and achieves a satisfactory rating on a
psychological test and on tests in English, handwriting, vocabulary,
and ipeech,
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In (>hio, .is in most slates, .1 student usuall) earns certification
in two different teachins areas Certification, in at least two areas,
is desirable to facilitate placement One of these teaching arras
will !*■ the area in which the student majors for graduation. In
addition to the courses required foi the teaching areas, each prospective tcachei must lake IH vinrMei-hours of credit in Education.
The St.itr Department ol Education in Ohio present*-* Education
213, 217. 120, ,1 course in Methods of Teaching (either in a teachin' area 01 in Education >2*i . and Student Teaching.
\ itudent interested in teaching should consult the Department of Education as carl) as possible Early planning will help
him to meet the requirements i««t certification in any State in
whit li he ma) \- ish t" teat li

DEGREES IN" MUSIC
\ STVDENI who desires to earn ,i:i\ of the following degrees in
Musi* should make this decision knoun. if |»ossiblc, when he is
tted to Denison, and certainls, nut later than the end of the
freshman yeai
II \( 11 K.I OR OK MUSH
The p ul.it 111nlcriT.ul11.1ir plan of Hud) extending through four
acaden li yean leads to the Bacheloi "( Music degree if the studenl s.iiisfi'*- ilf following requirements:
KIM required Physical Education we SCHOLASTIC RKQUIREM1 N 1 -

With thi 1 Kception 0/ English and Mali-rials of Music, Genual I . .requirements art waived brcause of the
ncentration in musu however, the \ludrnl is advised
to '•'
among Ihi n-iuial education courses.
See ( "i K-I - is < ■! NI KM Km CATION.
Field of Concentration. A student must earn SO semesterhours nf credit In Harmony, Advanced Musicianship, History of
MUSH, and Form ami Analysis
Sir DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC.)
MI
Ipplicd Ma
This major requires in addition to
Materials of \l isii General Education 32a), English, Physical

7t>

Plan o\ Study
Education, and the 30 semester-hours in the Field of Concentration. 10 sciiiesier-hours of Countcr[K>int, Competition, or additional music courses; 48 semester-hours of Applied Music (Sec
MttSIC CURRICUI.I'M) : Elective! in other academic subjects of 26
hours to complete tin- required total of 124 semester-hours plus
Chapel or Convocation credits or their equivalent; and a Recital
in tin1 major field.
Diploma in Applied Mu\ic. Tins diploma is granted to the
student who fulfills the requirements as outlined for a degree in
music and u|H>n recommendation of the Conservatory of Music
faculty presents a public recital in his senior year.
Major in Theory and Composition. This major requires Music
115-116, 215-216, 201-202, 311-312, 331-332, 103-10-1, 203-204,
303-304, 305-306, 141-142, 151-152, 441-442, and 361-362; Applied Music, 16 hours; (ieneral Education courses 11-12, 21-22.
32a. and Language, 6 or 8 hours; Physical Edurtaion, 4 hours;
Chapel and Convocation or their equivalent, 8 hours; with 24-26
hours of elcctives. In addition, the candidate will have three compositions ready for |>crforinancc at the end of the junior year and
will ioni|M)sr a work of major proportions (sonata, quartet, or
cantata) during the senior year.
Major in Music Education. This major enables the candidate
to undertake the regular undergraduate plan in preparation for
public school music teaching. It extends through the four academic
yean and leads to !>oth the Bachelor of Music (music education)
degree and the Ohio Provisional Special Certificate (Music).
Specified Requirements. Music and Music Education (62
semester-hours) ; Music Education Methods (Education 315, 316
6 hours) ; Instrumental and Voice Classes (Music 141, 142, 151,
152, 161, and 162—6 hours) ; Music courses (Music 201-202, 303304, 305, 306—10 hours); Music Theory (Music 115-116, 215216, and 311-312—20 hours) ; Applied Music (2 hours each scinrsier ihroughout the 4 years—16 hours) ; and Music Ensembles
Music 103, 104, 203, 204—4 hours). Education (15 scniestcrhours); Education 213, 217, 415-416, and 420. Liberal Arts and
Elective! (33 semester-hours); Required courses--Ceneral Education 11-12 (6 hours), (ieneral Education 32a (2 hours), (ieneral
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Education 21-22 or Social Studies H-Ji hours'. Science and/or
Mathematics, General Education 56 musi IK* taken as the prcrequisite for Education 217 Literature and or Language '6 hours);
Fine and or Applied Arts oi Philosophy and or Religion (6
hours ITI addition to Physical Education 1 hours] and Chapel
and Convocation crediti di their equivalent, the student will elect
courses to complete the required total ol 121 hours,
Tht comprchensiv* examination of thii </< t''" vnU be divided
between music ami musii education. Piano proficiency ti-quircmenti must b* mi I at th< timi "I tlu comprehensive ixamination.
BACHELOR < >l ARTS WITH MUSIC MAJOR
Require I t mm i Tin- Bachelor of Arts degree with a Musi,
major requires MUM. 115-116, 201-202. 2T.-2I6. 311-112; 10 semester-hours ol credit in Applied Musii performance of a (iraduatinsj Recital m tin composition of a uork of major pro|H>riions
-in h .i- .i So-:.ii.i in String Quartet A student may complete the
require nts for the degree from othei academii departments.
/ .■ hing Certification A itudenl planning to teach in the
publii schools i- required to lake Musi) 303-304 and may include
Instrumental i lass instruction in the subject lie plans to teach.
Courses in Education nm\ in Methods an- < onsidered academic
subjects in computing total lemester-hours of credit.)

SCHOLASTIC REQUIREMENTS
I in < .KAhi -I'niM SYSTEM in force al Denison follows:
\ Excellent) I points foi each credit-hour,
B (C
■< tints foi i .ii li i redit-hour.
1
Fail .' points foi eai h i redit-hour.
I) Passing) I poini for each credit-hour,
!• Failuri 0 points I'n eat li i redit-hour.
I

\\ 1
\\T

hi: ..<,.:

Hi.'- .'". , n Failing)
Withdrau n I'.i

Incomplctt is ie led onlj upon recommendation of the insiiuii.ii ami approval ol the appropriate Dean of Students in
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..iscs of illness or oilier emergencies, The student will be granted
.111 extension of time to complete the course but normally no later
than rhi middU "I tin m'\t semester in residence.
No grade will !><• recorded if a itudent receives permission to
withdraw from « course before the end of the second week of
< lasses.
Withdrawn Failing or Withdrawn Passing is recorded when
.1 student officially withdraws from a course during the third,
fourth or fifth week of a semester without incurring an academic
penally Thereafter, a W'F or WP shall count as a Failure. However, if a student withdraws from the University in-fore iniclseniesler, no courses are entered on his permanent record. (See WITHDRAWAL FROM 111K UNIVERSITY under REGISTRATION.)
Academic Probation. If a student's cumulative grade-point
average is less than 2.0 at the end of any semester, he will lie on
academil probation. lie will lx- continued on academic probation
until his cumulative grade-point average is 2.0 or above.
Junioi Standing. A sophomore on academic probation shall
be admitted to the junior year only through petition to and favorable action by the Committee On Academic Status. (This refers
to an) itudenl on probation at the end of his second year at Denison, whether or not he has sophomore standing as determined by
credit-hours.) The Co
ittce'l usual policy is to demand evidence
ol acceptance of the student by a department willing to permit
linn to major in that field before favorable action on the petition
is taken.

Residence Requirement. To lx- a candidate for a Denison degree a student who enters Denison as a freshman must complete
i\ semester! at Denison. and a transfer student must complete the
last two full years (or the last four semesters) at Denison. All students, except those in recognised pre-profewlonal 3-2 programs,
must complete the last two semesters al Denison. Exceptions will
i>c made only by the Executive Committee.
Special Student. Registration as a special student is open to
persons living within commuting distance of (iranville, to certain
79
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Foreign students who wish to take or audit courses of special interest to them but are not interested in a degree, and to certain
uates wishing to take post-graduate work A sjx'dal student
ma\ not i'
ore than *i\ hours ol academic credit except
\<\ permission ol the Committee on Academic Status. If academic
credit iv desired, appropriate credentials must In- submitted t<> the
Retnstrai
.! i trmi Suspei
\ student railing i*> make a C average
while »>n academii probation will U suspended. At tin- end of the
first semester the student ma) petition the Committee on Acadcmi< St.itu- feu defenuent ol his suspension until June and re(jucst permission to enroll i«>i the second semester. If his suspension
IN deferred b) the Committee, the student must, during the second
Semester, red ice hi^ point deficiency b) one-half to he eligible for
return in the fall. Am student who falls below a 1.0 grade-point
average in an\ semester will be suspended.
■;
r Rr-em Unwnt \ student on academii suspension win* has shown marked improvement over his Denison record
in work taken at some othei accredited »ollege or university or can
present evidence of a maturing non-academic experience may petition the Committee on Academic Status for reinstatement, this
!>•■';'
i ibmittcd through the Office of the appropriate
Dean <•( Students
V
d academii and social standthen he left the I nivcrsity, ina) be readmitted to Denison by
wrttii
in ■ i ■ Dean of Students and by repayment of
■

Graauatioi [*o be eliKible for graduation a student must have
dative grade-point averagi <>f at least 2.0, This means that
his entire cumulative record, including courses passed, failed, repeated, left incomplete, must average at hast 2.0.
Gradual* R
i / lamination As par! of the series of nationall) used achievement tests in General Education, every student is
required to take the Graduate Record Examination in his senior
year. The tesi scores, which are interpreted to the student, give
valuable information as to ins standing with reference to students
m several hundred colleges and universities throughout the country,
an
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.mil in companion with liis Denim classmates. The scores are required /<" admission to most graduate and professional schools,
mid uu increasingly requested by industrial and commercial firm*
considering students fur employment.
A Minor whose scores on the Craduatc Record Examination
fall in ihe lower pcrccntilrs may expect liis total record at Denison
in In- carefull) considered.
Am senior who fails to appear for the Graduate Record Examination, unless excused by reason of illness or other emergency,
will forfeit all credit for the semester in which the examination is
offered,
Comprehensivi Examination. This device is used to measure
the ability of a student to correlate his knowledge effectively. Durmv his senior year, a student shall be examined on his command
of the fact) and principles in his field of concentration and on his
ability to use this knowledge in new situations. At the discretion
ol tin- department or departments concerned, a part of the comprehensive examination may lake the form of a recital, thesis, or
project Ihe comprehensive examination mutt be passed in its entirety if the student is to be graduated.
The Comprehensive examination will be arranged by the student'l Adviser in cooperation with the other members of the department Tin- comprehensive examinations of transdepartmental
ajon will be arranged by the student's Adviser and such member! of the departments involved as the Dean of the College in
cooperation with the departmental chairmen shall designate.

PRIVILEGES OPF.N TO THE
M PI.RIOR STUDENT
In ENCOUBME A St I'KKIOK STUDENT to make the most of his
abilities, Denison offers a number of special opportunties.
Advanced Placement. A recently developed program to give
recognition to the student who takes college-level courses in secondarj school is Advanced Placement Denison welcomes such a student who may l>c excused from certain college requirements by
satisfactorily passing the Advanced Placement Examinations of the
College Entrance Examination Hoard in any of the following:
English Composition, Literature, Foreign Languages, American
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History, European History, Biology, Chemistry! Physics, and
Mathematics
Credit will bt given '" •' student who completes Advanced
Placement Examinations with scores ol I or ri Credit may be given
for a score of 3 II|K>II recommendation of the Director of Testing
and Vocational Sen * es
In
of
h\
in
In

/'■ •;..•,■),'. Examinations I ms device is regularly scheduled
the Office of Testing and Vocational Services at the beginning
each academic year at Denison, When a student demonstrates
examination his grasp of the subject matter of any course
General Education lie "ill In- excused from taking that course
the Directoi ol Testing and Vocational Services,

Directed Study A superioi student IN |>ennitted to work intensive!) in areas ol sj>»-« ial interest under the Directed Study plan
in the sophomore or junior year and to continue to do Individual
Wort foi Honors in tin- senior year. A superior student is defined
17. i>n. :• h ... record during tlu thri, >, mesU i. fin tiding this application for Directed Study or huh; niual Work for Honors shows
at least a 1.1 g id -■ inl averagi with at least 1.4 in the field of
concentration The chairman ol a department is privileged, however, to recommend .i student who has not met these requirements.
//">' ' /'
Phis privilege is open to an) senior who fulfills certain requirements When recommended by his academic
advisei and approved l>\ tin1 Curriculum Committee, the student
investigates .. selected topic in his field of concentration. If his
work is of hivh quality, he will he granted six credits toward graduation It in addition to receiving an honors rating on his project,
he passes hi* comprehensive examination with a superior rating.
In- will l,e graduated with Honor. See Graduation with Honors
undei S.CADEMH HONORS AND PRIZES. A student wishing to
undertake an honors projeel should make application to the Dean
oi tin- (lollege
junho ami Senior Fellows. Several departments of the college
utilize the services ol relei ted student) who have demonstrated unusual i apai it> in their spec ial held to assist the faculty in various
.ispei is oi the instructional program.
IU
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These students an- paid a modest annual sti|>cnd. Their selection is competitive. Junior fellows normally advance to senior
ItalUI in their senior year with increased opportunities and res|Mtnsihilities. The res|x>nsihilities of l»eing a junior or senior fcllou are especially valuable to students who ex|>ect to go on to
graduate school in preparation for college teaching.

OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
liv PETITION to the Committee on Academic Status the superior
• indent may qualify for one of the off-campus programs of study
described in the following:
Washington Semester Plan. This program is a means of introdui ing superior students from a limited number of colleges to the
source materials and governmental institutions at Washington,
IK
\n agreement for this purpose exists between Denison and
the American Univeriit) in Washington, D.C. Under this plan
select students from Denison s|>cnd tin- first semester of their juniot year (or other semester by ■pedal arrangement) at the School
"I Social Science! and Public Affairs of the American University,
receiving credit toward a degree from Denison.
This study includes three regular courses at the School of
Social Sciences and Public Affairs of the American University, a
seminar, and a directed, independent investigation on a subject of
particular interest to the- student. Under inter-institutional contract
those participating in this plan continue to pay their tuition and
room rent at Denison. While in Washington they meet the expenses for travel, meals, and incidentals directly. Application for
il» Washington Semester should be made to the chairman of
the department of government but the plan is open to students
interested in other major fields.
Junior Yrar Abroad. This officially s|K>nsored and Supervised
program by rrcogni/ed American colleges and universities is open
to any Denison student who meets certain requirements. He must
hart completed Oil temester-houts of acadnnic work with an ovrrnil average "/ B. lie must give evidence of adequate preparation in
the foreign language needed, and be recommended by the appropriate Dean of Students and by the chairman of the department
n which he is majoring at Denison. He must arrange a program
"f study which meets the approval of his major adviser. Finally, his
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•yrar-abroad applicant*.

appointment must In- approved b> tin- Executive Committee of the
I ■ ifa \ll information inusi 1* in the hands of the Committee
b) \pril I.
A student interested in spending the year abroad should investigate carefully all ol the othei programt available in the counn\ of his rhoice It he plans to stud) independently, he should
make a thorough investigation ol the institution he wishes to
attend
All courses foi which credit is to i»- given mutt 1M- validated
cithei l>\ a transcript of credits, 01 \>\ .1 certificate of satisfactory
work, including the numbei <•( class hours and/or tutorial sessions
attended. It is expected thai students engaged i" a program of in*
dependent stud) will take tin- course examinations at the univervit\ L'ndei the exceptional circumstances, for which approval is
necessary, credit rna\ !>«• given by examination here. Thirty semester-houn .1 yeat will be the maximum for which Denison credit
-1

■

I pmi his i-turn tn Denison tht itudeni must jil< with the
Dean o\ 0 I
and tht chairman "I his major department a
n abroad ami hu "un evaluation »f his educational
beruna in th. foreign institution.
Any student who faib to comply with these procedures will be
considered to have withdrawn voluntarily from the University. His
return in .1 subsequent yeai will be dependent upon the availability
of housing In su< h .1 < ate, .1 request foi transfer of credits from
abroad will !«• considered l>\ the Comimttee on Academic Status.
Merrill-Palmer School. This Detroit, Michigan, school offers
.111 opportunity, foi .1 limited number of superior Denison students
interested in work in tht areas of human development and human
HI
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relation! with particular emphasis on family life. The student
should plan to take one Kmester in residence in Detroit during
either the junior or senior year. Application should be made to
the chairman of the department in which the student is majoring
m to the Dean of the College.
Student Exchange. Arrangements for any Denison student.
usually lor one semester, are in effect with Hampton Institute,
Howard University, and Fisk University. Students of high academic
standing may apply for this program of intergroup relations which
awards full credit toward a degree at Denison. The cost of a semeitei at one of these colleges involves little additional expense for
the student other than travel. Application should be made to the
adviser of the Intercollege Community Council of the Denison
Campus Government Association.
COMBINED ARTS-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
COMBINED ARTS-PROFESSIONAL COURSES enable the Denison student to obtain a degree in absentia if he has good reason to shorten
tin- normal time required for a professional degree. Under certain
conditions, Denison awards the bachelor's degree upon the successful completion of the first year in a recognized school of engineerlaw, CM medicine. To qualify for this privilege, a student must
successfully complete the specified requirements for graduation at
Denison with a total credit of 96 semester-hours, at tin- graduating
ml. of two or mote points for rack hour. He must also successfully
complete all the specified requirements for admission to a school
"I engineering, law. or medicine acceptable to the Denison faculty.
On this basis, a student may earn a bachelor's degree from
Denison and a degree in engineering in five years; a bachelor's dcfrom Denison and a degree in law in six years; a bachelor's
degree from Denison and medical degree in seven years.
A student should recognize, however, that under present conditions of admission to professional schools, particularly medical
!s. a candidate who has earned a bachelor's degree has a
decided advantage, and that admission without a bachelor's degree
• i.inted only to applicants of outstanding record.
1

II ith The University oj Chicago. Students in certain fields
follow a continuing program leading to the bachelor's degree
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From Denison and the masters degree from iln' University of Chicago in .1 normal academu program ol five yean, In this program,
.1 itudenl spends his lusi three yean at Deniaoii and the last two
ai the University of Chicago, During his three yean at Denison the
itudenl must complete all the specified requirements for graduation except that he need not lake more than four semester courses in
his lull! of concentration ami u\.i\ complete his major requirements in his first yeai at tin- I niversit) ol Chicago. If he follows
this plan, lie will take his Denison comprehensive examination at
the end ol las fourth yeai I pon satisfat tor) completion of his first
yeai at tin- Universit) ol ( hicago tin student can normally expect
ii. receive In- bachelor's degree from Denison; and, upon satisi.u tor) completion I»I his second year, the master's decree from the
Univenit) ol Chicago Am student interested in this plan should
consult the chairman ol the department in which he wishes to do
I I.It! latC uotk

Denison Universit) is one of 17 liberal arts colleges in the
L'niversir) ol (
' imperative Program to recruit and prepare
able students Foi careers as college teachers
Hi'' Duki I ■

■■ Forestry Denison University offers a
lion with the School of Forestry of
Duke Univenit) I
essful completion of a 5-year coordinated coursi
I idy, .> student uill hold tin- Bachelor of Science
1' ton I niversit) and tin- professional degree of
Mastei ol Forestry lion, the Duke School of Forestry.
\ student electing to pursue this curriculum spends the first
three years in residence at Denison University and the last two
yean of In- program at tin Duke School ol Forestry.
\ candidati :"i tin- forestry, program should indicate to the
Directoi of Admissions of Denison University that he wishes to appl) lot the Liberal Arts-Forestry Curriculum. Admission to Denison
:- granted undei the same conditions a- rat other curricula. At the
end ol the finl lemcstei ol (he thud year the University will recommend qualified Students foi admission to the Duke School of
Forestr) Bach recommendation will be accompanied by the students application foi admission and a transcript of his academic
record .it Denison, No application need IH- made to the Duke
Sc hool oi Forestr) prioi to this time.
HI.
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With CoUegi I of Engineering. In order to facilitate the combination of liberal art*, and engineering education and to give a student planning a career in engineering an opportunity to secure a
broad basis for his specialized courses and thereby enhance his
worth as an engineer and as a citizen, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has entered into a combined arrangement with Denison for
a five-year course. In this program, a student spends his first three
yeafl at Denison and the last two at the engineering college in accordance with the provisions described in the preceding section. Upon Muvrssful completion of the combined program, the student will
hold Ixith a bachelor's degree from Denison and a Bachelor of
Engineering degree from R.P.I. A similar arrangement is available
with other approved colleges of engineering. In this program a student must complete all the specified requirements at Denison except that he need not take more than four semester courses in his
major field at Denison. On this plan he may take his comprehensive examination at the end of his first year at an engineering
ichool.
With Licking County Hospital in Medical Technology. Denison University offers a program of medical technology in cooperation with lacking County Hospital's School of Medical Technology, Newark. Ohio. A student in this program completes three years
toward a major in biology at Denison University, followed by a
12-month training jxTiod in the Hospital. Upon successful completion of this training and certification by the Board of Registry
ol Medical Technologists under the auspices of the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists the student may qualify for either
tin Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts degree at Denison.
With Universities Offering Physical Therapy, Denison University offers a student majoring in biology the opportunity, after
completing subject degree requirements in three years and passing
the comprehensive examination at Denison, to qualify for a bachelor's degree on successful completion of the first year's requirements at Duke University, the University of North Carolina, and
others. Permission for this arrangement should be made with the
Dean of the College not later than the beginning of the junior
year.
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Courses of Study
expects .1 itudent to achieve tin- ipecialization needed for
ii 1 en in Ins choten vocation, and i<> acquire the general knowledge
common to all well-educated persons. To these ends, ,1 itudent is required to concentrate in one or more Heidi of learning (sec DEPARTMI M M COURSES: Kinds of Majors) and to comply with the listed
nuns,- requirements in General Education.
DENISON

COURSES IN GENERAL EDUCATION
needs certain skills and an understanding of the ideas, principles, and methods which are commonly
used in the chief areas of modern knowledge. In recognition of tins
fat 1. many colleges in recent years have instituted a program of general education. These General Education courses are bfliir because
they represent the common foundation of the curriculum which is
required of even student rtgardlesi «l his field of tpecutluation.
["hey are required in order that he may have a foundation upon
which to build an enduring specialized career and In order that he
may more intelligently assume his responsibilities as a citizen,
EVERY WELL-EDUCATED PERSON

A number of the following General Education courses con89

/). niton I 'nil irui) Hull* tin
tinue, with ilighl modificalion, courses which have lonii been
offered in even college ol liberal arts Othen crOM traditional
departmental lines to investigate broad areas of knowledge. All of
■>> contribute to vocational success] and to provide the .kill., understanding, and sense <>I values necessary for
intelligent living
In .illiMmi KM < \ i i- >N course wliu li extends through twit seme.ters, the student is expected to earn credit in the normal sequence).
Credit foi the lii-' - i estei "ill be withheld until tin- second
semester i. satisfactorih completed
\IK h>H<i Ron trainees who complete tin- iwo*year basic- promam «ill l»- permitted to meet the Physical Education requirement
l>\ earning two hours1 credit onh

Hyphenate*
b\ I anu il , HI I ■ mi fl '

met; credit indicate! amount

ORAL COMMI NI( \l ION
I in ~i COURSES i\ GENERAI EDUCATION train the student to
present ideas effective!} from a publii platform. A student may
choose eithet 10s 01 Pit A student majoring in Speech may substitute .1 l-lioui introductory course in tin- department for 10s. A
student majoring in Theatre An.
1 likewise substitute a 3-hour
introductory course in tin- department for lOt.
Km 1 in* |0s PUBLICSPBAKINO
Staff. 2
( hoi ki K
Introduction in the held. 1,1 speech activity: Interpretation, Debating, Public Speaking,
GENBRAI

CHAIRMAN, MR

GENBRAI EDUCATION IOI DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION
Staff. 2
( II URMAN, MB WRJOH I
Intensive «<uk mi voice and dii tion; dramatii interpretation of the
best literature in essays, narratives, drama, and poetry,
'in

Or. Alaiihall conduct!
class in C.E. 12

COMPOSITION
GENERAL EDUCATION
LITERATURE

11-12. INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITION AND
Staff. 3

(1963-66). MR. MARSHALL
I his General Education count offers practice in writing, mainly
expository; training in the organization of ideas and in methods of
research; and experience in analytical reading of major types of
literature, ancient and modern. (To be taken in the freshman year.
IMIIII semesters.)

CHAIRMAN

BASIC PHILOSOPHIC AND RELIGIOUS IDEAS
GENERAL EDUCATION 18. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY AND
RELKUON
Staff. 3
CHAIRMAN (1963-66), MR. MACOSKEY
\ study of the Hebrew-Christian tradition and selected philosophic
texts. Emphasis is placed on certain basic issues which the student
"ill meet in other fields of study, and to which he will return in
the advanced companion course in this field. (To be taken in the
freshman year either semester. I
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Dr. Watson lecturing
• II. .*, ru civilitation

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
GENERAI

EDUCATION

D-22 HISTORY "i WESTERN (.IVH.IZATION
Staff. 4

1963-66 MK WATSON
An invesi
origins and devdopment of Western culture
and insiitutions To !«• taken in the freshman 01 ■ophomore year.)

CHAIRMAN

FORMS ("I PINE VRTS
01 I IM ARTS
Staff. 2 each
\\m<.in
In thiv division a studenl HUM thi«»s<- two of the three couitss,
oi i-'.i. oi I '• To l»- taken in an) year, an) semester.)
FORMS

CHAIRMAN, MR.

II FORMS oi VISUAL ARTS
Mr. King. 2
Visual Arts 2 S-2 '> Histor) "i Art, 3 hours each semester, or 121,
I eld rrip
a) I- substituted for this course.
GENERAI EDUCATION

12 FORMS OF Music
Mr. Moore. 2
M ■ 201 and 202, Histor) of Music, 3 hours each semester, may
IM* substituted I<>I this course.
GENERAI EDUCATION

12a. MATERIALS OP MUSIC Mr. Osborne. 2
^ course
rerned with fundamental terminology, forms, and
stylistii cot
\ more intensive course for music
majors or for the*
n itei technical background. (Offered
first semester only.
GENERAI EDUCATION

13. FORMS OF THEATRE ARTS Mr. Wright. 2
I heatre Arts III, Introduction to the Theatre, 'I hours one semester,
maj !«■ substituted (oi this nmiv
GENERAI EDUCATION

12

Dr. Prentiet givfi
tiiiliriilual hrl/>

FORMS OF THINKING
Ida. MATHEMATICS
Staff. I
(1963-66I. MR. PRENTICE
An introductory course in which basic concept! <>( mathematics
arc introduced and applied. Precise definitions, logical resisoiung,
.Hid the generalization of known concepts arc stressed. Two years of
liiyh school mathematics arc required, but no detailed knowledge is
assumed. A student who excels in mathematics and one who plans
ID major in this subject, or in a related field should substitute lor
this course Mathematics 121 or 211. (To he taken in the freshman
"i sophomore year or by consent of instructor.!

GENERAI

EDUCATION

CHAIRMAN

40b. I^xsic
Staff. I
(1961-64), MR. BAVLEV
A study of the principles and problems involved in reaching eonelusions. The course is divided into three areas,
the functions
"I language and the nature of meaning (semiotic!, the structure
"I valid and invalid reasoning (syntactics or formal logic), and
an analysis of factual inquiry (empirics). (To be taken in the
freshman or sophomore year, either semester. I
GENERAL EDUCATION

CHAIRMAN

Dr. Bayhy
meeU G.F..
40b cla<s
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PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE
r«i VOQURI AN VPPRECIATIOM OI SCIKNCI mom modern culture
.Hid in .til lines ol human thought, .1 student should take Physical
Science 53-54 and the Life Science Sequence (Biology 55 and
Psychology 56 It .1 student prefers, he ma) substitute an introductory physical science count with laboratory foi Physical Science
53-54. /'
• ' mn majort should tied substitutes. Tlu* Life
Sciei
Sequence in .i1- two separate courses actually covers the
IUM< liivt seniestci ol General Biology 55 and General Psycholo-\ "»i» -». tii.ii no substitutes may be offered.
GKNERAI EDVCATION
CHAIRMAN, MK

53-54 PHYSICAI SCIRNCI

3

RONNEBERQ

\ course presentins the history and the philosophy <>( the physical
sciences 1>\ an integrated presentation ol selected topics which
emphasize the ti.ndamrin.il principles ol physics, chemistry, and
astronomy. The laboratory work consists <>i a number of projects
which brim; out the methods <>i the physical sciences and give the
student some experience with the scientific method. An emphasis
is placed on the social and philosophical outcomes of modern
si ence Three lectures and one laboratory session each week. 7Vti.v
meih th, physical tciena requirement f<-t graduation.
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55. BlOI.OOY (I)

«

i
Staff. 3

(1963-66), MR. THORNBOROUOH
A General Education course which aims at developing, through
the application of the scientific method to the various problems and
demonstrations presented, a working understanding of the important principles and ideas of hiology. Devoted principally to the
human organism, the course is concerned with the physiology, behavior, reproduction, embryology, and genetics of tin- vertebrate
animals. [To be taken in the freshman or sophomore year.)
CHAIRMAN

56. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
Staff. 3
(1963-66), Miss PAIL
A survey of topics in psychology, with emphasis on the scientific
study of human and animal behavior. Based on background of
general biology, the course includes the topics of motivation,
learning, sensation and perception, personality, individual differMil es, and abnormal behavior. Lecture, laboratory, demonstration,
and outside reading are integrated to study behavior ranging from
conditioned reflexes to creative and social behavior. Prerequisite:
General Education 55 (Biology I) or 51-52.
GENERAL EDUCATION

CHAIRMAN
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I)i Macotkey and
philosophy eUus

BASK

PHILOSOPHIC AM) RELIGIOUS IDEAS

com from (. K

18

I.IMKM EM-CATION

CHAIRMAN

l%3-66

81

BASII

\IK

lOBAi
Staff. 3

PHII-OSOPHIC \NI> RBLIOIOUI

MACOSKK>

\u rxainination "l various interpretations of life with emphasis
on the integrates c funrtion each ma) perfonn Im one's knowledge
Hid experience The course itrives I" furthei tin- student"* formulalion "I .■:■ adequate philosophy of life. (To !»■ taken in the junior
or senior veai eithei semestei
I..: ii.. General Education coune, a itudent may substitute
one l-credil course in Philosoph) and one '5-crcdit counc in Religion Normally these would be Philosophy 303 and Religion 303,
Inn .m\ othei combination which has the approval of the chairman
and 'tall ma) I"- elei t' d

Courses of Study
SOCIAL SCIENCE
in a world perspective is the
aim of this area of study. A student may meet this Social Science
requirement in General Education by electing at least six semesterhour! of credit from three departments, (preferably to he taken in
ilic sophomore year).
UNDERSTANDING AMERICAN SOCIETY

Choice of two of three courses meets the requirement:
l.i oNOMWa 211.
GOVRRNMCNT

PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS

211.

AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

207. FOI'NDATIONS OF SOCIAL LIFE
(For descriptions see the DEPARTMENTAL COURSES.)

SOCIOLOOV

3
3
4

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
FOWUON LANGUAOE

6 or 8

A Itudent who enters with two years of secondary school credit
in a foreign language may satisfy this requirement by taking a 6rredit, second-year course (211-212) and passing the course examination, He should register for this course in his freshman year and
not postpone it. The student who is beginning a new language will
l» icquired to take the 8-hour introductory course (111-112) and
;- advised to elect the second-year course in order to establish
proficiency.
This requirement may be satisfied by proficiency tests which
Hi- regularly given at the opening of college each autumn and at
the end of each semester. The degree of proficiency necessary may
ordinarily be acquired by studying a language three or four years in
•'iimdary school or two years in college. A student with language
11.lining is encouraged to take a test for proficiency. Reasonable proficiency means, in the case of modern foreign languages, certain
abilities, no matter how or when acquired: the ability to get the
lense of what an educated native says when he is speaking simply
mi a general subject, the ability to use the common expressions
97

I>, nisoi I •

rtil) fin//, MM

needed t"i getting atound in the foreign country, shaking with u
pronunciation readily understandable t»> a native, and the ability to
grasp directly the meaning <>l ample, non-technical writing and to
communicate its essence <>ialh 01 in writing.
A student who presents fot admission foui wars of Latin or
Greek ma) request a special proficiency examination in classical
languages
I.IIIRMTHI l\ ENOLMH "K I FOBBMN I.SM'.I'AGK
3
Lileraturt in English A student «l>" elects to meet this requiremenl may take any literature course foi which IK* is eligible. He
may not, however, count toward hi* requirement any of the writing
,ourscs <»i English i 16
I.ititaiuri in a Foreign Language. A student may satisfy this literature requirement h\ taking a literature course in a foreign language
ai the KJO-level

SUMMARY OF COl USE REQUIREMENTS IN GENERAL
Kill! A I ION
Required for Baihrloi ../ An- nml Bachelor "/ Science Degrees
ORAL COMMUNICATION choice of one)
2
i.l. In. I'I in II Spi VKI\>.
2
May substitute l-houi introductory Speech course)
G.E. lOl DKAMATII IMIKIKI I wins
2
May substitute 3-hour introductory Theatre Arts
i ourse
COMPOSITION Vo ibstitute and no waiver)
G.E 11-12 INTRODUCTION ro COMPOSITION AND
I.Ill

KM

i

KI

°
6

PHILOSOPHY AMI RELIGION
6
G.E. 1H INTRODUCTION ro PHILOSOPHY AND
Knn,ms \., mbitiluli and no waiver)
3
G.E HI BASH PHILOSOPHIC AND RBUOIOUS IDEA* 3
May substitute Philosophy JOS and Religion 303)
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Course! of Study
HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION (No substitute and
no waiver)
8
G.E. 21-22 HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
8
FORMS OF FINE ARTS (choice of two)
G.E. :il VISUAL ARTS
2
(May substitute Visual Arts 205-206 or 121)
(I.E. !i2 or 32a Music
(May substitute Music 201 and 202)
G.E. 33 THEATRE ARTS
?
(May substitute Theatre Arts 111)

4

FORMS OF THINKING (choice of one)
G.E. 40a MATHEMATICS
4
(May substitute Mathematics 121 or 211)
G.E. 40b LOGIC
4

4

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE (May waive 6 credit-hours)
G.E. 53-54 PHYSICAL SCIENCE
6
(Covers Astronomy. Chemistry, and
Physirs-TYyar course in any one of the
thmymay tie^ (ised as substitute)
G.E. 55,56 LIFE SCIENCE SF.QUF.NCF.
6
G.E. 55—General Biology (3 credits)
G.E. 56—General Psychology (3 credits)
(No substitutes)
SOCIAL SCIENCE (choice of two from regular departments)
6 or 7
ECONOMICS 211
3
GOVERNMENT 211
3
SOCIOLOOV 207
4
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
6or8
I.I I'EKATUKE (in English or a Foreign Language 300-level
i ourse)
3

# « #
t M.v ,

Total

57 or 60f

■ up to H crrjit'hour* upon wiillcn pcrmimon ol (he MuuVnl't Mini id\i*rr.
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Drnisoi L'l
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It, quin I for H:
' I ■■ .1- />.
Foi the Student majoring in ITieatre Arts 01 Viiual Arts
O.E 11-12 INTRI
rioN ro COMPOSITION NM>
LlTERATt'Rf
(■ K

IK INTROD1 I IU'\ 1" PHILOSOPHY

6

\M» RELKHON

G.E 21-22 HISTORY OP WESTERN CIVILIZATION
For ad,.
/> Uattmenltu Course!
I ■ and \'t>ual .1 -'

'*

8
Theatrt

H, quirt I for Be
l/uii D
Foi II.>- Student majoring in an) of the three areas:
Applied M ■■
G.E 11-12 INTRODI
N ro COMPOSITION wn
LlTERATI'RI
6
Electives ma\ !»■ drawn from G.E courses
Mun'i Educe
G.E 11-1_' Is'TRODt'CTioN ro COMPOSITION %ND
LrrERATt'Ri
6
G.E 12a MATERIALS OI MI -I.
2
Foreign Kan
i li rature
6
I n< ini oi Vpplied Arts oi Philosoph) .md/or
Reli
6
i.l. 21-22
: Studies
6-H
/

ry and I
; "i"h
G.E 11-12 INTROWCTION ro COMPOSITION AND
LlTERATI'RI
6
G.E 21-22 HISTORI oi WESTERN CIVILIZATION
8
Foreign Language
6 or 8

/

additional requirement* ... /'/.;.

W

/

Counei

in on campur

Degreei in Music

0 ^
DEPARTMENTAL COURSES
(kii'MEg BY DEPARTMENT! indicate the areas of ipecialization open
in .1 student. Departments of instruction are presented in alphai»t-iu al order.
COUTH Numbers. Courses offered arc listed with the descriptive title and semester-hours of credit. Courses numbered 11)0-199
ue intended primaril) for freshmen; 200-299, for sophomores;
100-399, lor juniors; and 400-499, for seniors. Odd-numbered
courses are given in the first semester and the even-numbered ones
III the second semester unless otherwise indicated. Hyphenated
'muses aie year-courses; credit indicates amount to be earned each
".'. ./, i.

Courses Oljintl. Denison plans to offer the courses listed below but reserves the right in an) year to withdraw those- of interest
lo link a few students.
Kin/I. i>f Majors. Three kinds of majors are offered: (1) departmental, (2 transdepartmentai, and ('!| combined. Requirements loi a major in a single department are slated under each
department. A major involving a study of subjects relating to more
than one department is listed Ix-low as a transdepartmentai major.
\ Combined major differs from a departmental major in that the
held ot concentration involves courses from more than one department and in several closely related fields. Arrangements for a com1
ncd major may )H- made with the Dean of the College. Transdepartmentai majors described In-low require the study of related
subjects in several departments,
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL CO! RSE
W)l Histor) of Science
Mr. Schaijrin. 3
rhii course tii-at> ol th< histor) of the major advances in the
physical and biological sciences from ancient Limes to quantum
theor) with emphasis on the interdUcipunar) assets of tin- sciences
and social development Particulai attention is devoted to those
scientifii discoveries which have resulted in the great conceptual
schemes <»i science that have affected philosophy, theology, social
and political theory, and have resulted in tin- continuous advances
in the sciences Prerequisite: Junior standing and completion of
(ieneral Edui
i s ence requirements
INTRRDEPARTMENTAI

rKANSDEPAK IMENTAL MAJORS
\ SII i'ii- MAJOR: The Americas. France, 01 Germany. A
iti.i|in in I'he Americas, France, 01 German) coordinates courses
dealing with foreign countries, regions, and civilizations in various
departn cnts ol tin- university. 1 he courses are chosen from Modern
Languages Geography, History, Government, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, and English. I in* major provides background foi
a careei in foreign service, business enterprises dealing with foreign
countries, teaching, journalism, international relations work, or
related .i< ti\ ities
A student interested in enrolling foi Hie Americas should setMr Bancroft; foi France, Mi Secor; and foi Germany, Mr
Hirshlci
AKI

i

SOCIAI STUDIES MAJOR: The majoi in S<H ial Studies is designed
in give the student a broad cultural background in the various
subject areas ol the social sciences A student selecting thil major
would satisfactorily complete ">>> to 60 noun in the departments
ni Economics, Geography, Government, History, Philosophy, Psychology, Religion, and Sociology Hi chooses one ol these departments
foi Ins majoi emphasis, thus taking 1"> to IK hours' credit under
the guidance "i a facull) meinbei from thai department who serves
as his Advisei in planning a program of related courses from four
nt the above departments in the social studies areas that will most
fulls meet his individual needs.
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Courses of Study
ASTRONOMY
MK. WHEELER, MR. GAMBLE
CHAIRMAN

(196346), MR. WHKF.I.F.R (on leave 1963-64)

ACTING CHAIRMAN

(1963-64), MR. MORCAN

111 and 112 are intended primarily for the itudent
who desires an elementary acquaintance with tin- physical universe.
One who wishes a 4-hour course with laboratory may elect 113 and
! I t in combination with 111 and 112.
VSTRONOMY

Major in Astronomy
Kiniim MINIS for a major in Astronomy are courses 111, 112,
111. 111. 211-212; Mathematics through Calculus; Physics 121122 ..i 221-222. with 12 additional hours of Astronomy and
Physics in 300 and -MX) courses.
ASTRONOMY
ASTRONOMY

111.

ASTRONOMY
ASTRONOMY

112.

DESCRIPTIVE

Staff. 3
i rlisiul sphere: coordinate systems and constellation study; the
vol.ii system
motions of the
earth and moon; latitude, loneitude, and time; planets, comets,
and meteors. Astronomy 113 is
recommended as an accompanying course. No previous training
in Physit' "i College Mathemaiii i is ti quired,
DESCRIPTIVE

Staff. 3
The Galactic System the sun as
a star; distances, motions, luminosities, types and classes of
Mars, and their spectra; extra-

In Swasty Observatory

I), niion 1 'nit ■ frit) HulUtiu
galactii systems. Cosmolog)
sinu tor,

Prerequisite:

111 or consent of in-

113 LABORATORY ASTRONOMY
Staff. 1
Devoted principalK to problems intended to clRrif) the lecture maiciial <»i Aslronom) 111 MR) be taken onl) in combination with
111. Evening to be arranged.
ASTRONOMY

ASTRONOMY 111 LABORATORY VSTRONOM^
Staff. I
Continuation ol II '». paralleling 112. Evening t<> be arranged.)

211-212 GENERAI ASTRONOMY
Staff. :i
A lecondar) comprehensive course foi nuijori in Astronomy and
related iciences Prerequisites: 111. 112 or consent of instructor.
ASTRONOMY

ASTRONOMY

Prerequisites:

215 STELLAR ASTRONOMY
111. 112. and consent "t instructor.

218 THEORY \HD PRAI mi op OBSERVATION
Prerequisites: in. Ml. and consent ol instructor.

ASTRONOMY

ASTRONOMY

ibl-inj DmgCTEn

ASTRONOMY

HI

Prerequisite

I he ( .> 1< ulus.

ASTRONOMY

III

Arr.

Staff. 3

STCPY

CELLSTIAL MECHANICS

3

3

ASTROPHYSICS

AsTRONOMS. 161-462 iNDIVIDt'AI

3

WORK

re* HONORS

Staff. 3

BIOLOGY
MR

1

K. MAN, MR. ARCHIBALD, MR

HAI'BRICH,
CHAIRM I\

MB

NORRM, MR. ALRITZ. MR.

rHORNBOROUOH

1963-66 .

MR.

Ann 1/

I HI BIOLOOS, ( 1 HHI' uni includes prerequisite counm for professional training in medicine, dentistry, medical technology, nursing, and lorestr) li supplies training lor the teacher and the laborator) technician and providei a well-rounded basic preparation
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Course* of Study
foi graduate Mud) and investigation in various areai of the Held,
,i< well as contributing to general cultural background. Although
(•cni-i.il Education 55 (Biology I) and Biology 150 (11) meet the
minimum entrance requirement of medical schools, recommended
01 required by some are Biology 211 and 221. In addition, Biology
215, 222. 223. 225. and 234 are among the desirable elective! for
the premedical student.
Medical schools also requite a medical admission test in the
student I litial undergraduate year. The testing fee of $10 is payible to the letting organization.
Major in Biology
A STUDENT MAJORINU in Biology will elect a minimum of 26 »■mester-houri of credit in Biology including General Education 55
Biology 11 and 150 (Biology Hi or their equivalent, and 401-402.
< )m year of college chemistry is required,
Each students sequence is arranged in consultation with the
itafl members with whom the student chooses to do his advanced
cork, or with the chairman of the department. General Education
10a or an equivalent course in Mathematics is recommended in

Dr. Alrut: conduct!
mm pus field trip

Dei ion ' 'nil i rtiiy liulU tin
lui 10 loli Logi<
Introductory, couriei in Physics and
Urology are likewise recommended
Prrreq
tied work in th. department and
credited toi
rateGu . I .. ition 55 Biology I) and
/;
'"
// . tchieh ar< tht ban* \'«' four* in General
Biology, oi then equivalent, '»ul waived t>\ ptofictency or adanced plai
■
See PRINCIPLES OI SCTENCI under
t lourses ol Stud;
Hii.iiH.N 115 GF.NERAI BOTANY:

I m FLOWBMNO PLANT
MI. Truman. 4
Application "i fundamental biological principles in the structure,
.iiul activities "t flouerine plants, the recognition ol tin- majoi
groups, and il»- identification of common trees and weeds. Prerequisite: General Education 55 oi ii-. equivalent.
116 GENRRAI BOTANY; Tut PLANI KIM.HUM
MI. Truman. -I
A phylogenetit survey including tIn- morphology, reproduction,
evolution, and economic importance ol the majoi plant groups
and the identification "I spring wild flowen Prerequisite: General
Edui ation 55 oi its equivalent
BIOLOG\

120 Lot w FLORA
Mr. Truman. 3
A taxonomii study of the !• x .i I flora, including the spring flowering
ies, ihc common trees in wintri and summer conditions, and
also the |>mition ol die flora in the planl geography ol the I nited
States
BIOLOGY

lil,,|i",'i

! "i11

GENERAI

BlOLOGy

II

Staff..*

This course is a continuation «•! General Education >> [Biology, 1
with the principal emphasis vi\<-r> to a more thorough study of
the world ol life, both plant and animal, from the evolutionary
and ecological frame ol reference, Prerequisite: General Education
55 t Offered cat Ii semester,
BlOLOOY I'll INVERTEBRATI ZOOLOGY
Mr. Thornhorough. 4
A stud) <if tin- morphology, physiology, life histories, and classification HI the invertebrate animals Protozoa through Protochordates . This course is designed to provide further knowledge of
I lit.

Courses of Study
the invertebrates for nol only the superior first year student but
also upperclass IJiolotty majors. Prerequisites: General Education
V> and Biology 150 or consent of instructor.
BIOLOOY 201. ANATOMY AMI PHYSIOLOGY
Mr. Haubrich. 4
Human anatomy and physiology based u|>on a consideration of
the cat. Certain Other areas such as comparative physiology,
behavior, aspects of cellular physiology, and physiology of activity
.in1 briefly considered in conjunction with the study of the human
body. Prerequisite: General Education 55 or consent of instructor.
BIOLOOY 211. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
Mr. Haubrich. 4
A comparative study of the anatomy and physiology of chordate
animals with a close scrutiny of function and its possible relevance
as an indicator of selective forces applied in the evolution of
structures. Laboratory work is chiefly detailed dissection and study
"i certain protochordates, the lamprey, the shark, Necturus. and
the cat. Prerequisites: General Education 55 and Bioloijy 150 or
i nnsent of instructor.

213. FIELD ZOOLOOY
Mr. Alrutz. 3
I he biolooy and identification of local organisms, emphasizing
techniques ol collection, preservation, preparation, and identification, Prerequisite: General Education 55 and Bioloyy 150 or
consent of instructor. (Offered lint semester in 1964-65 and in
alternate years.]
BIOLOGY

21 f. ECOLOGY
Mr. Abut/. :i
An introduction to the fundamentals of Ecology, Class work is supported bj frequent field nips and individual projects. Prerequisite:
General Education 55 and Biology 150 or consent of instructor.
BIOLOOY

BIOLOOY 215. MICROBIOLOOY
Mr. Truman. :i
An introductory study of micro-organisms related to human welfare
With laboratory emphasis on the bacteria including fundamental
techniques of isolating, culturing, and staining. Two lectures, one
scheduled 2-hour laboratory, and one unscheduled hour for reading
results and recording data. Prerequisite: General Education 55.
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216 Gr.NERAi BACTERIOLOGY
Mr. Truman, 1
\n advanced course emphasi/inu the phvsiolog) t>i the bacteria.
with laboratory techniques in identification, population control.
i'ti/\in.im action, and serological relations rwo lectures and two
2-houi laboratories Prerequisites: Biolog) 215, or 116 with conaent
»»t instructor, and one yeai <>i chemistn which ma) IHI taken con*
i uiientK
BIOIXXH

BIOLOGS. 218 PLANI MORPHOLOGY
Mr. Truman, t
Comparative stud) ol the structure and life cvcles of the majot
plant groups with reference to theii evolutional*) relationships,
Prerequisite Biolog) 116 Offered on demand

222 PARASITE I
Mr. Alrutz. 3
Vn introduction u> tin* biolog) ol animal parasitism with special
consideration ««t those organisms affecting man Lectures and
associated visual aids emphasize the interrelatedneai of human
ccolog) and parasitit adaptations Laboratory studies lead to an
understanding -•! structure and facility in identification, Prerequisites: (tcneral Education 55 and Biolog) 150, or consent of initrw toi
BIOLOGY

223 HISTOLOGY
MI. Norris. I
I In- minuti anatonn ol vertebrates, rhiefh mammals, including the
making ol microscopii preparations Prerequisites: General Edui ation ' '• and Biology l "»;|
BIOLOGY

Bi

o> 224 EMIIRYOLOG>

DF.VF.LOPMBNTAI

ANATOMY

MI. Archibald. \
\ course based on .i laboratory stud) of the comparative development ol ilic vertebrate bod) as illustrated b) the lower chordates,
the frog, chick, and pie The lectures endeavoi t«> present embryolog) as .i single science in which * I J* ■ descriptive, rnorphc4ogkal approach and the exi^rimental, physiological approach are integrated, since Uiih contribute t<> tin* understanding of the ontogenetk
development ol organisms Prerequisites: General Education 55
.iiul Biolog) 150, 211, oi consent <>i instructor.

BlOLOGI 225 Gl M n« B \\M EvoLI riON
Mr. Archibald. 4
\ basii course dealing with the principles of heredity, their impor108

Courses of Study
lance in human life, and their bearing upon evolution, The relation! of living organism!, the probable origin of existing species,
and theories of organic evolution are studied. Prerequisites: General
Education 55 and Biology 150 or consent of instructor.
227. ENTOMOLOGY
Mr. Alrutz. 3
Introductory studv of insects, utilizing field and laboratory experiences. Prerequisites: General Education 55 and Biology 150 or consent of instructor, (Offered first semester in 1963-61 and in alternate \ears.)
BIOLOOV

2:12. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
Mr. Truman. 4
A lecture, laboratory, and greenhouse study of the functional relationships of the plant body in which absorption and transfer of
materials, photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration are treated
with special attention to the problems of plant growth, development, and propagation. Prerequisite: Biology 115. (Offered on
demand.)
BIOLOOY

BIOLOOV 234. CELLULA* PHYSIOLOGY
Mr. Thornborough. 3
A study of function with emphasis upon the structure and biochemistry of the cell. The laboratory will include wide use of
modern physiology techniques. Prerequisites: General Education 55
uul Biology 150 and one year of chemistry.

236. RADIATION BIOLOOY
Mr. Norris. 4
A study of radiation, its interaction with matter, and its application
in biological s\stems. Concepts relative to unstable nuclei, units of
Measurement, detectors, and statistics of counting will lie applied to
tracer work of plant and animal processes and metabolic pathways.
Prerequisites: General Education 55 and Biology 150; one year of
chemistry, junior standing, or consent of instructor.
BIOLOOV

BIOLOOV 240. PLANT AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
Mr. Haubrich. 4
An analysis of individual behavior patterns, patterns of group
behavior and levels of complexity in both plants and animals with
consideration of relations between population size, behavior, and
physiology of individuals. Prerequisite: General Education 55 or
")6 or consent of instructor.
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BIOLOGY 161-362 DIRECTED STID>
Siad :l
<)|)|Mninnitifs foi ihc qualified student i>» extend his interest 1M-yond tin- In :i> ol ■ ourse offerings

Biouxn 101-402 -MMISVK
Staff. I
\ consideration ol the history ol biolog) and contemporary rriran li R | i
Biouxn 161-462 INDIVIDI U WORK poa HONOM
I i \<:ni\., oi N- u \< i

Staff. 3

See Km* M h »\ ill

i HEMISTRY
MR EvERHAKi
PART-TIMI
MK
|OHN I! BROW N, MR HOFPM V\
CHAIRMAN

SPKSSARD, MR

COLLINS, MR

1961-64 . MR BROW s

Si NIOR FELLOW

1963-64 . KCHURI (. (MINDER

|I NIOB FELLOWS
1963-64 . DAVID F. DR\KI. MARTHA CERWIO,
and M \RII <» \ PRHS

Tin ( iiiMi-im DEPARTMENT I- among (hose on Ihc list ol colleges approved bs the I
lie on Professional Training of the
Aiuerii n I
Sociei; ■" offei .i Certificate of Professional
li: ■- in ( hemistn to the student who satisfies certain minimum
requirements
is c III\II-IR\ provide .i general cultural background:
laration foi entering chemical industrj ">r lor graduate study
In '" 'In- .ii engineering; and liasir preparation
lional work in the fields of medicine, dentistry, medical
physii • and engineering.
i idi
ilans I" teach Chemistry in a secondary school
i- advised i" consull with the chairman earl) in the freshman year
irding various possible combinations ol Chemistry courses to
mcii teat I.MI- ., lulu .iir requirements,
\ deposil
tei foi breakage and nonreturnable supplies i> required foi eai li laboratory course
COURSES

llii

Courses of Study
Major in Chemistry
Tm DEPARTMENT PROVIDE* two curricula leading i<> the bachelor's
degree: A Bachelor of Science program (or the student wishing
an intensive stud\ of Chemistry and related sciences in preparation
for .1 professional career or graduate work, and a Bachelor of
\l\% program for the Student interested in medicine, secondary
school teaching, or other fields requiring a Rood background in
(Ihcmistry. The B.A. degree docs not preclude a professional scientific career, although an additional year of undergraduate study
may be required for graduate degrees
A student may graduate with a B.A. degree on fulfillment of
general graduation requirements and completion of the following
courses: 105, 116, 2(19. 226, 226b. 227. 227b. 341.342. A student
electing to receive the B.S. degree must also complete 344, 317,
.uul 331. A major who elects German for the language requirement and takes certain advanced courses will l)e certified to the
American Chemical Society.
( iiEMisTRY 105. ill

INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL PRINCIPLE!

Staff, 4
A study of the basic principles underlying the science of chemIStry; Atomic and molecular structure, periodicity of chemical
properties, states of matter, and selected examples of chemical
reactions. Three class periods and one laboratory period a week.
1(16. CHEMISTRY IN MODERN LIFE
Staff. 4
\ terminal semester of general chemistry presenting a well-rounded
view of the field of chemistry and its application to modern life.
I luee class |>criods and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisite:
105.
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
Staff. 4
\ study of inorganic reaction chemistry with emphasis on correlation of this material with generalizations, periodic relationships,
and theory. Laboratory work includes synthetic inorganic chemistry
and methods of separation of ions in aqueous solution. Three class
periods and two laboratory |>eriods a week. Prerequisite: 105.
CHEMISTRY

116. (II)

INTRODUCTION TO INORGANIC

Ill

Ih J H. Brown and
itudenl measuring
lirnl of Ti'tidion

( HBMISTRY 2U9.
Ill
lNTM>DI°CTIOM lO QUANTirATlVI TKGBN1QI i -.
Mr. Hoffman. 4
A consideration >>i the rquilibrium situation represented by ionic
reactions in aqueous solution. Treatment includes precipitation.
neutralization, oxidation-reduction, and complex ion reactiona, I-aboraton work emphasizes simple techniques of Quantitative measurement applied i<» the determination "t percentage coni|>osition. cquilibrium constants, and to reliability ol data. Two lectures and two
laborator) periods .1 week Prerequisite: lift; concurrent rcgistration in Mathemath ^ 121.
< 111 MI-1 K\ 226-22/

l\

\nn \'

OROANIC CHEMISTRY

Mr. S|M-ssard. 4
I he chemistr) ol aliphatic, aromatic, and heteroevcue compounds
ol carbon lime- lectures and one laborator] iierimi a week. Prerequisite: 209,
( HiMiMkN

226b-227b

OROANII

f

HEMISTRY

LABORATORY

Mr. S|M-«ard. 1
Required ol .ill chemistr) majors; to be t.ikrn concurrently with
226-227 ' > 11 *■ laborator) period .1 week.
ii: IN 11 KMI 1.1 M 1 INORGANIC CHBifitrntv
3
llirniiiii.il Hid descriptive inorganic chemistr), stressing bonding
theory, periodii relationships, coordination chemistry, and reaction
chemistr)'. I In laborator) .iiiit.ijiis to awaken synthetic talents by
stressing correlation ol theoretical principles and laboratory techniques. t\vo lectures .mil one laborator) period a week. Prerequisites _'2" ami 112 (may In- taken concurrently).
CHEMISTRS.

(in MI-IKS ;;i ANALYTICAI CHEMISTRY
Mr. Hoffman. 4
A discussion I>I tin- theoretical background of selected topics in the
112

Courses of Study
areas of absorption spcctroscopy, electrochemistry, and phase
change or partition processes. Laboratory work includes a practical
introduction to spectrophotometry, polarography, and chromatography. Two lectures and two laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: 342 or taken concurrently.
341-342. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Mr. Brown. 3
A study of the description of and prediction of the characteristics
of chemical systems and their interactions with respect to transfer
of mass and energy. Laboratory course 344 should be taken concurrently with 342. Three class periods a week. Prerequisites: 209;
Phyiics 222 or 122, and The Calculus. A non-major is accepted on
recommendation of his adviser.
CHEMUTHV

CHEMISTRY

344.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

Mr. Brown. 2
Quantitative measurements on physical-chemical systems. Experiments are selected to illustrate the theories discussed in 341-342,
Two laboratory periods a week. To be taken concurrently with
342.
CHEMISTRY 350-450. READING COURSE AND SEMINAR
Staff. 1
Designed to familiarize the student with the chemical literature
and to integrate the student's work in the various areas of chemistry. One session a week during both the second semester of the
junior year and the first semester of the senior year.
CHEMISTRY 361-362. DIRECTED STUDY
Staff. 3
Offered to juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: 227 or 342 or consent
of instructor.
CHEMISTRY

415.

QUALITATIVE ORGANIC ANALYSIS

Mr. Spessard. 3
Methods. One lecture and two laboratory periods a week. Prereqiiisite: 227.
CHEMISTRY

421.

INTERMEDIATE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Mr. Spessard. 3
A study of certain theoretical aspects of organic chemistry and
specially selected topics dealing with some of the more complex
113

l)i nil • Vnivfrsily liul'u tin
compoundi of the aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic series, including compoundi <'i biological lignificance. The laboratory work
involves the separation of mixtures, preparation of compounds, and
quantitative method* t"i characterizing organic compound! iituis*
ing ipecial techniques not covered in tin* elementary organic
course Library lourcei are used extemively. Two lecture* and one
laboratory »!:.ii a week. Prerequisite: 227.
( in SUMR1. 161-462 INOIVIDI 11 \\<>Kk poa HONORS
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EDUCATION

Staff.

3

»ll

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
CH Ann AN.

Ma. I. R l)i\s
I

PART-TIMI

Cla :< ol Ch ilizalion

77.'.., courses it" not requiu tht t
tudy nf Greek or Latin
.1 itudenl desiring any coursi thould ,<m<ult ilu chairman.
t'.KI I k

101

<.RI I k < 1\ II I/MICIN

2

Topical stiuK HI the chief aspects ol ancient Greek life and thought.
May I*' IIK luded in a History major. Not offered in 1963-64.)
LATIN \»\ ROMAN CIVILIZATION
2
Stun inn- of Roman customs and institution! as a legacy to the
modern work) Not offered in 196344

i IKI i k 201 GREEK DRAMA
2
Fifteen tragedies and comedies are irad and discussed. Alternates
with 2in Not offered in 1963-64
203 (.Kiik I.IIIKMIRI IN ENGLISH
2
Cross-section ol the varied forms of literary expression, exclusive
of drama Alternates with 201 (Not offered in 1963-64.)
GREEK

(.in ik 204 MYTHOLOCY-REUOION
2
A survey of tin- principal myths and a study of their use in European .mil American literature and an. Not offered in 1963-64.)
II 1

Count's of Study
LATIN 206. LATIN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
2
Selections from the leading writers. Alternates with Greek 204.
Not offend in l96:i-64.)

Counrs in Language
Any of Ike following COUTSIS uill hi given if drmand warrants.
111-112. REGINNING GREEK
3
Forms, grammar, and elementary reading. Open to students of all
, lanes

GREEK

211-212. GREEK NEW TESTAMENT
3
< )nc of the Gospels (fiist semester} : one of Paul's Epistles (second
semester). Prerequisite: 111-112.

CREEK

101. SELECTIONS FROM CICERO
3
Prerequisite: Two or three years of high school Latin. (Offered
on demand. I
LATIN

102. VIRGIL
3
Selections from the first six books of the AEmid. Prerequisite:
Three years of high school Latin. (Offered on demand.)
LATIN

211-212. SELECTIONS FROM LATIN LITERATI RE
3
Principally comedies, lyric, elegiac, and satiric poetry. Prerequisite:
Four years of high school Latin.
LATIN

311. CICERO AND OVID
History and mythology. Sight reading. Prerequisite:
(Offered \n 1963-64.)
LATIN

3
111-112.

LATIN (12. PLINY AND TACITUS
Letters and essays. Prerequisite: 211. (Offered in 1963-64.)

3

411-412. VIRGIL
\ study of all the |MK-ius of Virgil. (Not offered in 1963-64.)

3

LATIN

I i

\CIIING OF LATIN

(See EDUCATION 333.)
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Dr. Lehman meets
seminar in economics

K( ONOMN S
MK LEHMAN, MK t HIANO, \IH WESTBROOKJ MK. CIIAO, MR.
PI \M MR (.KM v MR K \\ KIM.
CHAIRMAN

\

1961-frl . MK ( HUNG on leave 1963-6*)

-.. (.IIMKMVN

1963-64

MK

LEHMAN

A Si i inN i IN E" ONOMICS ma) i noose either .1 major in Economic isiness.
11.

i in /.. onomics

A STUDENI MAJORING IN ECONOMICS is required to lake 211-212,
and should take additional courses in the department, with
emphasis in the 1
ca area, f-»i a iota! of 30-36 semester-hours
not ' ountintj 211 Foi a hroadei background in the Social Science
field, he i> required to take Government 211 and Sociology 207.
The
idem must also fulfill the following departmental
requirements: History 222; two courses from Mathematics 108,
205-206 ii Mathematics 121 is taken, Mathematics 108 will be
waived ; and i\\«> of these related courses: Geography 225, 226;
Governmenl 212, III; Histor) 321; Mathematics 206 (acceptable
.is .i related course ":il> if it has not been counted toward the
Mathematics requirement above : Philosophy 326: Sociology 208.
.! \udenl who i nut, mplali * graduate tfudy in Economics is
; i.i ,l.<i a modern fnrnuti language, and to take Mathernati, . IJ1-UJ
lit)

Courses of Study
Major in Business
A STUDENT MAJORIN<; IN BUSINESS is required to take 211-212,and should take additional courses ill the department, with emphasis in the Business area, for a total of 30-36 semester-hours (not
counting 211). For a hroader background in the Social Science
field, he is required to take Government 211 and Sociology 207.
The majoring student must also fulfiH tin* following departmental requirements: History 222; two courses from Mathematics
108. 205-206 (if Mathematics 121 is taken. Mathematics 108 will
lie waived) ; and two of these related courses: Government 231 232: Mathematics 206 (acceptable as a related course only if it has
not been counted toward the Mathematics requirement above);
Philosophy 326; Psychology 320. 417; Sociology 415.
A student who contemplates graduate study in Business is
advised to complete the full year of Mathematics 205-206.
211-212. PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS
Staff. 3
This course, primarily designed for Social Science majors, is oriented to present an explanation of how the private enterprise system operates, and to provide fundamental economic principles, and
working tools prerequisite for economic analysis.
ECONOMICS

223-224. ACCOUNTING SURVEY
Mr. Chao. 3
A nirvey of accounting designed specifically for lil>cral arts students
interested in husiness, economics, law, and government, Introduction to the principles of financial statements, costs and revenues,
cost accounting, consolidated statements, and analysis of financial
ECONOMICS

statements.
ECONOMICS

311.

HISTORY OP ECONOMIC

THOUOHT
Mr. Wcstbrook. 3
The development of significant economic doctrines, their content
and methodology, their application and influence, and their relation to the main stream of current economic thought. Prerequisite.
211-212.
ECONOMICS

312.

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Mr. Wcstbrook. 3
A study of alternate economic systems as conceived by theoreticians
117

I), nit i Univtrsit] Bn'
and a comparative Mud) ol economic systems as they exist in reality. The count emphasizes the development and current |HTformance of the economu systemi of the United States, England,
ami the Soviet Union Prerequisite: 211-212 or consent of inNII uctor.
ECONOMICS 113 PUBLIC POLICIES rowAUD BUSINESS
3
The development ol public policy in tl»- United States from its
common law origins Federal anti-trust legislation and its judicial
interpretation. Publu regulation ol utilities, transportation, and
communications. A stud) of the modern industrial structure and
organization Prerequisite 211-212 oi consent of instructor.

114. MARKETING, PUBLU POLICY, IND PRICES
3
An analysis ol tin* functions and agencies involved in marketing,
and ol the structure of market! Relevant anti-trust material will
lx- included. A theoretical stud) ol tin- effects ol distribution on
ECONOMICS

Mi ;i es

ECONOMICS 115. MONE> VND BANKING
Mr. Lehman. 3
Principles of money, credit, and banking, including a study of the
institutions and financial organizationi designed to supply society
with adequate media ol exchange. Development of American
monetary and banking practices and policies. Prerequisites: 211212 oi i onsent ol instructoi
ECONOMICS

116

CORPORATI

ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE

Mr. Pease. 3
Principles underlying the promotion, organization, financial structure, control, failure, and reorganization of corporate enterprise.
Prerequisites: 211-212 oi consent of instructor. It is highly desirable thai students registering foi this course shall also have had 223224.
;

I u.iIR-MINACI MINI RELATION!
Mr. Westbrook. 3
Management and unions in the United States economy; power bargaining and the Strike; public polic) toward unions. Prerequisite:
211-212 or consent ol instructor.
ECONOMICS

118

'

Courses of Study
ECONOMICS 318. LABOR ECONOMICS
Mr. Westbrook. 3
Theories of wage determination; wages and prices; unemployment;
economici of security. Prerequisite: 317 or consent of instructor.

ECONOMICS 332. ECONOMICS FOR CONSUMERS
Mr. Pease. 3
An analysis and evaluation of consumers' role in the economy, followed by consideration of forces affecting consumer demand such
.is t ustom, fashion, and advertising, concluding with a study of
ways in which consumers can perform their functions more effectively.

ECONOMICS

361-362.

DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

410. Prune FINANCF.
Mr. Lehman. 3
Public revenues, expenditures, debt, and financial administration,
with special attention to the theory and practice of taxation and
to problems of fiscal policy. Prerequisites: 211-212 or consent of
instructor.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS 413. READINGS IN ECONOMIC JOURNALS
Staff. 3
Based on readings in current economic journals. Consent of instructor.

414. SENIOR RESEARCH SEMINAR
Staff. 3
Introduction to principles and methods of research. Each student
will write an original paper. Consent of instructor.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS 419. PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE
Mr. Pease. 3
Survey of property, casualty, liability, social insurance, and life
insurance, with special emphasis on the basic concepts and principles of protection of business firms. Open to all seniors.

ECONOMICS

421-422.

ADVANCED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Mr. Chiang, Mr. Creen, Mr. King. 3
Application of the tools of economic analysis to problems of production, pricing, distribution, income, and employment. Prerequisite: 211-212.
119
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PRINCIPLES IND PSMCTKZU

INVESTMENTS

Mr. I .i'hin,III

3

The social implications of investments; the problem of investing
hunk from the individual viewpoint; analysis of types of securities;
methods of analyzing specifk securities; evaluation of forecasting
methods. Prerequisites 211-212 or consent of instructor. (It is
highly desirable tint a student registering foi this course shall also
have had 22 i-224.
125 I'M I II iiins> IN mi LEVEL os PRICFS,
. wn EMPI os. MI s i
3
A stud) "I national income accounting, major theories of prosjHrity and depression, the role ol special interest groups in economic
fluctuations, ami stabilization proposals Prerequisites: 211-212,
3I.T or consent of instnu toi
ECONOMICS

[NCOMI

Ec:oNuMli:s 111

IN 11 R N UIONAI TstADI AND FINANCE

Mi Chiang, Mr. King. 3
Bases ol trade among nations; the theory and mechanism of international financial transactions: evaluation of international rommercial and financial policies, with special reference to those of the
United States Prerequisites: 211-212 or consent of instructor.
132 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT1
Mr. Chao. 3
\ surve) <»l the structure and problems of the underdevelo|>ed
economies, with particular emphasis on the major determinants of
economic growth Prerequisite: 211-212.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS MO. WASHINGTON FIELD TRIP
Mr. Lehman. 2
A trip to observe the federal government iwrforin its economic
functions. Conferences are arranged with individuals prominent in
formulating or administering governmental economic |»licies.
Spring vacation Consent of instructor.
ECONOMICS li2
I.I ONOMII -

SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICAL

Mr. Chiang. 3
Application ol differential calculus and other mathematical methods to economic analysis. Consent of instructor.
l.i ONOMICS 161-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS
TEACHING OI SOCIAI STL-MRS
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(See EUI.CAIION 320.)

Staff.

3

Mr. H'niton directs practiceteaching and Dr. Carter
handles teacher-placement

EDUCATION
MR. CARTER, MR. HOI.TON
CHAIRMAN

(1962-65),

MR. CARTER

Teacher Preparation
is accredited by the State Department of
Education in Ohio in the teacher-preparation field of secondary
education, including junior and senior high schools. A Special
Certificate in Music (Sec Music CURRICULUM) may be obtained
on completion of the required courses of this curriculum.
A student registering for courses in Education may lie expected
lo demonstrate at least mean performance on a nationally standardized achievement test, demonstrate competence in oral and written English, and in handwriting and vocabulary. The student may
l)e required to submit to a speech test given by the Department
of SiM'ech and, if found deficient, must register for appropriate
courses.
A student expecting to become a teacher or coach of athletics should confer with the members of the Department of Education as early as possible on planning an effective four-year
schedule.
A student who takes student-teaching must meet the requirements for teacher certificates in the State of Ohio. A student who
plans to meet the certification requirements of other States should
confer with the member) of the Department of Education as early
.is |Hissible in order to elect the proper courses.
Student-teaching assignments are made in the various schools
in Granvillc, Newark, and Licking County. These assignments are
made by the Department of Education but responsibility for transportation to the school rests with the student.
DF.NISON UNIVERSITY
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Denison University Rullitin
Majot in Edutation
A STUDENI MAJOMNO IS EDUCATION may qualify for the Bachelor ol An. in the ii.H iiriui ni Si nil. r in Eilui .iiimi degree,
Tin' requirement! foi ihe Bachelor of Arts degree include 21
semester-hours ol courses in Education, including General Psycholnv\ i leneral Edui alion 56
1 In- requirements foi the Bacheloi <>! Science in Education
degree include 27 semester-hours ol courses in Education plus
(ieneral Psy< holog^
El i i ITION 21

;

SEI

ONIIAR> SCHUOI CrRRK'.l I l M.

Mr. Carter. 3
\ encral orientation in lite field ol the secondary school curriculum to aid tin1 studeni in the understanding of factors influencing
the curriculum and of the environment in which he will leach.
215 111~ t ■ m> oi EDUCATION
3
This course places Minn- emphasis upon education in the United
States.
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

217

CHILD IND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT
MI Carter.

3
Psychological development especially during early periods of
growth Listed also as PSYCHOLOGY 217. Prerequisite: (ieneral
Education 56
Em c ITION Wi TEACHING OF SCIENCE
Mr. Truman.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered in 1963-64 and in alternate years.)
EDI CATION 115 Mi limn-,
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

3

in Mi sic post

Mr. Hunter. 3
The psychology and problems of teaching public school music applied in present day practices. Alternates with 316, Prerequisite:
217 Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
EDUCATION 316. Mi
HUM SCHOOL

rHoos or TEACHING MUSIC IN
Mr. Hunter. 3
Alternates with 115. Prerequisite: 217. (Offered in 1964-65 and
in alternate years.
122

Courst I <»/ Slurly
3lfl. EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOOY
Mr. Valdcs. 2
(Listed as SOCIOLOOY 318.> Prerequisite: 217 or Sociology 207 or

EDUCATION

its equivalent.

320. TEACHING OK SOCIAL STUDIES
Mr. Valdcs.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered First semester each year.)

F.IU'CATION

3

F.IU'CATION 325. EVALUATION OF TEACHING
3
Construction ami use of tests: selection of standard tests: and interpretation of lest results.

Education 3?6. TI.AC.IUNC OK GENERAL METHODS
IN

llicii

SCHOOL

3

Prerequisite: 217.
331. TEACHING OF BNOLWH
Mis* Lewis.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered first semester ever)- year.)
EDUCATION

333. TEACHINO OK LATIN
Mr. I.. K. Dean.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered only on demand.)

EDUCATION

3
2-3

335. TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS
Mr. Stcrrctt. 3
Prerequisites: 217 and Mathematics 122. (Offered in 1963-64 and
in alternate years.
EDUCATION

339. TEACHING OF SPEECH
Mr. Hall. 2
History of rhetorical thought, psychology of language, phonetics,
tin shaping of speech curriculum. Prerequisite: 217.
EDUCATION

341. TEACHINO OF PUBLIC SCHOOL ART
3
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered second semester in 1963-64 and in
alternate years.)
EDUCATION

313. TEACHING OF MODERN LANGIAGES
Mr. F. L. Preslon. 3
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered in 1961-65 and in alternate years.)

EDUCATION

315-346. SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Staff. 2-3
Independent work on selected topics under the guidance of staff
members. Consent of chairman.
EDUCATION
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Elll CATION 352.

PHYSICAL Kill CATKIN FOR ELEMENTARY

llir.ii Scinmi PRIM-.KAMS
Miss Sliepard. 4
Principles, curriculum, methods and materials, tests and measurements fur the elemental v and secondary school programs. Prerequisite: 217.
ANI>

354. MBTROM IN RECREATIONAL DANCE
Miss Van Horn.
Prerequisite: 217.

EDUCATION

2

H5. STUDENI TEACHINO IN THE MAJOR FIELD
Director and Staff. 3
Eligibility: Residence .it Denison for one year: an average grade
of B in his teaching field; a recommendation from the department
of the subject - in which student expects to teach: consent of the
stafj of tin- Department <>/ Education: and. acceptance by the
school officials .it the school in which the student teaching is to
take place.

EDUCATION

llti STUDENI 11 u HIM; IN A MINOR FIELD
Eligibility: Same as EIH'CATION 415.
Noli : Education 415 and 416 are offered both semesters. The
student needs to take Ixith courses, either concurrently or in consecutive semesters. However, I student may not take more than
15 semester-hours including student teaching during the first semester he sicks experience in this area. The 15 semester-hour
maximum does not appl) to the second semester of student teaching. Tin luitini will ha: ■ a conference each Thursday at 4 p.m.,
during th- \
. > hi takr\ student leaching.

EDUCATION

120. PHILOSOPHY m EDUCATION
Mr. Macoskey. 3
An inquiry into tin- philosophical issm-s associated with education
including such problems as The School in Relation to Society and
The Ann- and Values ol Education, The educational philosophies
of pragmatism, realism, idealism, and existentialism are critically
evaluated Listed also as PHILOSOPHY 420.)
EDUCATION 145 SCHOOI HEALTH EDUCATION
Mr. Seils. 3
Principles, organization .iu<\ administration, methods, materials,
techniques as well as tests and measurements in school health education. Prerequisite: 217.
EDUCATION K>1-462. [NDIVIDI M WORK FOR HONORS
Staff. 3
EDUCATION
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Course! oj Study
ENGLISH
MR. DOWNS, MR. BENNETT, MISS LEWIS, MR. MAHOOD, MISS
SHANNON, MR.

MARSHALL, MR.

M. E.

BROWN, MR. CONSOLO,

MR. KRAFT, MR. MILLER, MR. BCRKETT
(.H MRMAN

(1963-66),

MR. DOWNS

staff for varying periods of residence each year will be an established writer, who will occupy the
endowed Harriet Ewers Beck Chair of English.
ADDED TO THE DEPARTMENTAL

Major in English
A student majoring in English must
elect a minimum of 26 semester-hours of credit in English, including 430, and must have two college years or its equivalent of one
modern foreign language. General Education 11-12 does not count
At credit toward a major,
A student who expects to have English as a field for teaching
in secondary schools should include in his courses for certification:
230, 237, 346, and at least one semester of 211-212 or its equivalent in advanced elective courses in English Literature.
GENERAL

REQUIREMENTS.

For a Major in Literature add 215 to the
General Requirements above. For a Major in Writing a minimum
of 12 semester-hours of composition must be added to the General
Requirements. Included must be either 407-408, 361-362, or 461162.
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.

ENGLISH 211-212. ENGLISH LITERATURE
Staff. 3
A study of major works in English Literature from the beginning
to the late 18th Century (first semester) ; from the 18th Century
to the 20th Century (second semester).

215. SHAKESPEARE
Miss Lewis. 3
A study of the principal plays. Required of English majors. (Offered each semester.)
KNCLISII

125

Clockwisr: Mist Leuis, \l> Kraft, Dr. Marshall, Mr, Bennett,
Dr. M. I. Brown, Dr. Downs, I)'. Cousoto, Mr. Mahood
ENGLISH 217 NRWSWRITINO \M» EDITING
Mr. Bennett. 2
Extensive iirattice in newswritinu and analysis <>l newspaper techniques (May !»■ taken foi academii credit twice For a maximum
ol Four houn but don not count toward tin Literature rn/uirrment ft»i General Education.)
ENOUSII

218 I'm Him i K* LTTEAATUM

ENGLISH

221

2

MODERN AMERICAN \NM BRITISH LITERATURE

Staff.

3

ENGLISH 230 AMERICAN LMIKMIHI
Staff.
A vtmi\ focusing primarily on writers of the 1 *tth Century.

3

A Stud) of till' lilrl.tlillr Mm <" 1 * *' H I.

ENOLISII 237 ADVANCED CoMPosmoN
Staff. 3
Theor) and practice in writing expositor) and narrative prose and
Km poetn

257 NARHATTVI WSUTINO
Offered second semester in 196344

BNOLISH

I'M.II-II

L'i)7

ESSAY

\MI ARTICLI

WKITINI;

Offered second icinestei in 196445
-'77 I'm m\ WRITINO
(Offered first seinestci in 196344.)

ENOI I-II
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Mr. Bennett

3

Mr. Bennett.

3

Courses "/ Study
ENCLISII 310. STUDIES IN LITERATURE
Staff. 3
An intensive study of selected writers or works. May lie taken more
than once for credit.

323. MILTON AND THE I7TII CENTURY
Miss Lewis. 3
A study of such representative writers as Donne, Hcnick. Herbert,
or Marvcll. followed hy a careful reading of Milton's shorter poems and Paradi\i' Lost. (Offered second semester in 1963-61.)
ENCLISII

ENCLISII

321.

THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT IN

ENOLAND

Miss Shannon. 3
A brief review of the movement in the 18th Century, followed by
a study of the works of Wordsworth. Coleridge, Byron, Shelley,
and Keats. (Offered first semester ill 1964-65)
BN0LMH 329. THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMA
3
A study of the drama in England from 1580 to 1642 (exclusive of
Shakespeare), with emphasis u|x>n the works of Marlowe and
Jonson.
ENOUSH 330. THE MODERN DRAMA
Miss Shannon. 3
A study of drama from lhscn to the present, with emphasis u|M>n
the works of British and American playwrights.
ENCLISII

331.

NON-DRAMATIC LITERATURE OF THE

Mr. Brown. 3
An introduction to English prose and poetry, both lyric and narrative. (Offered first semester in 1963-64.)
16TH CENTURY

ENCLISII

332.

CHAUCER ANI> MIDDLE ENCLISII LITERATURE

Mr. Brown. 3
The central concerns of the course, Troilui and Cristyd* and The
Canterbury Tales, are considered in relation to other literature in
the period. (Offered second semester in 1964-65.)
ENCLISII 335. VICTORIAN PROSE AND POETRY
Mr. Marshall. 3
A study of Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, and two or three of this
group: Clough, Fit/Gerald, the Rossettis, Morris, Meredith, Swinburne, Carlyle, and Ruskin. (Offered second semester in 196364.)
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ENOUSH 339. Tut AOE of WIT AND SATIRE
3
The skeptical and critical mind of the Restoration and 18th Century ii reflected in poetry, comic drama, and prose. Emphasis on
Dryden, Swift, and Pope,

HI. THB ENOUSH NOVBI
Mr. Mahood. 2-3
The development of thr novel during the 18th and 19th centuries.
Additional outside reading fot three credits.
ENOUSH

542. ENOUSH AND AMERICAN NOVKL—1870
TO THE PHI-INI
Mr. Mahood.
Aciditional outside reading for three credits.
ENOUSH

2-3

343-344. READINOS IN EUROPEAN LITRRATCRE
Mr. Downs. 3
A study in comparative literature of selected complete major works
in translation from Homer's Iliad to Silone and Sartre.
ENOUSH

'■ i*> THB ENOUSH LANOUAOE
Mr. Burkett. 3
A studs of tin- language and its development. (Offered second semester in 196*3-64
ENOUSH

148 THI CONTINENTAL NOVEL or
mi 20TH CENTURY
Mr. Mahood. 2
A leminai dealing primariW \% iilr the works of Nobel Prize winners Offered second semester in 1963-64.)
ENOUSH

KM.ii-ir IMI CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

Mr. Downs. 2-3
A s'-iuin.ir in 20th Centur) American, English, and (in translation)
European Literature. Additional outside reading for three credits.
Offered first lemettei in 1963-64.)
ENOUSH
ENOUSH

361-362
'■!'■

THI

DIREOTED STUDY

Staff.

3

AMERICAN LITERARY KKNAISSANCE

Mr. (:onsolo 3
A seminar dealing with authors to 1M- choMfl from Poe, Emerson,
Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Whitman.
128

Courses of Study
KNGLISII

375.

THE BEGINNINGS OK AMERICAN REALISM

Mr. Kraft. 3
A seminar dealing with authors to he chosen from Howells, Twain,
Jama, Norris, Crane, and Dreiser.
AND NATURALISM

ENGLISH

407-408.

Mr. Bennett.

SEMINAR IN WRITING

3

KNGLISII 410. LITERARY CRITICISM
Mr. Marshall. 3
The theory of literature, its criticism and scholarship, studied in relation to widely known poems, plays, and novels. {Offered second
■emetttt in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)

415. SHAKESPEARE STUDIES
Mr. Downs. 3
A seminar for juniors and seniors, dealing intensively with selected
Shakespearean plays and focusing on certain aspects of the dramatist's work. Prerequisite: 215.
ENGLISH

ENGLISH

430.

Mr. Brown,
Mr. Consolo, Mr. Marshall. 3
An intensive course which concentrates on representative literary
types selected from the major periods of English Literature. Entails inde|icndent research. Required of all senior English majors.
Offered first semester.)
ENGLISH

461-462.

PROBLEMS IN LITERATURE

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

TEACHING OF ENGLISH

(See

EDUCATION

Staff.

3

331.)

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY
MR. MAIIARD, MR. GRAHAM
CHAIRMAN

(1961-64),

MR. GRAHAM

Major in Geology
A student majoring in Geology is expected to take four years (eight
lourscs) in geology plus Geology 400, and Geography 225
and 226. In addition, a minimum of 24 semester-hours is required
129

Dr. Graham
in geology
tab'iratfry

in Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, and Engineering Sci-

Mr. Mahard,
Mi Graham, I
A stud> of the earth, sun, moon relationships; latitude and longitude: time and tides Phenomena "f the atmosphere and oceans
leading to consideration of weather am! climate. Laboratory,

GEOLOOV

111,

EARTH SCIKNCI

I

112 EARTH SCTENCI II
4
Rocks and minerals; modification of the earth's crust; weathering
and agencies <<! erosion; water and soil; methods of historical
geolog) Laborator) and field work. [Offered in spring semester.)

GEOLOOY

211 MINERALCXH
Mr. Graham. 3
Identification ol chief rock-forming and ore minerals, Crystal systems are studied. Minerals are studied in hand specimen, also as
fragments and in thin-sections with polarizing microscope. Introduction t<> the stud) ol ore deposits, Prerequisite; 111-112.

GEOLOGY

212 PETROLOOY
Mr. Graham, 3
Identification ol chiel n« k kinds in hand speciinen; limited work
with thin-sections I lassification <>i igneous and sedimentary rocks
considered Introduction t<> sedimentation and metainorphum.
Prerequisite: 211

GROLOO\

ill STRCCTIRAI GEOLOOV
Mr. Graham. 3
Stud) ol movements "i solid icxk and molten rock and their effccl upon crustal features ol the earth. Prerequisites: Geology 111,
112. and Geography 226

GEOLOOV

I in

Counts of Study
GEOLOOY

'(12.

ADVANCED PHYSICAL GEOLOGY

3
Intensive Itudy of dynamic earth processes, both constructional and
destruction*!, which determine nature of earth's crtistal features
both laii;e ami small: topographic and geologic map interpretation;
field work. Prerequisites: Gcolog)' 111. 112, and 311; and Geography 226.
AND GEOMORPHOLOOY

GEOLOOY

315.

HISTORICAL GBOLOOY AND STRATIGRAPHY

Mr. Graham. 4
Consideration of the principles of stratigraphy and sedimcntology
allied with fossil study leading to a consideration of the sequence
of geological phenomena in North America.

GEOLOOY

320.

GBOLOOIOAL

INVESTIGATION IN THE FIP.LD

Mr. Graham. 1-3 hours
Study of geologic field methods, maps, and aerial photos during
first half of semester leading to a spring vacation field trip of five
days' duration. Report of trip to be prepared during second half
"I semester, Field trip only (1 credit-hour) open to the student
with a prerequisite of Oeology 111-112 and consent of instructor.

GEOLOOY

361-362. DIRECTED STUDIES

2-4

Individual reading and lalxiratory work in a student's field of intcrest within geology. Work in petroleum geology is included.

100. KlF.1.11 GOI'KSF.
6
A major in Geology must register for a summer field course offered by any one of a number of approved universities. Upon the
successful completion of the course, he receives credit transferable
in his record at Denison,
GI.OI.IX;Y

GEOLOOY

161-462.

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

3

I'lACIIINo OP ScWNGE I See EDUCATION 311.1
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(.'. ography
is a non-major field at Denison, hut the student who
in.n wish to punue this discipline at the graduate level might major
in Economics, Sociology or History. Such a student should elect 12IS hours in Geograph) at Denbon and should choose Geology as
one of his years of science. Having completed such a program, a
student will nonualK lia\e little difficulty gaining admission to a
graduate program in Geography at a high-tanking university.
GEOGRAPHY

(li OORAPHY 111.

EARTH

SciENQB (I1

Mr. Mahard,
Mr. Graham. 4

I Listed also as (Icologv 111.'

GEOOKAPHV

111'

I'.SKlll SCIENCI

II

Mr. Mahard,
Mr. Graham. 4

Listed also a. t leolog) 112

GEOGRAPHY 22"). GEOGRAPHY "F TIIK EASTERN
I'M I HI Si si is
Mr. Mahard. 3
Geomorphii provinces, then links, and terrain development. EmIih.t--is on historical geograph) and continuing influence of environment ujmn the nation's development (Fall semester.)

GEOGRAPHY

226.

GEOGRAPHY <>F THE WKSTF.RN

Mr. Mahard. 3
Geomorphil provinces, their rocks, and terrain development. Emphasis placed "u applet iation and understanding of scenery; relationships between development of the West and environmental
considerations. Spring semestei
UNITED STATES

GEOORAPHS.

'-'in

GEOGRAPHY OF SOUTH AMKRICA

Mr. Mahard. 3
Environmental factors and their significance in the affairs of South
America
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Courses of Study
232. GF.OCRAPHY OF EUROPE
Mr. Mallard. 3
Environmental factors and their significance in the affairs of Europe; emphasis is placed upon geographic factors which play a role
in current events in Europe.

GF.OC.RAPIIY

241. GF.OORAPHY OF ASIA
Mr. Mahard. 3
Asia is broadly studied to relate the environmental situation to the
rapidly changing contemporary scene.

GF.OCRAPHY

261. WORLII POLITICAL GF.OGRAPHY Mr. Mahard. 3
A study of natural environment and earth-man relationships as
they bear on the current world political situation.
An AFROTC Cadet may ram credit in this course in place of
AIR SCIENCE 402.

GF.OCRAPHY

361-362. DIRECTED STUDIES
Mr. Mahard. 2-4
Readings in Geography selected to enhance student's geographic
(Diiiprehension.

GEOGRAPHY

GOVERNMENT
MR. STEPHENS, MR. MORROW (PART-TIME), MR. WIRT,
MR. BRAKEMAN, MR. BEYLE
CHAIRMAN

(1962-65),

MR. WIRT

Major in Government
A STUDENT MAJORING IN GOVERNMENT will complete 28 semesterliours of credit in the fields of this discipline. These include both
an introductory and an additional course in American Government (Government 211 is a General Education requirement|; both
an introductory and an additional course in Foreign Governments;
introductory courses in International Relations, Parties, and
Theory, plus an extra course in one of these fields; a Law course;
and two semesters of Senior Seminar or of Honors.
Individual Honors substitute for the seminars but are not
Kiunted in the required hours for a major.
A student majoring in Government is also required to take
Economic! 211 and Sociology 207.
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/;. nison I rnii • nil) Bulletin
A majoring Undent planning /<< do »nnluat, ttudy <•> expect■■ ttrvici must demonstrate a rrading knowlof a modern foreign languagt by tli< beginning "/ tk$ snuor
year.
GOVERNMENI 211 AMEUCAM NATIONAI GOVERNMENI
Staff. 3
Stud) <'t the development, itructure, and openition of our national
govei nnient.
212 COMP-ARATIVI GOVERNMENT
Staff. 3
\ comparative stud) of different typei of modern constitutiotH in
relation to theii social, economic, and ideological backgrounds,
Great Britain, France, .mil the L'nion ol Soviet Socialist Republic!
will be examined,
GOVERNMENI

213
AMERICAN FEDERALISM
Mr. Beyle. 3
An analysis "t itate and l<H.d government in tin- American system.
Examination o( the political process at it operate! and of current
problemi ami tendent ics iti Imtli the state and the community
systems.

GOVERNMENI

GOVERNMENI Jl I
ADMINISTRATE POLICIES
NATIONAI GOVERNMENI

or THE
Mr. Beyle. 3
Analysii <>i the formation ol publii polic) with emphasii on the
federal policiei Examination of tin- force! which sha|>e and limit
thr making "l policj and it~ administration.
231-232 BUSINESS LAW
Mr. Morrow. 3
A survey of i.iw ai applied to business, covering the field of rontracts, property, sales, negotiable instruments, agency, partnerships,
corporations, insurance, bankruptcy, and laboi relations, Thii may
nui b, counted toward a majot in Government.

GOVERNMENI

KM POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLITICS MI Win. 3
Part) histor) in termi "I economii and social movements. Analysis
of patty itructure, including group composition, machinery, and
finances, Interpretation ol part) operation! in the electoral process
and governmeni function! nature of part) responsibility.
GOVERNMENI
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Dr. Witt and clou in political processti
GovRRNHI M 302. PUBLK) OPINION AND POLITICAL PROCESSES
Mr. Win. 3
Analysis of the nature of public opinion, How it is revealed, crystallized, and manipulated. Within this framework such items are
studied as opinion polling, institutions of social control, interest
group activity and policies, the channels of communication, propaganda techniques, and non-rational factors in politics.
311. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Mr. Brakeman, 3
Analysis of the forces which are responsible for conflict between
nation-States. The nature of current international relations will
IH- specifically reviewed as will selected means of moderating international conflict.

GOVERNMENT

312. INTERNATIONAL ORCANIZATION
Mr.
Analysis of the role of international organization,
United Nations, in international politics. Special
also In' given to developing regional organization
for a new international legal order.

GOVERNMENT

Brakeman. 3
especially the
emphasis will
and to plans

313. NATIONALISM IN THE NON-WESTERN WORLD
Mr. Brakeman. 3
The politics of selected countries of East, South, and Southeast
Asia will lx- studied. Particular emphasis will be put on the
GOVERNMENT
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nationalist expression <>i the leaden of these countries and on the
mipai t »'l this expression on international politics.
GOVERNMBNI 314. SOVIBI GOVERNMENT AND DOMESTIC POLICIES

Mr. Win. 3
Soviet institution! are Studied as means of coercion and persuasion
available to modern totalitarian states, t <•, use of party, army,
industry, unions, and cultural groups as instruments of oligarchical
power. Tin relationship of state to worker and farmer, intellectual
and scientist, part) membei and soldiei is observed within the
Lenin, Stalin, and Khmslulir\ eras.
350. WASHINGTON FIBLO TRIP
Mr. Win. 2
A trip to observe the federal government m operation and to discuss significant issues with top officials After intensive preparation.
students ipend the spring vacation in conference with |>olicy advisers, makers, and administrators Consent of instructor.
GOVERNMENT

GOVERN ME NI

(61-162 DIRECTED *M I i>\

Staff.

3

GOVERN MEN!

K)3 ANCIENI wn MEDIEVAL POLITICAL THOUGHT
Mr. Stephens. 3
The basic theories ol European government from the time of Plato
to Mat hiavelli.
KM MODERN IND CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL
Mr. Stephens. 3
The chic) theories >>\ European and American governments from
Machiavelli to the present.
GOVERN ME NI
THOUGH I

ill CONSTTTI IIONALLAW
Mr. Morrow. 4
The American Constitutional system through the decisions of the
Supreme Court; relationships between state and federal governments: recent trends in jurisprudence,

GOVERNMENI

112. INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW Mr. Morrow. 3
I in* history and meaning <>i law; the development of legal reasonins and philosophy; instrumentalities for the protection of rights;
and the strut turt of the legal profession. For pri'law studenli.

GOVERN MENI
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Courses of Study
421-422. SEMINAR
Staff. 2
Designed lo give the student an opportunity to learn the techniques and methodology of sound research. The student will explain and defend a thesis hefore the other niemhers of the seminar.
Required of all seniors majoring in Government.

GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT

461-462.

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

TEACHING OF SOCIAL STIIDIKS

(See

EDUCATION

Staff.

3

320.)

HISTORY
MB. STRATTON, MR. SOUTHC.ATE, MR. CHESSMAN, MR. PCLOCK
MR.

W.

PRESTON, MR. WATSON, MR. HUCKABY, MR. TODD, MR.

WII.IIKLM, MR. LEVER
CHAIRMAN

(1963-66),

MR. STRATTON

Major in History
A MINIMUM OF 24 SEMESTER-HOURS in History is required for a
major. Courses specifically required include 211-212, 221-222, 231.
All of these required courses should he taken as soon as possible
after the student declares a major in History.
By the beginning of the senior year, a major preparing for
graduate study should have a reading knowledge of a modern
foreign language.
HISTORY

211-212.

MODERN EUROPE

Messrs. Pollock, Watson, Huckaby, Lever. 3
A survey of the major political, economic, diplomatic, social, and
cultural developments in Euro|)e since the 16th Century. Prerequitite: General Education 21-22 or consent of instructor.
HISTORY

221-222.

AMERICAN CIVILIZATION

Messrs. Chessman, Preston, Todd. 3
A comprehensive survey of the history of America from colonial
limes to the present. Political, diplomatic, social, economic, and
intellectual developments will be included.
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Mr Todd, D' Huckaby, l)> Ottoman, Dr. Slrallon, Dr. Watson,
/)r Pollock
Hisrom 231. HISTORICAI RESEARCH AND HISTORIOORAPHY
Staff. 3
A stuck of methods of historical research and writing, of the concepts »itli which the historian must deal, and sonic tin- writing!
of the great historians and of theii differing views mi the nature
.mil purposes ol it"- historical discipline. A number of research
papers and essays are required Offered each semester.
HlSTOM

111

WORIJl \\ \R I IMi ll- AniKMVIH

Mr Pollock.

3

(rffcrcd HI alternate yean
112 WORLD WAR II SHO CONTEMPORARY WORLD EVENTS
Mr. Pollock. :i
i HI. iicl in alternate years

HISTORY

HISTORY 321. AMIHU IN ECONOMIC HISTORY
Mr. Preston. 3
'I In- rise of modern iiiilu-tii.il capitalism in the United Slates, with
.in emphasis upon the relationship "I economic and political dcvelopmenti Prerequisite: '221 -222 or consent of instructor.

124. Tin AMERICAN FRONTIER
Mr. Wilhelm. 3
The i,emu i in American economic, political, and cultural development. Prerequisite: 221-222 oi content of instructor. (Offered
in alternate yean
HISTORY

HisTom 12" AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC HISTORY Mr. Wilhelm. 3
A surve) n( American diplomatic history since the Revolution,
emphasizing the esiaMivl ml of principle! of foninn policy, il»'
territorial expansion of tl»- I9tli Century, and the rise to world
powei in tin- 20th Century. (Offered in alternate years, i
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Courses o/ Study
HlSTORV 330. AMERICAN SOCIAL AND INTRLLBOTUAL HISTORY
Mr. Chessman. 3
A study o( selected problems in American social and intellectual
development. Prerequisite: 221-222 or consent of instructor.
HISTORY 333. TIM. COLONIAL PKRIOD OF AMRRICAN HISTORY
Mr. Todd. :i
A study of the economic, social, and political aspects of American
History during the 17th and 18th centuries. (Offered in alternate
years.)
335-336. ENOLAND
Mr. Southgate. 3
A study of the social and cultural history and of the development
nf the English constitution against the background of political history from 1066 to 1715.
HISTORY

337. MODERN BRITAIN
Mr. Watson. 3
A political, social, and cultural history of Great Britain from 1715
to the present. Prerequisite: History 211-212 or consent of instructor.
HISTORY

HISTORY 341. CHINA
Mr. Stratton. 3
A survey of the origin and formation of the basic patterns of
Chinese traditional civilization, the Western impact and China's
response, and the rise of Communism in modern China. (Offered
in alternate years.)

312. JAPAN
Mr. Stratton. 3
An analysis of the origins and development of Japan's traditional
society, her modernization and expansion) and subsequent reorganization since World War II. (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY

HISTORY 343. INDIA
Mr. Stratton. 3
An introductory survey of the origin and formation of India's
traditional Hindu culture, followed by consideration of the Moslem
and Western intrusions, the rise of Indian nationalism, and th.'
problems of indr]>cndcnt India and Pakistan. (Offered in alternate
years.)
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+ *'
Dr. Southgate discou
on Elizabethan England

HisTom Wi ASIAN HISTORY *NO CULTURE
Mr. St rat ton. 3
A course combining lectures, directed reading, and preparation of a
research papei on lonie .1--]>«■* t ol .1 coordinating theme to be determined l>\ students' interests Prerequisite: Previous study in any
department <>f Asian materiaJs <>i consent of instructor. (Offered
in alternate yean
HisTom W5 AFRICA
Mr. Pollock. 3
A stud) ol the histor) of Africa with particular emphasis on the
relationship of current development! to colonial practices and to
international rivalries during the 19th and 20th centuries. (Offered
in alternate years
HISTORY W9-350. THI MIDDLE AGES
Mr. Southgate. 3
A seminar in the development of European ideas and institutions
from the high Middle Ages to the Renaissance. Offered in alternate years

151-352. RENAISSANCI \HD REFORMATION
3
A stud) "i the intellectual, political, economic, and social transformations in Europe from the 1 1111 through the lft Centuries, with
some attention t<> overseas expansion. (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY

»">; INTELLECT) M HISTORY <>■ MODERN EUROPE (17th
.iiul lHih ( cnturies
Mr. Huckaby. 3
The main currents ol Western European thought examined as
responses to scientific, economic, social, and political developments
in eras ol profound change. (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY
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Courses of Study
354. INTELLECTUAL
and 20th centuries)
(Offered in alternate years.)

HISTORY

(19th
Mr. Watson. 3

HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE

HISTORY 355). SURVEY OF RUSSIAN HISTORY
Mr. Huckaby. 3
A study of the development of Russian civilization and the state
from the Middle Ages to the present.

356. FRANCE (1589-1815)
Mr. Huckaby. 3
The social, economic, and political development of France from
1589 to 1815 with special attention to the eras of Louis XIV and
the French Revolution and Na|H)leon. (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY

HISTORY

Staff.

3H1-362. DIRECTED STUDY

3

111-132. SEMINARS
Staff. 3
Seminars are open to superior students with consent of the instructor. These courses will involve the preparation of a research pa|>er,
.mil I.is registration warrants) will he offered in the following
fields:
a.
b.
r.
d.
c.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
i.

Early American History
American Frontier
American Diplomatic History
American Social and Intellectual History
American Political and Economic History
Tudor England
Modern England
Far Eastern History
Africa: South of the Sahara Desert
The Enlightenment in Europe
Modern Euro|x'an Intellectual History
Renaissance anil Reformation

461-462.

Mr. Todd
Mr. Wilhehn
Mr. Wilhehn
Mr. Chessman
Mr. Preston
Mr. Southgate
Mr. Watson
Mr. Stratton
Mr. Pollock
Mr. Huckaby
Mr. Watson

Staff.

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES

(Sec

EDUCATION

3

320.)
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Dr. Grudin mat- ttudents informally at I'nton

MAIIIKM VTICS
MR

K\i". MISS WETZEL, MR. SIIRRUI. MR. GRUDIN, MR.

ROM KI». MR
CHAIRMAN

PRI NTICI

1963-66 . \IK ORI'DIN

SENIOR FELLOWS
1963-64 . \i 11 N K. GIBSON, CLAUDIA KKNT,
SI /ANM STOI'PPER, BEVERLY WELLES, and BETSY KRAUI

|I NIOH FELLOW

1963-64 . NANCT (SROSICK
Ala jot in Math, matit *

M KI Ql iki \n \ i < !<»t ,t majoi in Mathematics are 121-122,
221-222. !">'*- M30, and fivf .HIIIIIKUI.II semester courses numbered
above 100
A studeni majoring in Mathematics with emphasis upon statistics will take courses 107-308 -in*! 107-408.
Tims.- desiring recommendation foi graduate study in Mathematics must take 321-322, and should take as man) courses as possible from Mathematics 107-306, 151-352, 165-366, 375, and 376. A
reading knowledge <»i French and German is also recommended.
lioili 365 and i~"i MI- recommended foi ;i student who plans
to leach mathematics in lecondan schools
Genera] Education K)a is a terminal course. A student desiring
more work in the department will then continue with Mathematics
121.
MINIMI
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Courses of Study
108. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE
Staff, '1
Interest and annuities, life insurance, and reserves. Prerequisite:
General Education 40a or Mathematics 121 or consent of instructor.
MATHEMATICS

121-122. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Staff. 4
Introduces elementary ideas of The Calculus at the start and uses
tilt-in throughout the course in an integrated study of topics in
algebra and analytic geo "y. including an introduction to solid
analytic geometry. A fifth hour will he arranged for a part of the
fii-l semester for students who have had no plane trigonometry.
Prerequisite: Three years of high school mathematics, General
Education K)a or consent of instructor.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 203. SOCIAL STATISTICS
Mr. Sterrett. 3
Adapted to students In Personnel Administration, Psychology, and
Sociology.

20r>-206. ECONOMIC STATISTICS

Mr. Crudin,
Mr. Prentice. !i
Adapted to students in Economics, Prerequisite: General Education Ida or Mathematics 121 or consent of instructor.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 211-212. FRESHMAN HONOKS SECTION IN EIKMF.NIAKY MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Staff. 4

An honors course for selected freshmen beating of analytic
geometry and an introduction to The Calculus as an integrated
i oune.
213. SOPHOMORE HONORS SECTION IN THE
Mr. Kato. I
Includes such topics as linear algebra, partial differentiation, multiple integrals, infinite series, and an introduction to differential
equations. Prerequisite: 212.
MATHEMATICS
CALCULUS

221-222. THE CALCULUS
Staff. 4
Includes such topics as linear algebra, partial differentiation, multiple integrals, and expansion of functions into infinite series. Prerequisite: 122 or consent of instructor.
MATHEMATICS

1411
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MATHEMATICS 107-308. MATHEMATICS O* STATISTICS
Mr. Stcrrctt. 3
[ntroduction to the theory anil applications of mathematical statistics, including frequency distributions of one and two variables.
sampling theory, elementary probability, multiple and partial correlation, and generalized frequency diitributioni Prerequiiite: 222
or content ol instructor.
MATHEMATICS

311-312. TECHNICAL MECHANICS

Mr Prentice. 3
The principles of applied mechanics \siUi reference to their application to engineering Prerequisites: 222 and Physics 121-122.
Offered in i'H>t-t>l and in alternate yean.)
(21-122 ADVANCED ANALYSIS
Miss Wet/cl. 3
Principal topics arc partial differentiation, kientann and Stieltjcs
integrals, indeterminate forms, infinite scries, improper integrals,
Fouriei series, and Laplace transform Prerequisite: 222.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 351-352.
DIFFERENTIA! EQUATIONS AND
NUMERII u VNALVSIS
Mr Prentice. Mr. Roberts.

3
Lineal differential equations, existence theorems and numerical
integration techniques, error analysis, and numerical analysis.
MATHEMATICS

361-362. DIRKMHI snnv

Staff.

3

165-366. MODEM ALGEBRA
Mr. Grudin. 3
Introduction to concepts of Algebra: Number system, theory of
numbers, determinants, matrices, domains. rint»s. Consent of instructor Offered in 196344 and in alternate \cars.)
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 175 GEOMETRY
Mr. (inrdin. Mr. Roberts.
An introduction to modern geometries

3

MATHEMATICS 376 TOPOLOGY
An introduction to topological theories.

Mr. Roberts.

3

MATHEMATICS HI7-M>R

Miss Wetzcl.

3

PROBAMUTT THEORY

Introduction to the theory and applications of probability. Prerequisite: (OH or consent of instructor.
II

Coursrs oj Study
MATHEMATICS

453.

VECTOR ANALYSIS

WITH

INTRODUCTION

TO

Mr. Kalo.

4

TENSOR ANALYSIS

Prerequisites: 321 or 352 and Physics 121-122.

MATHEMATICS

459-160.

SELECTED TOPICS IN MATHEMATICS

Miss Wctzel. 2-3
Advanced topics, based on the Itlldent'l knowledge and interests.
(Credit is withheld until completion of both semesters.)

MATHEMATICS

461-462. INDIVIDUAL

TBACHINO OF MATHEMATICS

WORK FOR HONORS

(Sec

EDICATION

MR.

STEELE,

STAFF.

3

335.)

MODERN LANGUAGES
MR. SECOR,

F. L.

PRESTON,

MR.

BANCROFT,

MR.

SIKHS, MR. EMONT, MR. JONAITIS, MR. HIRSHI.ER, MR. JOSEPH
CHAIRMAN

(1961-64),

MR. PRESTON

of the courses offered by the department is to
Rive the student a firm command of the spoken and written foreign
language through which he can gain an appreciation of the litcrature, art. science, and other cultural achievements of Western culture. In addition to excellent library facilities at the disposal of
Itudentl, a modern, automatic electronic language laboratory supplements work in the classroom by offering further op|x>rtunity for
audio-lingual practice and drill. A student registered in language
courses is required to spend two to three hours1 drill each week in
the laboratory as part of his outside preparation.
THE CHIEP AIM

A student wishing to spend a summer or the junior year
abroad with officially sponsored and supervised programs should
contull mefflben of the department. Opportunities to perfect the
itudent'l command of the language are provided on the campus
by the language tables, foreign movies, club meetings, field trips,
.ind similar activities supervised by the department.
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I), nison I 'nil < rsity Hull, tin
Certification by the Department <>i Education of the State
of Ohio requires a minimum of 20 semester-hours of credit in MM
language (above the 111-112 level). A student desiring certification in two languages needs 20 hours' minimum in each language,
Ill-Ill may b> counted m tht second language only.
TEACHING OI MODERN LANOI MIEB

See EDUCATION 343.

General Departmental Regulations
\ STI'DENI DESIRING ro MAJOR in the department or to receive a
teaching certificate should begin his course work in the freshman
yeai A student wishing io fulfill the General Education requirement in Language h hours li\ continuing the language begun in
secondary school should also begin his course work in the freshman
year. Undei no circumstanct may a student receive credit at DenU
\<'ti b\ repeating a courst jot which hi received credit in secondary
school arul thereby admission t<> Denison. A student l>eginning a
language he has nevei studied before may fulfill the General Education requirement in Languag> l>\ successful!) completing 111112. A student continuing a language studied in high school for
two years may fulfill the General Education requirement in l*anguagi l»\ successfull) completing 211-212. A student with one
year's stud) in high school will need 112 and 211 to fulfill the
General Education Languagi requirement. The General Education
requirement in Uteraturt 3 limits may IK- fulfilled l>\ successfully
completing an) literature course .it tin- 300-levcl.
Staji'i in French, German, or Spanish
\ MAJOR in French, German, or Spanish inelude a minimum <>t 21 semester-hours above the 111-112 level. At
least a reading knowledge 211-212 of a second modern language
is highl) desirable for a majoi in the department. If only one
language i^ studied, a student is not permitted to receive credit
foi more than »<> semester-hours run counting 111-112 or 101102 li more than one language i*> studied, the total hours in the
department including the 36 in "w language ma) not exceed 52
lemcster-hours including 111-112. hut not counting 101-102).
A student with more than 52 semester-hours in all courses in
tin- department not counting 101-102 must cam excess-hours
REQUIREMENTS FOB

lit.

5*

a*

«

»*«->

Dr. F. I.. Preston at controls in language laboratory
over and above the 132 semester-hours required for graduation for
the noun exceeding .r>2.
RUSSIAN IS A NON-MAJOR FIKLII. Courses in Italian and in Portuguese may l>e offered upon demand of ten or more students. A
student may select his major adviser after initial consultation with
the chairman of the department.
FRENCH
MR

SECOR, MR.

F. L.

PRKSTON, MR. EMONT, MR. JONAITIS, MR.

JOSEPH

101-102. ARIA STUDY: FRANCE
Mr, Secor. 2-3
I he (ultural background and significant contemporary sociological
and economic problems of France; its position in the affairs of the
world today, and its relation to the United States. Attendance at
the third class-hour and special reports are required of the student
desiring three hours of credit. Offered in the English language.
(Not counted in the maximum hours permitted in the department.)
FRENCH

111-112. BEOINNINO FRENCH
Staff. 4
Drill in sentence patterns. Special attention to pronunciation and
oral work. Composition and reading. Two to three hours each week
FRENCH
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Denison University Hull<tin
in tin- language laboratory are required Dotfj not count a\ credit
.'..:«ard a major. Nci open to those who haw previously studied
French. No credit u given A" /// uinVo //? ii completed. A studenl with one yeai ol credit in high ichool French may register
for 112.
KKIN.II

211-212

INTBRMEDIATI

FRENCH

Staff.

3

Review of lenience patterns, conversation, and reading of modern
French prose. Drill in the language laboratory is required. Prerequisite: 111-112 oi two yean of high school French. A student with
three yean ol high school French is enrolled in a special section
ol 211-212.
213-214. [NTERMEOIATI CONVERSATION
Staff. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the intermediate level.
At least two houis each week in tin1 language lalioratory are required Composition as required. Either semester may be taken
without the other. Prerequisite: 111-112: to accompany or to
follow 211.
FRENCH

ro FRENCH LITERATURE
Staff. 3
Novels by such 20th Century authors as Gide, Mauriac. Sartre,
Duhamel, Colette, Saint-Exupery, Proust, and Camus 'first semester . Readings I i Villon, Ronsard, DuBellay, Rabelais, Montaigne, Corneiue, Racine, Moliere, La Fontaine, Voltaire, Rousseau. Chateaubriand, Lamartine, Flaubert, and Hugo (second semestei
Class discussion, outside reading, and term paper are
required. Conducted m French. Prerequisite: 211-212 or four
\. .us ..i high s< hool French,
FRENCH

111-312. INTROO

IN

Hi-ill ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Staff. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the advanced level.
Debates, short speeches, oral reports an- required. At least two hours
each week in the language laboratory are required. Given in
ha n, ii Prerequisite: 213-214 or registration in 311, (Offered in
1963-64 .uid in alternate yean.
FRENCH

148

Courses of Study
317. 17TH CENTURY LITERATURE
Mr. Einont. 3
French classicism from Malhcrbe and Descartes to the theatre of
Comeille, Moliere, and Racine, and their contemporaries, Pascal,
Rossuet. I.a Fontaine, l.a Rochefoucauld, I.a Bruyerc, and Boileau,
and Mines, dc Scvignr and Lafayette. Class discussion, outside
reading, listcnine to recordings, and writing of term papers are
required. Conducted in French. Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in
1W4-65 and in alternate years.)
FRENCH

318. 18TH CENTURY LITERATURE
Mr. Preston. 3
Voltaire, Rousseau, Montesquieu, Diderot, and the leading playwrights and novelists of the century. Class discussion, outside reading, and term paper are required. Conducted in French. Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
FRENCH

FRENCH 319. 19TH CENTURY PROSE AND POETRY
Mr. Sccor. 3
Novelist!: Chateaubriand through Balzac, Flaubert, dc Maupassant
to contemporary authors. Critics: Sainte-Beuve, Taine, Renan.
I'octs: From the Romanticists through the Symbolists. Class dis( union, outside reading, term paper are required. Conducted in
French. Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1963-64 and in alternate years.)
320. 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY THEATRE
Mr. Secor. 3
The Romantic, Realistic-Social, Naturalistic Schools, and modern
trends including Camus, Anouilh. Montherlant, and Claudel. Class
discussion, outside reading, and tenn paper are required. Conducted in French. Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1963-64 and in
FRENCH

alternate years.)
FRENCH

361-362.

DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

401-402. PROBLEMS IN AREA STUDY
Mr. Secor. 3
A terminal integrating course of independent study to be taken in
the senior year by the student majoring in the transdepartmcntal
FRKNCH

sequence,

AREA STUDY:

FRANCE.
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115-416 ADVANCED FRENCH GRAMMAR *ND WRITINO
MI. Secor. 2
Inu-n>i\<■ graminar review .mil composition on the advanced level.
Prerequisite: 111-312 Offered m 1964-65 and in alternate yean.)
FRENCH

118 SENIOR SEMINAR
Staff. 2
Advanced stud) ol special problems based on student's Deeds,
knowledge, and interests
FRENCH

FRENCH

161-462 INDIVHH W WORK >"K HONORS

Staff.

3

GERMAN
MR. STERN, MR

HIRSHLER

101-102 AREA STUDY: GERMANY Mr. Hirshler. 2-3
The cultural and historical development of Germany; present |»robliiiiN. position m world affairs, and relations to tin' United States.
Attendant r at the third * lass-hour and special rejiorts required
(•f the student desiring three hours <»( i redit Offered in tlie English
language Not counted in the maximum noun permitted in the
department
GERMAN

Staff. 4
lii ill in sentence patterns. Special attention to pronunciation and
oral work. Composition and reading. Two to three hours each
week are required in the language laboratory. Dots not count as
credit toward a major. Not open to those wla> have previously
studied German. .V,. credit i. panted l<>r III unlru 112 is comi A student with one yeai ol credit in high school Gentian
may rcgistei loi 112.
GERMAN III-IIJ BEGINNING GERMAN

211-212 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN
Staff. H
Review of sentence patterns, conversation, and introduction to
German classics Drill in the language laboratory is required. Special
section foi students desiring readings in scientific German literatim- Prerequisite: 111-112 oi two years of hijrh school Gentian.
GERMAN

ISO

»*■-

Dr. Stern conducting German Table
2111-214. INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATION
Stern. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the intermediate level.
At least two licmi -. each week in the language laboratory are required. Composition and tetter-writing as required. (Either semester may be taken without the other.) Prerequisite: 111-112.

GERMAN

GERMAN

21.1-216. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN LITERATURE

Staff.

3

311-312. INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LITERATURE
Mr. Stern. 3
Readings from leading Cerman literary figures of the 20th Century
surh as Kafka. Thomas Mann, Rilke, Hofmannstal, Hrecht. The
Drama (first semester) : prose and |xx'try (serond semester). Prerequisite: 211-212 or three or four years of high school German.

GERMAN

313-314. ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Mr. Hirshler. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the advanced level.
Composition as needed. At least two hours in the language laboratory are required each week. Given in German. Prerequisite: 213214 or 211-212 or consent of instructor.
GERMAN

317. GERMAN CLASSICS
Mr. Stern. 3
Letting, Schiller, and the classical German drama. Prerequisites:
212, 214 or three years of high school German. (Offered in 196465 and in alternate years.)
GERMAN

318. GOETHE'S WORKS
Mr. Hirshler. 3
Selections. Prerequisites: 212, 317, 319 or consent of instructor.
{Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
GERMAN
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119 19TH CRHTURY PROM
Staff. 3
Beginning with die Romanticists and including recent literary
movement] represented by Hauptinann, Schnitzktr, Thomas Mann,
and other leading writers Prerequisite: Same .is for 317. (Offered
in l%"i-t><> .mil in all. male ve.n-

GERMAN

120. 19TH CENTUM DRAMA
Mr Stern. 3
Kleist, Grillparzer, Hebbel, Hauptmann, and othen Prerequisite:
Sam.- as I.M 318 Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate yean.)

GBKMAN

GERMAN

161-362 DIRECTED STUD\

Staff.

3

Wl-402 PROBLEMS IN AREA STUDY
Mr. Stern. 3
A terminal integrating course of independent itudy t<> be taken In
the senioi yew In the itudenl majoring in the trarudepartmental
sequence, Am » STI DV: GERMANS
GERMAN

n". SURVEY OI GERMAN LJTERATURI BEFORE 1700.
Ml llirshler. 3
Prerequisites: Am iOO-coune or any two 200-courass, includinR
211-212.

GERMAN

116 SURVEY OP GERMAN LITERATURI AFTER 1700
Mr. Stern.
Prerequisites San c .is Foi II5

GERMAN

GERMAN

161-462 INDTVIDUAI WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3

3

RUSSIAN
MK

JONAITH

111-112 BEOINNINO Rl HUN
4
Drill iii sentence pattern! Special attention to pronunciation and
oral work Composition and reading. Two to three hours each
week are required in the language laboratory. Not open to those
who have previousl) studied KUSM.HI NO cndil u panted for 111
unleu 112 ii computed A student with one year of Russian in
high si hool ma) registei for 112.
KI -MAN
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Course) of Study
211-212. INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN
!i
Review of sentence patterns, conversation, and reading of modern
Russian prose. Orill in the language laboratory is required. Prerequisite: 111-112 or two years of high school Russian.
RUSSIAN

RUSSIAN

361-362.

DIRECTED STUDY

3

SPANISH
MR. STKKI.E, MR. BANCROFT
SPANISH

101-102.

AREA STUDY:

LATIN AMERICA

Mr. Bancroft. 2-3
The cultural background and significant contemporary sociological
and economic problems of Latin America; its position in the affairs
of the world today, and its relation to the United States. Attendance at the third class hour and s]H-cial reports are required of
(hose desiring three hours of credit. Offered in the English language, (Not counted in the maximum hours permitted in the
department.)
111-112. BEGINNING SPANISH
Staff. 1
Drill in sentence patterns. Special attention to pronunciation and
oral work. Composition and reading. Two to three hours each
week are required in the language laboratory. Docs not count as
i Ttdil toward a major. Not open to those who have previously
studied Spanish. No credit is granted for III unless 112 is compitted, A student with one year of Spanish in high school may
register for 112.
SPANISH

211-212. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH
Staff. 3
Review in sentence patterns, conversation, and reading of modern
Spanish prose. Drill in the language laboratory is required. Prerequisite: 111-112 or two years of high school Spanish. A student
with three years of Spanish in high school is enrolled in a social
section of 211.
SPANISH

213-214. INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATION
Mr. Stecle. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the intermediate level.
At least two hours each week in the language lalmratory are required. Either semester may be taken without the other. Prerequisite: 111-112.
SPANISH
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l)< SteeU and Spaniih ttudenls practicing "'<■;'
cnoM ro SPANISH LITERATURE
Staff. 3
An introduction to 111 * - culture >»f Spain: Characteristici <>f modern
Spain .is seen through us history, geography, art. and literature
with primary attention to reading examples of leading Spanish
iit*-r-it\ works representative <»f principal periods in Spanish cultural history the beginnings, Golden Ayr. Romanticism, Kralism.
tin- Generation "I '98, and contemporary literature. Prerequisite:
211-212. "i foui years <>i high s< h<x>l Spanish.
SPANISH

111-312. INTR

313-314. ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Mr. Stede. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the advanced level.
Letten and forms used in business, Prerequisite: 213-214 or 211212 CM consent of instructoi Offered in 1064-65 and in alternate
SPANISH

SPANISH

317-318 HISPANIC LITERATURE TO I7(K)

Mr. Bancroft. 3
A survey <>i the major medieval and Renaissance works and
literary i urrenti with emphasis cm El ('.id. El libra dr burn amor,
Jorge Manrique, the ballad, I-a CeUstinai the 16th Century precurson to the Golden Age, Including the pre-I.opean drama and

154

Courses of Study
Lazarillo dr Tonnes: the literature of discovery and conquest in
America (first semester). The major authors and works of the
second half of the 16th and the 17th centuries. In Spain: The
mystics, I.o|>e de Vega and his followers, Cervantes, Gongora, and
Quevado; American authors: En ilia y Zuniga, Sor Juana Ines
de la Cruz (second semester). Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in
1964-65 and in alternate years.)
SPANISH

319-320. HISPANIC LITERATURE SINCE 1700

Mr. Stecle. 3
Romanticism and Realism in Spain and Spanish America, with
preliminary view of the preceding Neo-classic tendencies. Espronceda, Duquc de Rivas, Sarmiento. Jose Hernandez, I.arra, Zorilla,
Becquer. Caldos, and other writers of the 19th Century (first
semester!. Modrrnismo and the Generation of '98 and suhscquent
leading tendencies and works to the present time, Ruben Dario,
Unamuno, Benavente, A. Machado, Jimenez. Ortega y Gassct,
Lorca, Gabriela Mistral, Mariano Azticla, and other writers
lecond semester'. Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1963-61
and in alternate years.)
SPANISH

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

101-402. PROIILKMS IN AREA STUDY
MI. Bancroft. 3
A terminal integrating course of independent study to be taken
in the senior year by the student majoring in the transdepartmental
SPANISH

sequence,
SPANISH

ARKA STUDY:

413-414.

TIIK AMKRICAS.

ADVANCED COMPOSITION AND SYNTAX

Mr. Bancroft. 2
Intensive grammar review and com|>osition on the advanced level.
Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1963-64 and in alternate years.)
418. SKNIOR SF.MINAR
Staff. 2
Advanced study of special problems based on student's needs,
knowledge, and interests.
VANISH

SPANISH

461-462.

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3
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1961-61 .

MR

.

MR

MOORE,

MR.

LARSON.

MR.

FISCHER, MR. OSBOBNE, MISS RAM-

MOORI

Majot in Musit
\II < >•• K-\ • LISTED grani credit, ai indicated, toward tin Barhcloi HI Ans degree, tin Bacheloi of Music degree, or the Bachelor
il Musi,
MUSK Education
Ans Itudent in tin- University may
eleel courses in A maximum of I" lemester-houn (including four
hours m Ensemble Musii
undei the B.A. degree, 88 hours under
the MM. li degree, 01 62 hours undei the Bachelor ol Music (Music
Education
Those who are studying foi a degree in Applied
Music, MUSH Education oi Music Theory and Composition will
pa) the HUM!.u college tuition bul no additional charges for private Irssiins
Poi ilists tn others, see COLLEOI COSTS.)

IV,

Courtr* oj Study
Music 103-104.

CHOIR, ORCHESTRA, OR ENSBMBLB TRAINING

Mr. Moore. Mr. Bellino, Mr. Hunter. I
Three boms an required for one hour of college credit each
semester, one being in Concert Choir, Orchestra, or Wind Instrument Ensemble; Ihe olhei"S are elective Knseinble Music.
Mrsic 105-106. OI'KRA WORKSHOP
Mr. Larson.
\ utilise in the history and performance of ojH'ras.
Music 107-108.

I

CHAMBER MUSIC WORKSHOP

Mr. Bellino, Mr. Hunter.
A course in the style and performance of chaml>er music.

1

Mi sic. 115-116. HARMONY
Mr. Eschman. 3-4
A course in the harmonic structure of tonal music plus aural and
keylHiard training. May he taken by non-music majors for three
hours Credit when only the harmony background is desired without
the additional skills" study. Three hours of credit will be granted
fbl the M-W-F sessions; for four hours of credit the T-Th sessions
must be added.
Mi

SM

201.

HISTORY OF MUSIC TO TIIF.

18TH

CENTURY

Mr. Osborne. 3
Alternates with 311. (Offered in 1963-61 and in alternate years.)
Mi sic: 2D2.

HISTORY

OF MustO

PRESENT TIME

FROM

18TH

CENTURY TO TIIF.
Mr. Osborne. 3

Alternates with 312. (Offered in 1963-64 and in alternate years.)
Mi sn: 2113-201.

ORCHESTRA, OR ENSEMBLE TRAINING
Mr. Moore, Mr. hVllino, Mr. Hunter. 1

CHOIR,

Ml sic 215-216. ADVANCED HARMONY
Mr. Eschman. 3-1
Prerequisite: Music 115-116. (The same credit arrangement applies as in Music 115-216.)
Mi sic 303-304.

SCORK. READING

AND CONDUCTING

Mr. Hunter.

1

Alternates with 305-306.
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Mi -i, 105-306 ORCHESTRATION
Mr. Hunter. 1
One houi of lei tun- and one hour of laboratory. Alternates with
103-304.
Mi-i. 111-312 Mi -ii M FORM
Mr. Eichman. 2
Analysis oi tin- principal in-tiuinriit.il forms. Alternates v\iili 201
and 2H2 Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate sears. I
Music 313 Si RVEY OP SOLO Votes LITSRATUM
Mr. Moore. 2
A stud) <it tin' development ol music I'M the voice with special
emphasis mi tin* solo MWIL: with keyboard accompaniment*
Mi -II ill siH\n in I'IIMI l.n i KM i KI
Miss Ramsey. 2
A -tmh oi 'In- development of keyboard music from the 16th
Century through Contemporary Musk Offered in 1964-65 and in
alternati years
MRTHODS IN

Mt'sic EDUCATION

See EDUCATION 315, 316.)

Music 331-332 COUNTERPOINT
Mr. Fischer. 3
A study nl counterpoint, consisting of analysis of selected contrapuntal compositions, .mil written exercises in the styles of selected
models with emphasis mainly mi the style of J.S. Bach). Prerequisites: 221-222 and some proficiency in piano playing. (Offered in 1964-65 ami III alternate years
Music 441-442 COMPOSITION
Mr. Hunter. 2
Composition of vocal and in-tnnnrnt.il works in strict and free
styles. Prerequisites: 221-222 and some proficiency in piano or
organ playing.
Mi -ic 161-462 INMVIDI M WORK HIR HONORS
I ,

Staff.

3

/., ..inn in Applied Mii'ir

Mi-II ill WooowiNii INSTRUMENTS CLASS
Mr. Hunter. 1
Class instruction foi the students majoring in Music Education.
158

Coursti of Study
Music 142. BRASS INSTRUMENTS CLASS
Mr. Hunter. 1
Class instruction for the students majoring in Music Education.
Music 151-152. STRING INSTRUMENTS CLASS
Mr. licllinn. 1
Clan instruction for the students majoring in Music Education.

MuaK 161-162. VOICE CLASS
Mr. Larson. I
ci.iss lesiora in voice. Recommended for the improvement of the
ipeaking as well as the singing voice.
PRIVATE LESSONS IN ORCJAN, PIANO, VIOLIN, VIOLA, VIOLONCELLO,
Vmch, AMI WIND INSTRUMENTS (FOR CREDIT, see Major in Applied Music.)
Instruction is in private lessons and the need of the individual
student at any level of instruction is met.
Major in Applinl Music
to a total of eight semester-hours may
be obtained toward the B.A. degree by a major in any department, A major in Applied Music may elect 16 hours in Applied
Millie, and 16 hours in Applied Music are required in the Bachelor of Music {Music Education) degree. One credit is given for
one lesson a week and one hour of practice a day. Two credits,
aie given for two lessons a week and two hours of practice daily.
The former will be given the name of the subject; Piano, etc.,
and the number! 111-112, 211-212, 311-312. 411-412 depending
upon the year of study. The two-hour credit courses will be numbered 121-122, 221-222, etc.
CREDIT IN APPLIED MUSIC

In Applied Music 18 semester-hours are required for the Bachelor of Music degree in performance major. A student must
register for Piano, Voice, Violin, Viola, Organ, Wind Instruments,
or Violoncello; 131-132, 231-232, etc., three hours of credit, 141142, 241-242, etc., four hours of credit. (In each case the first digit
of the course-number indicates the year, the second the number of
credits, and the third digit, the semester in which the course was

taken.
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Dr. //»/'/• and teminat in philosophy
PHILOSOPHY
MR. Tin MAO -KM

PART-TIMI

. MH HSPP, MR. BAYLEV, MR. AVKY, MR.

CHAIRMAN

1961-64 . MIL HIPP
Majoi in Philosophy

\ MAJOI IN PHILOSOPHY requires 21 semester-hours, preferably
in sequence, die counts to be selected in consultation with the
membra ol the staff on the basis of the interests and nerds of the
student, Tht basu count in Lop* u General Education 40b; this
count "i Philosophy 312 u required <*/ majors.
5I)
* BASIC PROBLEMS
Mr. Titus. 3
A stud) nl representative philosophical issues and problems as
presented in selections from modern philosophical literature. (This
course, togethei with Religion 303, satisfies the General Education
HI requirement

PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY 112. SYMBOLIC LOGIC
Mr. Baylry. 3
A Uudj <>i the special symbols used foi analysis and deduction and
the principles and methods basic to the construction of logistic
systems, Ma\ not h. counted toward fulfillmtnl of the General
Education 81 requirement. Majors who use tliis course to satisfy
the departmental requirement in Logic will l>e assigned additional
topu i in general togi<
PHILOSOPHY 321. ETHICS FOR TODAY
Mr. Avey. 3
A study ol the development, nature, and theories of morality with

Ibu

Courses of Study
ipecial emphasis given to present-day problems of personal and
social morality.
PHILOSOPHY

323-324.

MOUKRN SOCIAL PHILOSOPHIES

Mr. Titus. 3
This year-course is a more thorough study of modern social philosophies than 326 (see below). Prerequisite: 323 for 324.
PHILOSOPHY 326. MODKRN SOCIAL PHILOSOPHIES
Mr. Titus. 3
This one-semester course is an examination of the social philosophy
underlying democracy, capitalism, the consumers' cooperative
movement, democratic socialism, communism, fascism, liberalism,
etc.
Piiii.osoiiv 327. PHILOSOPHY

OF

CIVILIZATION

Mr. Titus. 3
A seminar dealing with the sources of Western civilization and
recent philosophies of civilization as set forth by Spenglcr, Schweitzer, Toynbee, Whitehead, Northop, and others. Junior standing and consent of instructor.
331. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hcpp. 3
Investigation of origins of Western philosophy and science, followed by first-hand study of philosophical classics from Plato and
Aristotle to Augustine and Thomas Aquinas.
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY 332. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Avey. 3
Modern philosophies which have shaped the contemporary mind.
First-hand acquaintance with the philosophical classics from Descartes to Kant.

333. 19TH CF.NTI'RY PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hepp. 3
Work of such philosophers as Hegel, Schopenhauer, Comte, J. S.
Mill. K.ngcls, Nietzsche, and Kierkegaard.
PHILOSOPHY

334. CONTKMPORARY THOUOHT
Mr. Hepp. 3
Present-day philosophical movements such as instrumentalism, proi en philosophy, logical positivism, and existentialism as set forth
by men such as Russell, Dcwey, Whitehead, Ayer, Sartre, and
Marcel.
PHILOSOPHY
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D< IU in I 'turn rrily Hull, mi
143 CHINMI PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hcpp. 3
Philosophies of Chins from ancient times to the present, with
emphasis On the rlassiral period. Study of representative classics
in translation and more recent philosophical literature.
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY

Staff.

361-362 DIMCTED STUDY

3

401 PHILOSOPHY OF RELSOION
Mr. Macoskey. 3
A seminal on the origin, development, nature, and problems of
religion, and the types <>t religious philosophy. Open to juniors by
consent of instructor.
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY 103 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Mr. Hepp. 3
An examination of the nature of man's scientific interest and of
philosophical issues arising out of work in the sciences. Prerequisites: Senior standing and either a major in science or philosophy
or completion of General Education reouirements in 53-54 and
51-52 or 55.56. Open to qualified juniors by consent.
PHILOSOPHY 120. PIIIIOMMHV m- KIM-CATION Mr. Macoskey. 3
An inquirj into the philosophical issues associated with education
including such problems as 11><- School in Relation to Society and
The Aims and Values of Education. The educational philosophies
of pragmatism, realism, idealism, and existentialism are critically
evaluated Sam, » EDUCATION 120.
PHILOSOPHY

lr>l-lr>2 IMMYIIM-AI. WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MEN
MR

(

MR. SHIS, MR. PIPER, MR SHANNON, MR.

R. S. SCOTT,

HILL, MR. DOHERTY, MR. BARCLAY, MR. GOOOINI

IIAIRMAN

l%i-bti .

MR. SHIS

WOMEN Miss SHBPARD, MRS. NORTHROP, MISS ROSS, MISS
\ w HORN, MISS O'BRIEN
CHAIRMAN

162

(1962-65 . Miss SHEPARD

Counts of Study
Required Courses for Xien
is required of all freshman and sophomore
men ihrec periods a week, each course earning one semester-hour
of credit each semester.
Veterans who have had six or more months of military service prior to entering Denison will be granted four semester-hours
of credit to be recorded as Physical Education 111-112 and 211212. Any veteran who attended college prior to his military service
will lie granted only enough additional credit in Physical Education
In meet the graduation requirement of four semester-hours.
Credit in jour of the six sports skills' courses offered in 111-112
and 211-212 are needed to meet the graduation requirement. (A
student majoring or minoring in the department may earn credits
in the junior year by enrolling for 311. 312 with the consent of
thi' departmental chairman.)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

111-112. SPORTS
A. Basketball and badminton
R. Paddle ball, tumbling and apparatus
C. Beginning golf and wrestling

SKILLS

Staff.

1

SPORTS SKILLS

Staff.

1

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (MEN)

PinSICAL EDUCATION (MEN) 211-212.
D. Tennis and trampoline
E. Volleyball and handball
F. Swimming and aquatics

Required Courses for Women
PHYSICAL EDUCATION is required of all freshman women on a
baail of three hours a week; sophomore women, two hours a week.
Each semester course earns one semester-hour of credit. (A student majoring or minoring in the department may earn credits in
the junior year by enrolling for 311, 312 with the consent of the
departmental chairman.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

(WOMEN)

111-112.

FRESHMAN

COURSE

Staff. 1
('Mentation program, plus elective work from activities listed:
Archery, bowling, square dancing, modern dance, fencing, golf,
hockey, horseback riding, lacrosse, outing activities, swimming,
tennli, trampoline, and volleyball.
163

Dr Shtbard ttaihin^ tlaw in theory
211- 212. SOPHOMORE COURSE
Staff. 1
Elective work from activities as listed above with emphasis on
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (WOMF.M

.ukaiu ed wotk

Major in H.alih and Physical Education
\ STI HIM desiring to become ■ teacher of Health and Phylical Education in public or private schools advanced courses arc
offered.
FOR

Departmental requirements for the State Provisional High
School Certificate valid for teaching this subject in grades 7-12
in' lude 30 semester-noun.
A man majoring in the department must also participate on
at least two \.usii\ sports' squads or serve as a service class assistant for (wo Semesters or as an assistant intramural manager for
tWO semesters.

A woman majoring in the department must also participate
in Student teaching undei staff supervision in a required physical
education program.
The 30>hour requirement includes Biology 210; Physical
Education (women) 321w-322w; or four hours from Physical
Education men 325m, 326m, or 328tu; and from Physical Edui.ni(m 218, 1(8. 1H. and 463; and Education 352, 354, and 445.
In addition, courses in Education 213, 217, 420, 415, and 416 are
necestan for State certification.
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Courses of Study
Major in Physical Education (Emphasis in Dance)
Tins COURSE STRUCTURE is designed to provide emphasis in the
s|>rtial area of dance for the student who wishes preparation for
teaching and leadership in college, private or public school, or
community agencies. The requirement includes 311, 312, 305, 306,
361-362, Dance Club and Honors project, and 423; Biology 201
or 150, and Oneral Education 55 and 56: Education 352; 354;
Physical Education (women) 32lw-322w; Physical Education 443
and 463. If the student wishes State certification for public school
teaching, further required courses in Health Education 248, and
Education 213, 217, 415, 416, 420, and 445 must be added.
The student may take six hours of dance technique in graded
progressive sequences, six hours of Directed Study, and a possible
six hours of Honors work involving Advanced Composition, Production, and Methods of Teaching.
Course Plan
119. FIRST AID
Mr. Doherty. 2
The course follows the American Red Cross Manual and meets
the requirements for the Standard and Advanced First Aid Ccrtificate and also includes a unit in Athletic Injuries.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

124.

CAMPING

AND

OUTDOOR

EDUCATION

Miss Ross. 2
Tin- summer camp as an educational and recreative agency. Designed to prepare students for counselorship.
HIMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

215.

(See

BIOLOOY

201.)

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY RECRE-

Miss Shepard. 3
An introductory course in the principles, organization, and administration of community recreation.
ATION

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

(MEN)

235m-236m.

SPORTS

OFFICIATING

Mr. Doherty. 2
Method! and techniques of officiating both interscholastic and
intramural athletic contests. Football and basketball units are
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designed to prepare students for the State of Ohio officials' examinatiofl Two houn each ol theory and of laboratory arc given.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
248. PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HYGIENE
Mr. Piper. Miss Van Horn. 4
Prerequisite; General Education 51-52 or 55 and Biology 150 or
Biology 201.
I'IIVMCII

EDUCATION

305, KECINNINI; COMPOSITION FOR DANCE
Mrs. Northrop. 2
An introductory course in the rhythmic structure of dance including prohleuis in line, contour, dynamic and meaning, space
design and composition for groups; pre-claauc dance forms, the
use of accompaniinenl. Experience in analysis and critique ol
original compositions The final examination includes organization
for and participation in .» workshop presentation.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DANCE

106

INTERMEDIATE

COMPOSITION

FOR

Mrs. Northrop. 2
Solo and group choreograph) designed, directed, costumed. lightKI. and performed 11\ class members as part of the annual Spring
Dance program. Prerequisite: 305.
32lw-322w. SPORTS TECHNIQUES
Miss Van Horn. 2
Methods and materials for teaching the various team, individual,
and dual sports in season.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

WOMEN

325m. SPORTS TECHNIQUES
Mr. Piper. 2
Methods and materials foi usaciung football. tOffeicd in alternate
PHYSKSAI

EDUCATION

MEN

126m. SPORTS TECHNIQUES
Mr. Shannon, Mr. Hill. 2
Methods and materials foi leaching irack and baseball. (Offered
in alternate yean
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

I hti

MEN

Courses of Study
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

(MEN)

328m.

SPORTS

TECHNIQUES

Mr. Scott. 2
Methods and materials for teaching basketball. (Offered in alternate years.)

PHYSICAL

361-362.

EDUCATION

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

423.

Staff.

DIRECTED STUDY

DANCE AS

AN

ART

3

FORM

Mrs. Northrop. 3
Historical and philosophical concepts, theory and practice of teaching

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

438.

SENIOR

SEMINAR

Miss Shepard, Mr. Seils.
443.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

2

PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE AND KINESI-

Miss Ross. 2

OLOCY

Prerequisite: Biology 201.
PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

444.

ADAPTIVE

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

Miss Ross. 2
Individual or adapted physical education, including corrective,
restricted, and therapeutic activities, their teaching, and administration. Prerequisite: 443.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

463.

PRINCIPLES, ORGANIZATION, AND AD-

Miss Shepard. 3

MINISTRATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR THE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAMS

(See

EDUCATION

352.)

METHODS IN RECREATIONAL DANCE

SCHOOL

HEALTH

EDUCATION

(See

(See

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

354.)

445.)
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PHYSICS
MR UMIHKK. MR. MORGAN. MR. I.KK. MR. GAMIII i. MR. CARPENTER
CHAIRMAN I 1963-66), MR.
WHEELS* (ON LEAVE

1963-

64'
(196361 . MR MORGAN
Maim in Pkttit i
THI MAJOR PKOOHAM in Physic* allows variability for individual
needi through adaptationi of two principal agquencea: A student
without training in The Calcuhu "ill elect 121-122. 311 and 344.
.it lean two other i ». in the 300-400 range, and two or more
semester! of 140
A ~III.lent with strong preparation in Mathematics and basil
knowledge of Physics may pursue an accelerated program by
electing 221-222, 321-322, 131-332, 121-122. and additional labIII.mm courses and work in Directed Study and Individual Honors
ACTINC. CHAIRMAN

121 -122 GENERAI PHYSIC*
Staff. 4
I Ins non-calcului course is designed to provide a thorough quantitative coverage of the foundation! and concept* of physics and
us approach toward an understanding of natural phenomena. Four
lecture* and one two-houi laboratory each week. Mathematics
121-122 must l»- taken concurrently unless departmental chairman
'.■IMS consent to enroll without it.
PHYSIC*

221-222 MODERN ANALYTICAL PHYSICS
Staff. 4
A course in General Physic* providing an accelerated program
through the use of Calculus methods, with emphasis on an analytical formulation of the concept* and methods of physics, and
with applications drawn from the active fields of modern physics.
Four lecture* and one two-houi laboratory each week. C)|>en to
freshmen with Strong high school Mathematics and Physics. Mathematics 211-212 or 221-222 must be taken concurrently.
PHYSICS
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Counr\ of Study
311. ELECTRICAL MF.ASURKMF.NTS
3
theory and proper use of electrical instruments for the premeasurement of electrical and magnetic quantities. One lecand two 3-hour lalx>ratories each week. Prerequisite: 121or 221-222 and consent of instructor.

PHYSICS

The
cise
ture
122

PHYSICS

321-322.

INTRODUCTORY

MATHEMATICAL

PHYSICS

Staff. 3
An introductory course in classical, mathematical physics designed
to provide the student with a comprehensive foundation for
modern theoretical physics. Three lectures each week. Prerequisites:
The Calculus and Physics 221-222 or junior standing.
PHYSICS

331-332.

ATOMS, MOLECULES, NUCLEI, AND THE SOLID

Staff. 4
An intensive quantitative survey of the active fields of presentday physics. Four lectures each week. Prerequisite: Junior standing
■>r consent of departmental chairman.
STATE

PHYSICS 310. ADVANCED LABORATORY
Staff. 1
Selected ex|>criiiients designed to supplement the work in advanced
courses. One 3-hour laboratory each week. May be taken each
semester for a maximum of four semesters. Prerequisite: Junior
-I.Hiding.

544, ELECTRONICS AND ITS APPLICATION
3
FiiiHlauirnt.il principles of thermionic and solid-state devices and
their application to equipment and instruments in communications
and research.
PHYSICS

PHYSICS

361-362.

PHYSICS

421-422.

DIRECTED STUDY
ELECTRICITY,

MACNETISM, AND

Staff.

3

ELECTROMAO-

Staff. 3
Sources and descriptions of electric and magnetic fields and their
interactions. Maxwell's equations of the electromagnetic field with
applications to physical and microwave optics. Three lectures a
week. Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of departmental
< liairman.
NETIC WAVES
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PHYSICS

161-462 INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

TEACHINQ OI

Sin MI

Staff.

3

See EDUCATION 311.)

PSYCHOLOGY
MK WOLF, MR
MISS PAUL, MR
CHAIRMAN

MOUNTJOY, MR LBIDV, MR
IRIM

PART-TIMI

1961-61 . MR

MALOTT,

. AND OTHRRS (PART-TIME)

MOUNTJOY

Major in Psyi holog)
\ MAJOR IN PsYCHOLOOY le-ciuitrs a minimum of 27 scmestcrhours of i redit in Prychology including General Education 56.
Psychology til Hi. 114. and 441 In addition, a student shall
taJce four (niii^t's. one «»f winch must br 315 or 316. Not to be
counted in these- four eoiiisrs arc Directed Study, Minor Problems.
or Honors i oursei
A Itudent contemplating graduate work in Psychology should
obtain a reading knowledge "I .it least one foreign language, |>referably French or German, and ihouM also enroll in courses in
Mathematics, Biology, and Physics, as advised, to meet individual
needs. General Education K)a and lob are strongly recommended.
Concentration in Personnel Administration
is designed i" provide an understanding of personnel policies and |ir,iciiccs applicable in business and industry and
in the field of education,

THIS PROGRAM

A major with thi- specialization is required to take a minimum
of 21 semester-hours in Psychology including General Education
',.,. Psychology 226, 320, HI. 312. and 117.
A major is also required to take the following related courses:
Economics 211-212, 317. 318; Sociology 207, 415; and Government 211 or 212.
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Dr. Mountjoy confers
with senior on her
honors project

A major should also register for as many as possible of the
following related courses (a minimum number of 9 semester-hours
in this group is required) ; Economics 223-224, 316, 419; Government 231-232, 302; Mathematics 203; Speech 221; and Education
or other related courses as advised.
(irneral Education 56 is prerequisite to all other courses in
this ili ftnrtmi ml.
PSVCHOLOOV

217.

CHILD

AND

ADOLESCENT

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Carter. 3
Psychological development especially during the school years. Also
listed as EDUCATION 217. (Offered each semester.)
PSYCHOLOGY

226.

THEORIES OF

PERSONALITY

Mr. Smith, Mr. Tritt. 3
Motivations of man with emphasis upon behaviors requisite for
adequate living. (Offered each semester.)
PSYCHOLOGY 315.
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY; SENSATION
AND PERCEPTION
Mr. Mountjoy.

3
Experimental approach to human perceptual behavior emphasizing experimental design and research.
PSYCHOLOGY

316.

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY:

LEARNING

Mr. Malott. 3
Experimental approach to problems of human and animal learning
and motivation emphasizing experimental design and research.
AND MOTIVATION

PSYCHOLOGY 320. PERSONNEL PSYCHOLOGY
Mr. Leidy. 3
A consideration of the psychological principles and procedures in
pffective personnel management, with special reference to business
•mil industry.
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UH SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Mr. Mountjoy.
Individual behavior .is h is influenced l>\ cultural forces.
PSYCHOLOOI

3

PaVCHOLOOV 139. PHV8IOLO0ICAI PSYCHOLOGY
3
A study of the physiological mechanisms of Ix-havior. Prerequisite:
General Education Jl-52 M 55 and Biology lr><>. or convnt of
instrut toi
PSYCHOLOGY ill

PsYCHOLOOICAl Ml Ml HI MINTS
Mr. Malott.

3

Theor) <>i psychological measurements.
PaVCHOLOOV

H-'

PsYCHOLOOICAL TESTS ANII MEASUREMENT*
2
Application of individual .mil group tests
PavcHOLaov 345-346 MINOR PROBLEMS
Staff. 2-3
Independent work on selected topics under the guidance of staff

memben Consent ol instructor.
PSYOHOLOOY 361-362. DnECTED

Staff.

STUDV

3

HI. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOOY
Mr. Wolf. 4
Piychopathology: Its development, course, and ireatmcnt with
emphasis u|>on prevention and cure.
PSVCHOLOOV

PSYOHOLOOV

ill HISTORY or PSVCHOLOOV

Mr. Lkhtenstein.

3

A review of the history of psychologicaJ thought and theory.
Pavi HOI "A II I SIMKMMK: INYCIIOLOOY Mr. I.ichtenstein.
A st,ul\ of the schools ol psychological thought and theory.

3

PaVCHOLOOV II" IM»I SIHIM PSYOHOLCOY
Mr. l^eidy. 3
Psychological principles and methods- as they contribute to the
solution ot industrial problems. Prerequisite: 'III.
PSVCHOLOOV

ill

ADVANCED GENERAL

PSYCHOLOGY

Mr. Wolf.
Designed to integrate tin' student's knowledge of psychology.
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Counts of Study
PSYCHOLOGY 445-446. MINOR PROBLKMS
Staff. 2-3
Independent work on selected topics under the guidance of staff
members. Consent of instructor.

PSYCHOLOGY

461-462.

INIIIVIM AE WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3

RELIGION
MR. MARTIN

O.

(ON LKAVF. IN

1963-64),

MR. LEE

SCOTT, MR. EISENBF.IS, MR. WOODYARII

(PART-TIME), MR. GlHIIONS (PART-TIME)

CHAIRMAN

(1963-66),

MR. LEE

O.

SCOTT

Major in Religion
AlfONO THE 24 SKMKSIKR-IIOI'RS of credit for a
major in this department 211, 212, 213-214, and
303 are required, A student is advised to take at
least six hours of Philosophy.
The major in Religion is a general liberal
arts major, rather than a preparation for provisional service. A student who plans to attend
a theological seminary is advised, however, to take
at least 12 hours of Religion during his undergraduate course. Especially recommended are 211, 212, 213-214,
217, and 303.
A pre-theological student should consult with member! of the
department in regard to preparation for seminary studies.
RELIGION

211.

INTRODUCTION TO THE

OLD TESTAMENT

Mr. Eisenlieis. 3
Orientation to the study of the Bible: An introduction to the
history, literature, and religion of the Old Testament.
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Rt.MGION 212 INTRODUCTION 10 THE NEW TESTAMENT
Mr. Eiscnbcis. 3
An introduction to thf religion and literature of tlu* New Tcstament; the rise w tlu- Christian Church.
01 CHRISTIAN THOUGHT
Mr Martin, Mr. Scott 3
A nirve) <<i tin- development ol Christianit) from the apostolic
church through the Middle tges first semester), and from the
Reformation t.< the present time lecond semester). The rise of
the principal theological ideas, the changing concept of tin* church,
trends and movements within Christianity, and changing attitudes
tow.ltd ethical j«r«»t>1r-niv. wich as war, tin* state, the family, and
propert) Offered in I'tii-M and in alternate years.)
RELIGION

213-2H

HISTORY

Ri i KIION 21 ? Ri i Hi' >NI oi ASIA
M. Ma.tin. Mr. Ebenbeis. 3
A study of the majoi religions of Asia with special reference to
Hinduism. Buddhism, .nul Islam,
Kin..Ms 218 CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN RELKHOUS GROUPS
MI. Martin. 3
A lurve) <»( tin- development of religion in America; the rise of
the majoi denomination! and representative sects, with reference to
their origin, organization, and faith and practice; a study of movement* sw li .1* Fundamentalism, the s«* ial Gospel, and the Ecumenical Movement Nol offered in 1963-64
RELIGION 301, CHRISTIAN BTHE B
Mr, Scott. 3
A 11ui« .i! stud) <»( tin- fundamentals of t Ihristian morality as represented in contemporary Christian authors. Recommended is 213214

>'*• CONTEMPORARY REUOIOUSJ THOUGHT
Mr. Scott. 3
A stud) ol the principal contemporary forms of Christian and
Jewish theolog) with reference to such basic issues as the doctrine
ol God, tli»- Prison ol Christ, the naturr of man, and the nature of
the religious community, Recommended is 213-214.
RBLIOION

i;t

Courses oj Study
311. CHRISTIAN CLASSICS
Mr. Martin. 3
A careful study of selected writings which have expressed classical
form] of the Christian faith, which have significantly influenced
the development of Christian thought. Such works as Augustine's
Confessions, Luther's Lectures on Romans, and Kierkegaard's Fear
and 'I'u tabling, will be read. {Offered first semester 1964-65 and
in alternate years.)
KF.MGION

RELIGION

324.

SEMINAR IN RELIGION AND PSYCHOLOGY

Mr. Woodyard. 3
A study of the intcr-rclationships between contemporary Christian
and psychological interpretations of the nature of man, the self,
freedom and determinism, and human destiny. Junior standing and
i ontent of instructor.
336. RELIGION AND CULTURE
Mr. Martin. 3
The relationship between historic religions and the cultures in
which they come to expression. Attention is given to Christianity as
compared with Hinduism and Buddhism; the relation of religion to
language, the arts, and other aspectl of culture. (Offered second
semester 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
RELIOION

RELIGION

361-362.

RKLIGION

461-462.

3

DIRECTED STUDY

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

(Sec

PHILOSOPHY

401.)
3

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

SOCIOLOGY
MR. MITCHELL, MR. CRIST, MR. VALDES, MR.

I). G.

DEAN,

MRS. WATSON (FART-TIME)
CHAIRMAN

(1962-65),

MR. VALUES

Major in Sociology
THE MAJOR IN SOCIOLOGY is designed for a Student who expects to
I mi sue graduate study in Sociology leading to a teaching or rc-
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Standing l>> Valdei. Di I) C Dean
Sealed !>• Criit, Mn Walton, !>• Mitchell
search career, .1- preparation l"i those who anticipate entering
S«K;.I1 work .ni«l government lervice, and for those whose interest
l\ |»imaril) <ultm.il
A iii.i)"! in s,., iolog) shall earn al least 21 M-mi-stcr-liours. and
preferably, 30 semester-hours «»i credit in Sociology, including 207,
120, either '.'i1' ... ::: F01 .1 broadej background in the Social
Si • nces In- ii required t" earn credit in both Economic* 211 and
Government 211. In addition .it lean* 12 semester-hours of credit
.u,' ti, he lelected front the following related counts: Economics
212. 312, 113, 117, 118, 532, II 1 Geography 226, 261; Government 212, 214, 302, III. 312, 313; Hkttor) 221-222; Mathematics
121-122. 201. 221-222 Philosoph) 121, 126. 327. 403; Physical
Education 215 Psycholog*. 217, 226, 338; III: Religion 217, 218,
nil. ;», French 101-102 German 101-102. and Spanish 101102.
.-I Undent contemplating giailuatt \tuily must take Sociology
222 and <h<iultl :iiu>, n reading knowUdge of a Modern Languagi
It IN HI mended tli.it Sociology 207 IK- taken in the sophoinore year. It "ill VIM- .IN .1 prerequisite for all Sociology courses
except Sociology 201, which IIUN no prerequisite.
17b

Couftti of Study
201. EDUCATION FOR MARRIAGF. ANI> FAMII.V Ln
Mr. Crist. 3
In acquaint IIIP student with the flndingi of the biological, psychological, and social sciences as thc\ relate to marriage ami family
life. (Offered each semester.)

SOCIOLOGY

I.IFF
Staff. 4
Die study of man. of human social organization, culture, and language, emphasizing both primitive and later technology, behavior,
institutions, and the dynamics of society.
SOCIOLOGY 2O7. FOUNDATION! OF SOCIAL

208. HI-MAN ECOLOGY
Staff. 3
Population distribution. composition and growth, and its tearing
<MI current economic, political, and six ial problems.
SOCIOLOGY

211. CRIMINOLOGY
Mr. Mitchell. 3
A study of the phenomenon of crime in American society as to
amount, the varying rates in terms of area of residence, age, social
i l.iss. and occupational group, and the causes and the treatment of
criminal behavior.
SOCIOLOGY

S
LOOY 219. METHODS IN SOCIAL RESEARCH
Staff. 3
An elementary course for non-graduate school majors in the ineth<«!> and interpretation of social research.
SociOLOOV 220. LABORATORY SOCIOLOGY
Staff. I
A 2-hour laboratory approach to the study of social research, tools,
.mil methods. To be taken concurrently with Sociology 219 or
222.
222. SOCIAL INVESTIGATION
Staff. 3
Principal methods of social research are examined; planning and
conducting of a research project and the use of current techniques
ol collecting, analyzing, interpreting, and reporting data. Prerequisite: Mathematics 203.
SOCIOLOGY

Sot IOLO0Y 307. KCRAL-URBAN KF.GIONS
Mr. Dean. 1
Comparative and interrelated study of rural-urban life considering
ihe physical, institutional, social, cultural, and economic factors
of modern living.
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Soaouxn 308 SOCIAL WORK
Staff. 3
A survey coune including an analysis of public administration and
private agencies and a descriptive comparison of types of social
work including Imth case ami group work.
SOCIOLOGY

312

RACI

PROBLEMS IN

THE UNITED STATM

Mr. Mitchell. I
Indians. Orientals, Negroes, ami other minority groups in the
ISA.
313. THI FAMILI
Mr. Crist 3
A study ol tli<- structure of tin- family as an institution and of
its inter-relationships «iili other social institutions: chanirini; economic ami social functions ol tin- famih as seen in historical and
cultural perspective. Prerequisite: 201 oi 207.
SOCIOLOGY

OY 314. FAMILY PROBLEMS
Mr. Crist. 3
Emphasis is on tin- sot ial-psyi hological aspects of inter-personal
relationships within tin- familv I in- content is case-history oriented.
Prerequisite: 2\\ CM consent "I instructor.

'■','• t OMMI MIS ORGANIZATION
Mr. Dean. 3
A stud) of natural and interest groupings within the community;
analysis ol i
munit) structure and tin- problems oi community
organization; tin' formation and an.dssis of prog is for making
effective communit) MHHC and institutions
SOCIOLOGY

(17. Tin SOCIOLOOY OF REUOION
Mr. Dean. 3
A studs ..l tin- institution of religion, particularly from the structural-functional approach. (Offered in 1963-64 and in alternate
years
SOOIOLOOS.

>IB EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOOY
Mr. Valdcs. 2
Prerequisite: Sociology 207 or Education 217. (Also listed as

SOCIOLOOY

Km CATION
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Courses of Slutly
SociOLOOY 330. GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Mr. Valdes. 3
A descriptive, comparative, and generalizing study of man and his
culture.
340. COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR
Mr. Dean. 3
The Itudy ol crowd and mass behavior, public opinion, the behavior of interest groups, social unreal and social movements involving an analysis of the nature and forms of group interaction
leading to the creation of attitudes. Iwlicfs, social controls. Prerequisite: Psychology 338 or consent of instructor.
SOCIOLOGY

361-362. DIRECTEU STUDY
Staff.
Credit earned will be determined by departmental evaluation.
SOCIOLOOY

405. NURSERY SCHOOL
Mrs. Watson. 3
This course introduces the student interested in the young child
to the principle) and theories underlying education for the preM lmol child and to techniques of observing young children and
working with them as individuals and in groups. Two hours each
week will lx* spent in the Granville Nursery School.
SOCIOLOCV

415. HIMAN RELATIONS IN INDUSTRY
Staff. 3
A study of the organization and characteristics of modern indusui.il societies of the effects of technology on Industrial environments, and of the behavior of formal and informal groups in industry. The methodology of social research for analyzing and resolving group tensions in industry.
SOCIOLOGY

116. SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES
MI. Values. 3
A survey of the more im|x>rtant literature of theoretical sociology,
comparing the work of major systematic sociologists from Comte to
the present. 0]>en only to majors or by consent of instructor.
SOCIOLOOY

420. SEMINAR
Mr. Mitchell. 3
Advanced study of special problems suggested l>\ courses already
taken. Open only to majors.
SOCIOLOOY

SOCIOLOOY

461-462. I NDIVIDI'AI.

WORK KOR HONORS

TEACHING

OF

(Sec

SOCIAL STUDIES

EOICATION

Staff. 3

320.)
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SPEECH
MR. CROCKER, MR
CIIMRMAN

HALL, MR

DRMSER, MR. STF.BRINS

196.1-64 , MR C.ROCKIK
Majin in Spt < t 'i

A STI DBN1 MAJORINO IN SPEECH ".hall elect a ininiinuni of 24
semester-hours of credit in Speech 225. 312, 331, and 309 or
Education 339, Rod othet counei which will be suggested to ronform to the needs ol the individual student.
sin MI 113-114. ORAI KISIUNV.
Mr. Crocker. 3
Not "/>• n to audenli who havi received credit in Theatre Arts
II; ,., IN.
SPEECH

211-212 PUBLIC SPEAKING

Mr. Crocker.

3

211; SPEECH COMPOSITION
Mr. Dresser. 3
A stud) of ili»' principle! governing the organization, trsting, and
communication of ideas. The role of abstracting in organizing
and interpreting experience, and in communicating with others.
Emphasis i- placed on methods In which abstract concepts can be
made vivid and relationship! between concept! communicated to
.i listenei
SPEECH

219. INTERCOLLEOIATI DEBATING
Mr. Dresser. 2
An intensive investigation .tn<! .m.iksis of tin- national intercollegiate debate question leading to the formulation, testing, and presentation oi argument pertaining to it Emphasis is placed on
developing the ability i" reason cogently under |>syrhological pressure All students will participate in intercollegiate- debates. (A total
of >i\ hours m debating may IH- counted toward graduation.)
SPEECH

220. DISCUSSION \M> DEBATE
Mr. Crocker. 3
How to lead and lake part in group discussions. Parliamentary
law. conferences, discussion, argumentation,
SPEECH

IWI

••

Courses oj Study
SIII

en 221. BuaiNBSI

AND PROFESSIONAL SPEAKING

Mr. Crocker. 3
Advanced public shaking. Prepared speeches appropriate to busim» and professional life. Consent of instructor.
225. INTRODUCTION TO RADIO
Mr. Hall. 3
The history of radio development; a study of the structure of
broadcasting; comparative study of broadcasting practices in other
countries; the objectives of radio as a social force and cultural
influence: a study of program types; and the analysis of existing
programs aimed toward the development of acceptable standards
for radio. Prerequisite; General Education 10s or its equivalent.
SPEECH

226. RADIO WORKSHOP
Mr. Hall. 3
Comprehensive lecture-laboratory course covering the basic techniques of radio acting, writing, announcing, and directing. Prerequisite: 225 and consent of instructor.
SPEECH

227. RADIO PRODUCTION PROCEDURES
Mr. Hall. 3
Lecture-laboratory course in the production of complex program
ty|>cs; study of production problems, techniques, and procedure.
Actual production from initiation to airing. Prerequisite: 226 and
consent of instructor.
SPEECH

228. TELEVISION PRODUCTION
Mr. Stebbins. 3
Analysis of television as a mass communication media, incorporating a study of program ty|>es, their structure, and essential char.ic leristics. The creation and writing of programs for television
is stressed, as well as the study of production problems and techniques.
SPEECH

229. CONTEMPORARY RADIO
Mr. Hall. 2
During spring vacation a trip to the four major radio networks
in New York is made to observe station operation, studio arrangements, the production of various types of programs from rehearsal
through performance, and the production of television programs.
Study of network operational policies and procedure precede the
trip; a written report of the trip is required. Estimated cost of
trip, exclusive of tuition, $75 to $100. Consent of instructor.

SPEECH
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109 SEMINAR IN SPEECH
Mr. Cracker. 2
Readings and reports in the ^i\ areas »>i speech.
SPEECH

112 RHETOR* U I'IIEOKY
Mr. Crocker. 2
Historical and critical survey ol tin- principal theories of speech
composition and delivery front Aristotle to the present time, with
special emphasis on the classical period.
SPEECH

129 APPLIED PHONETICS
Mr. Hall. 3
A stud) «»i significant speech sounds and tin- application of phonetM concepts u> both normal and aberrant speech tor evaluaUvc
purposes Required of ipeech majors planning lo ipecialiu in

SPEECH

■ [>€ 11 h llu itipy.

SPEECH

<'"' Votct i\n DICTION

Mr. Hall. 3

SPEECH 331 INTRODI rioN i SPEECH CORRECTION
\fr Hall. 3
The relation of speech to mental hygiene; an introduction to phoneiics and lo the study ol speech disorders; types, characteristics,
diagnosis, .mil theories ol treatment Prerequisites; 12 hours of
*"*l i ii and HI rheatre Arts

62 DIRECTED STCDI IN SPEECH OK RADIO
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oi SPEECH

WORK FOR HONORS

Staff. 3
Staff. 3

See EDUCATION 139.

Mr. Hall
observing
lire program
over WDUB

Courses o\ Study
THEATRE ARTS
MR. WRIOHT, MR. BRASHER, MR.
CHAIRMAN

R. G. SMITH

(1961-61). MR. WRIOHT
Major in Theatre Arts

A STUDENT MAJORINH IN THEATRE ARTS shall elect 28 to 32
semeater-houn Among llie courses should be 111, or General Education 33; 113, 215, 216. 217, 224 or 301, 323, 326, and «5 with
additional hours in other courses representing acting, technique or
theory, and criticism. Recommended courses in allied fields are
English 215 and 330. and such other courses as the department
feels the itudenl may need
The candidate for the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Theatre
Arts will, in four years, choose a minimum of 32 hours from llie
regular Theatre courses. An additional 12-18 hours in Theatre
will IM' arranged with each individual Student in accordance with
his particular needs or talents.
In the freshman year the Bachelor of Fine Arts candidate
should i.im General Education 11-12, 18, 21-22, the second year
of the foreign language carried in high school or French 111-112.
Theatre course) should be Theatre Arts 111, 113, 227, and 228.
Major in Theatre Arts (Emphasis in Dance)
A COMBINED MAJOR in Theatre Arts and Dance, with an emphasis on Dance, may be earned. It involves carrying Physical Education ill. 312, 305, 306, 361-362, Dance Club and Honors Project
...1,1 123: Education 354; Theatre A,ts III, 227-228. 215, 216, 217,
and 324. This majoi prepare! the student for advanced study and
for teat hint; the related arts in recreational agencies or in a collet.
Combination majors with Theatre Arts and other departments
can be arranged by special permission.
111. INIROHUCTION TO THE THEATRE Staff. 3
Beginning course for the student with some experience or interest
in dramatics. Theory and practice in theatre history, theatre production and criticism. Required of B.F.A. candidates. Others may
Substitute this course for General Education 33.
THEATRE ARTS
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l)r Wright instructing da" in pla\ dirtction

Tin MKI ARTS 113 DRAMA™ INTERPRETATION
Mr. Wright. 3
A itudenl majoring in Theatri ArU ma\ ntbstituli this count jor
General Education 101 Intensive work on Individual voice and
diction problem! and the dramatic interpretation of the intellectual and emotional content ol the best literature in essays, narratives itories and dialects . dramas, and poetry. Not open lo studenti who have hail Speech 113 or III
Knrt in ADVANCED DRAMATIC INTBRPRBTATION
Mr. Wright 3
An elective to follow Theatre Arts 113 oi General Education lOt.
This course places emphasis on developing an individual platform
personalit) and the building ol .c repertoire. Not open for credit lo
ttudentt who halt received ,uihi in Speech 114.

THEATRI

215 SUPERVISION OP HIGH SCHOOL DRAMATICS
Mr. Wright. 3
A survej ol the needs and the organization of a program in dramatics at the lecondarj school level and the problem of play selection, acting, and direction Designed for non-majors with
theatre interest and fot certification to teach. S on-major < must
carry 217 la receivi credit, but 217 need not >«■ taken concurrently
with 21").

THEATRI

IHI

ARTS

Courses of Study
THEATRE ARTS

216.

PLAY PRODUCTION FOR

THE

NON-PROFESSION-

Mr. Wright. 3
Play selection, analysis, acting, make-up, direction, organization of
personnel and equipment. Prerequisite: 215 recommended.

AL

THEATRE

217. STAGECRAFT
Mr. Smith. 3
Basic course in physical theatre production, stage machinery and
techniques, nomenclature, construction and painting of scenery,
and backstage organization. May be taken indejiendently but must
be taken to receive credit in 215 or 216.

THEATRE ARTS

224. STAGE LIGHTING
Mr. Smith. 3
I heory and practice of basic electricity, lighting, control equipment, theory and practice in design of instruments, design and
placement of instruments for effective lighting. Practice in lighting
design and use of color. Prerequisite: 217 or consent of instructor.
THEATRE ARTS

THEATRE ARTS 225. CONTEMPORARY THEATRE
Mr. Wright. 2
Attendance at outstanding productions in New York during spring
\ acation, preceded by study of contemporary theatre and followed
by a written report of the productions seen. Estimated cost of trip,
exclusive of tuition, $130. Consent of instructor.
THEATRE ARTS 227-228. ACTING FOR BEGINNERS
Mr. Rrasmer. 2
First semester -Pantomime and stage movement.
Second semester Character analysis and creation: emotional interpretation and projection.

301. SCENIC DESIGN
Mr. Smith. 3
I heory and practice of scene design. Practice in perspective drawing, water color rendering, drafting of plans. Prerequisite: 217 or
consent of instructor and junior standing.
THEATRE ARTS

THEATRE ARTS 323. THEATRE HISTORY
Mr. Brasmer. 3
Survey of World Theatre from the Greeks to the present, ex(lusivc of America. Emphasizes influences—cultural, social, and
political as well as |wrsonalities, methods of production, and development of drama.
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1 in MKI Aim \2A AMERICAN I HH \ IKI AMI I n || HISTORY
Mr. HiaMiiiT. 3
History of tin* American Theatre and tin- history and birth of
tin- American Film in the linht of their aesthetic dynamics and interrelationships.
I in MKI ARTS 126 THEORY or MH THEATRE
Mr. Wright 3
The analysis and comparison '>! dramatic theories (nun Aristotle
to the present with emphasis on present trends of stage and motion
pictures Prerequisite; 12 hours of Theatre Arts.
1 HI MKI ARTS 161*362 l>uo< nn sn i>\.

Staff. 3

ARTS l"l THEATRI PRACTIGUM
Staff. 2-12
Theory and creative practice in selected areas of theatre arts
for the talented and luperioi student, No! more than eight semester-hours <>f i redil ma) be gained in (he Denison Summer Theatre
As registration warrants, the following areas "ill be offered but
not to exceed .■ total <>t 12 credit-hours will be granted toward
graduation,
a. Problems in (!ostuming
li Advanced A< ting
< Problems in Styles <>j Direction
d. Special Studies in Drama
c. Problems in Theatre Management
f. Advanced Problems in Scenii and oi Lighting Design
a Problems in I heatre I design

THEATRI

Tin MKI ARTS 115. PLAY DIRECTION
Mr. Brasmer. 3
Theory and practical wnV. in direction. Each student is res|>oniible foi selection, casting, rehearsing, and production of one-acts
oi longei plays presented in the Universit) Theatre. Prerequisite:
15 houn ol Theatre Arts and consent ol instructor.
I HI MKI AKI^ 161-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS
Staff. 3
186
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Dr. Grimes counseling in art studio
VISUAL ARTS
MR.

H. KINO, MR. GRIMES, MRS. CAMPBELL, MR. HIRSIM.KR,

MRS. BAILEY (PART-TIME), MR. HAYCOCK (PART-TIMI
CHAIRMAN

(l%l-6li, MR. GRIMES
Major in Art

are individually planned l>y the studenl with departmental personnel as advisers as the major is selected. Particular
emphatii is given to long-range educational planning.
The first two years of the program are organized to lest the
student's abilities and interests in relation to professional opportunities in the art and art-related occupations.
ALL PROORAMS

FOUR DIVISIONS

of study in the Department of Visual Arts in-

clude:
The Art History program leading to graduate study in art
history, connoiueunhip, museum work, and conservation (care
187

Denison University HiAUtin
and restoration ol works of art ■ This program does not require
Studio courses
Tht Studio program leading to graduate study in painting.
sculpture, ceramic and industrial design,
Tht General program lor tin- student who plans an art-related
careei in library science, government cultural services, and art
criticism, .1-. well ai in business and industry'.
The Af'fdud A't< program in the studio area for the student
who plans to won in the < oinineru al fields of advertising, fashion
design, fashion illustration, interior decoration, and others.
DaoaE&a OFFBftftO include Bachelor of Arts degree with a major
in Art requiring 24 to 16 semester-hours ol credit in the department and the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree which requires 44 to
50 semester-hours of credit in the department.
A candidate for tin- Bachelor of Fine Arts degree should take
General Education 11-12. 18. 21-22. the second year of the foreign
language started in high school or French 111-112. in addition to
Visual Arts 101-102, 111-112. and 113-114. General Education 31
serves .is an introduction to an appreciation but does not count
toward a major in the department.
History »f Art Courst <
Viai M ARTS 101-102. [NTROOUCTC*Y Couaai
Mr. Grimes. 1
Genera] course in an itructure, terminology, and criticism designed
to integrate the sever.il courses and to acquaint the student with
professional opportunities. To he taken concurrently with 111-112
and 113-114. Not offered in 1963-64
Viai u ARTS 121. Finn TRIP
Staff. 3
Spring vacation field trip to metropolitan museums, galleries, and
other art centers, and interviews with leading artists; preceded by
studies of collections and followed by written reports. May be subttituted I"' General Education 31,
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Courses of Study
205-206. HISTORY OF ART
Mr. King. 3
c letters] survey of the arts of the Western World. Ancient and
Medieval (first semester); Renaissance and Modern (second semester). May be taken separately.

VISUAL ARTS

VISUAL ARTS

303.

ART OF ANTIQUITY, GREEK AND ROMAN

Mr. L. R. Dean. 3
A survey of the ancient arts of the valleys of the Nile, and the
Tigris-Euphrates. The development of ancient Greek architecture,
iculpture, and vase painting from Minoan through Hellenistic
limes; the contribution of archeology to the knowledge of Greek
Art.
VISUAL ARTS 304. MF.IMF.VAI. ART
Mr. Hirshler. 3
A selective survey of Early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque, and
Gothic Arts considered in their social and cultural context.
VISUAL ARTS 305. RF.NAISSANCF. ART
Mr. King. 3
Study of architecture, sculpture, and painting of the Italian-cenlered Renaissance beginning with the Humanism of Giotto in the
rreeento and through the Mannerist crisis of the early 1600's.
VISUAL ARTS 306. BAROQUE ART
3
The art of Italy, France, The Netherlands, and Germany from
1600 to 1750 with emphasis on Rubens, Rembrandt, Poussin, Bernini. Mansart. and others.
307. ORIENTAL ART
Mrs. Bailey. 3
A comprehensive study of the art of India, China, and japan approached through the religions and cultures of the Orient.
VISUAL ARTS

407. MODERN ART
Mr. Grimes. 3
I'Mh Century arts through Impressionism, and contemporary
movements in architecture, sculpture, painting, and the crafts.
VISUAL ARTS

Studio Courses
103-101. ELEMENTS OF ART
Mrs. Campbell. Studio course for the student wishing some practice in art but not
choosing it as a major. Work includes both basic design problems
.iiul drawing in various media.
VISUAL ARTS
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l)i niwn t ni;. rsily liulh tin
ni-llJ DRAWING
MI- Campbell. 2
Drawing from still life, figure, and landscape with problem! ir
composition and perspective To be taken concurrently with 101 102 and 113-114.
VIM M ARTS

113-1H 1)1-1-%
Mrs. Campbell. 2
Line, plane, and volume problems in l»I.t» k and white, color, and
3-ditnensional materials. To be taken concurrently with 101-102
and 111-112.
VISUAL ARTS

V»i \i ARTS 211-212. LIFI DRAWING
Mr. Grimes. 3
Study tioin the human figure in charcoal and other media with
emphasis on structure in line, value, and color.
215-216 PAINTING
Mr. Grimes. 2
Problems in waterroloi <>i oil painting and other media from still
life, the human figure, landscape, and non-figurative approaches
to pictorial organization Prerequisites: 112 and 111.
VIM U ARTS

Visi M. ARTS 221-222 ' ERAMU I
3
Basic techniques <>\ building ceramic forms l>\ hand and by wheel
,i> well .^ b) via/'' fom ula, decorative techniques, and the firing
processes Die second semestei work concentrates on ceramic
sculpture
VISI \i ARTS 231-232 GRAPHICS
MIS Campbell 2
The several media «»i printmaking include woodcut, linoleum, and
i \< hin■■ in black and white and m color.

VisrAL ARTS 241-212. SctxpTi'Ri
3
Experiments in [-dimensional design in various media including
clay, casting in plaster, and duett wink in UIMKI.
VISUAL ARTS

Prerequisite
190

115-316 I NTERMEDIATI PAINTING
216.

Mi. Grimes. 3

w,
7WM

Doing ml painting in studio
351. TECHNICAL DRAWING AND INDUSTRIAL DRSION
Mr. Kimj. 4
Lettering, technical drawing, and design with hand and power
toob applied i<> product design and graphic representation. Prerequisite: 111 and 113 (for majors).
VISUAL ARTS

361-362. DIRRCTBI) STUDY
3
For the student <>( marked creative ability who wishes to pursue
advanced subjects not otherwise listed, such as design, drawing.
graphics, ceramics, or history, and criticism.
VISUAL ARTS

401. VISUAL ARTS PRAOTIGUM
2-12
rheor) and creative practice in selected areas of the visual arts
for the talented and superior student. As registration wan.mis,
the following areas will he offered not to exceed a total of 12 sent, \t, f'hours of credit.
VISUAL ARTS

a. Figure and Portrait Painting
h. Mural Painting

C
d.
e
i.
u

Historic Methods and Materials of Painting and Drawing
(Ma/e Calculation
Ceramic Sculpture
Graphics
Commercial Art

h. Fashion Illustration

i. Seminar in Art Theory
VISUAL ARTS

161-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

It \i H1N0 01 PUBUO SCHOOL ART (See EDUCATION 341.)
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Col, <;/./.•. i teaching global relalioni
NON-MAJOR ARIAS
AIR M IEN< E
COL. <.KI BB, LI
CH MKM W. COL.

COI

<

OPPICER-IN-CHAROI

GLOVER, CAPT. TUTTLE, CAIT. FROST

IRI KH

1962-65 . Li

Coi

GLOVE*

Sma 1952 nit UNITED STATES Am PORCI lias maintained an
Ail Force Reserve Oflicei Training Corpt on the campui of
Denison University, foi the purpote <>l training officer candidates
I'm the I 'nited Stata Ail For< t
Satisfactory completion "I outlined courses ami other Air
Force requirement! will make the itudenl eligible for ■ commission
as second lieutenant in the United Stata Ail Force Reserve upon
graduation from Denison. Distinguished graduates <>f the program
ma) apply lot Regular Air Feme Commissions,
Freshmen and sophomorei between the ages of 14 and 22
years, physically qualified, and acceptable i<> the Professor of Air
Science PAS . are eligible foi die bask course.
192

Courses o[ Study
Mere enrollment in AFROTG does not involve an obligation
for active military service, nor does such enrollment automatically
give tin- student draft-dcfcrmcnt status. Draft deferment is granted
to AFROTC cadets who establish and maintain standards acceptable to the PAS and who agree (a) to enroll in and complete the
advanced course, if accepted therefor: (b) to attend one summer
camp of lour weeks' duration, normally between the first year advanced and the second year advanced courses; (c) upon completion of the course, to accept a commission, if tendered; and (d)
to lerve on active duty for a period of not less than four years after
receipt of the commission.
The Air Force blue uniform is provided without cost to the
student and is worn during one day a week and at such other
times as may be specified by the PAS. The student is responsible
for the proper care of the uniform. Textbooks and other instructional material are supplied without cost by the University or
the Air Force.
Advanced course students are paid at the rate ol approximateK $27 a month. Pay during summer camp is at the rate of $75 a
month plus travel allowances, food, quarter!, uniforms, medical
care, and government insurance en route to and from and while
at summer camp.
All cadets are eligible for participation with the AFROTC
Marching Hand, the AFROTC Drill Team, and the AFROTC
Rifle Team. Outstanding advanced course students are eligible
for selection as members of the Air Honor Society.
The course of study is divided into the basic course covering
the first two years and the advanced course covering the junior
Mat. summer camp, and senior year, in that order. The course
i 'insists of blocks of instruction totaling 420 hours, allocated as
follows; Freshman and Sophomore years, 60 hours each; Junior
and Senior years, 150 hours each: and Summer Camp, an additional 196 hours.
Basic courses are open to all physically qualified male students.
Advanced courses are open to physically qualified male students
who are accepted by the PAS. All interested students should con193
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for with a membei of the department prioi to registration.
Couna in General Education lot othei requirement*.)

Sec

The Flight Instruction program provides a senior student
qualified for pilot training with 35% hours of flight training in
lmhi aircraft at no expense to tin- student.
i
AlR S< II Nr.t

101-102

. i ■ Stqut 'in

FOI NDATIONfl

I >l

AIKONI'VI

IVWKH

Capt Frost. 1
An introductory examination ol the faetois ol aicmspaeo power.
majoi ideological conflicts, requirements foi militar) forces in IM-ing, responsibilities ol citizenship, development ami traditions of
the militar) profession, role and attributes of tl»- professional officer in American democracy, organization of the armed forces
.i- [actors in the preservation ol nauon.il M-UIHH. and tin- United
Mile- A'u Force as a majoi factoi in the security of the free world.
Am SIIIMI 2ni-_'n2 FUNDAMENTALS OK AEKOSPACE WEAPON
ss ~II us
Capt. Tuttle. 1
An introductory surve) ol aerospace missiles and iraft. and their
propulsion and guidance ryitcms; target intelligence and electronic
warfare, nuclear, chemical and biological warhead agents; defensive, strategu and tactical operations; problems, mechanics, and
militar) implications <>l space operations; and a survey of contentporar) militar) thought,
Am si II s, i

101-302

AIR

Fossci

OFFICE*

DEVELOPMENT

l.t. Col. Glover. 3
Stall organization and functions, and skills required for effective
-i.ill work, including oral and written communication and problem solving; basii psychological and sociological principles of
leadership and thru application to leadership practice and problems; ami an introduction to militar) justice,
Am SI II M i

Lt Col. Glover,
Ml Mahard. 3
An intensive itudj ol global relations of special ci
in to the
\u Force officer, with emphasis on international relations and
geograph) Includes also weather, navigation, and briefing for
i ommissioned sen i< e.
I'M

101-402. GLOBAI RELATION!

Profrsttir King with pre-engineering students
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
MR, HORACE KINO

A STUOEN1 INTERESTED IN ENGINEERING should take a Pre-Engineering program, majoring in a basic science such as mathematics.
l'li\sics, or chemistry, his choice depending upon the branch of
engineering he wishes to enter. Pre-Engineering credit] earned at
Denison are accepted by Schools of Engineering. (For further
information see Combined Arts-Professional Courses for liberal
arts-engineering arrangements.) An interested student should consult the Director of Testing and Vocational Services or the departmental chairman in his field of engineering interest.
Courw Offerings
111. ENOINEERINO DRAFTINQ
2
Use "f instruments, simple projections, freehand sketching, gcomctiii problems, conventional signs, and tracings. Recommended also
lor non-engineering students, particularly those majoring in the
-i iences,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE

ENOINEERINO SCIENCE 112. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
2
I onventional projection theories of drafting with problems and applicationl in point, line, and plane; intersection and development
"I surfaces. Prerequisite: 111.
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Conservatory of Music
FACULTY
DAU K. MOORK. MIS. B. MIS M
Dt'i • (or of th< Conn '; ttl ■• \
A "<u tat- Proft I■"• u> M ,
CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS Voice
Graduate ol Univenit) "I Kansas, 1954; post-graduate work
at Mo/.utciiiii. Salsburg, Austria, on United States Fulbright grant,
1954-55; graduate study, I'niwrsity oi Kansas, 1955-56. Concerts
and opera in Austria and Germany. Student of Joseph VVdkins,
Keinliolo Schmidt, Beulah Chiapusto, Frit/ Tutenberg, Ernst Reichert, Bernhard Paumgartner. Member oi faculty, University of
K.in>.u, lutnmer sessions. 1951-53; instructor in music and director
of men'i glee club, The College of Woostcr. 1956-57.

II ESCHMAN, I'h.ll. AM I AGO., Musi), (don.)
:. King Wiltsei Professot ->/ Music (part-time

KAHI

/.

Ml BIC

I lilt iHV

Graduate ol Denuon I niversit) in piano and organ; graduate
Mudent, Harvard Univertit] 1911-12, under Walter K. Spalding
and Edward Burlingame Hill; 1912-13, under Hugo Kaun and
Vii lor Heinze, Berlin; undei Erwin Stein. Egon Wcllcsz and others,
University r,i Vienna, 1929-30; under Walter Piston, Harvard Univenity, 1942; member of the faculty, Ohio State University and
Northwestern Universit) summer sessions. 1926-29 and 1935-54;
Visiting professor ol theory, S< IHMII of Music, University of Michigan. Summer session, 1955. Fellow of American Guild of Organists Awarded honoi.us I)n, tor of Music degree by Denison in
1956.
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Conservatory of Music
A.B.
Assistant Professor of Music
HERMAN LARSON,

VOICR

Graduate of Auguslana College, Sioux Falls, S. D., 1933;
graduate student, American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, 193337, voice with Theodore Harrison and theory with Leo Sowerby
and Jeanne Boyd; instructor, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso,
Ind., 1935-36, and Joliet Conservatory of Music, Joliet, III., 193637: associate professor, University of Oklahoma, 1937-44,
R. HUNTER, B.F.A. in Mus. Ed., B.F.A., M.F.A.
A>*i\tant Professor of Music and Music Education

GEORGE

BRASS, WOODWINDS, AND COMPOSITION

Two music degrees, one with a trumpet major, and a graduate
degree (major in musicology) at Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Studied with Nikolai Lopatnikoff and Roland Leich (theory and
composition), Frederick Dorian (musicology), and Frederick Fcnnell (wind ensemble literature). Director of music, Etna High
School in Pennsylvania; assistant professor of music and director
of the chorus and band, Wayncsburg College in Pennsylvania.
FRANK J. BKLLINO, B.F.A., Mus. M.
Auiitant Professor of Music
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

Graduate of Ohio University, 1949; graduate study in music
literature, Eastman School of Music, 1951, and post-graduate work
in viola and violin; studied on scholarships at Colorado College,
summer! of 1948-52; Berkshire Music Center (Tanglewood),
summer of 1947. Fulbright Research Scholar, Conservatory of
Santa Cecilia, Rome, Italy, 1956-57. Studied viola and violin with
Francis Tursi, Eastman School of Music; Fercnc Molnar, solo
violist with San Francisco Symphony Orchestra; studied with
Paul Hindcmith, Roy Harris, Willi Apel, Nicholas Stonimsky,
Robert Shaw, and Irvine McHose. Played with Rochester (N.Y.)
Philharmonic Orchestra, 1949-52; Houston (Texas) Symphony,
195344; Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, 1954-58; and Chica197

Drnison Univtrttiy Built tin
i;o's Grant Park Symphon) Orchestra, summen, 199648. Conductor of Licking Count) Symphonj Orchestra, Newark, Ohio,
MIK. I960
K..iaKI \\ FISCHER, AT,. M A
Assistant Professot o\ Musi*
PIANO

Graduate of Harvard College . um laud* in music), 1936;
studied pi.mo with Leonard Shure; ih«-i>i\ with Waller Pision. A.
I Mrimi. and Edward Burlingame Hill: conducting with Archibald I Daviion .mil <; Wallace Woodworth. Graduate study.
Western Reserve L'nivcrsity, MA. I'1*)'., followed by doctoral
stud) Instructor, Weslcyan L'niversit) Connecticut . 1 "rtB-40:
assistant professor, Western Reserve, 1947-52; teachei of piano.
Cleveland Music s, 1 1 Settlement, 1953-57; assistant to Leonard
Shure, 1954-58; lecturer, Western Reserve, '1953-61.
WILLIAM

N OSBORNE, MUS. B., Mus M.

I 'nil < ' if'. ' >>^anl>!

fnstrut lot i'i M .
I

IH..\N

\S:

Ml -I'

lll-loKI

Graduate ol 1 niversit) ol Michigan, 1959; graduate degree
him, University ,,i Michigan, I960 Studied with Robert Noehren
.mil Marilyn Mason studied with Nadia Boulangci and Andre
Marchal, American Conservatory, Pontainebleau, France: organist
and choirmaster, Lutheran Student Chapel, Ann Ar!>or. Michigan,

1957-61,
SVKUI

E KVM-IS. Mill IS. Mus. M.

Ill'tllU tni III MtiSU
I'l is.

Graduate of Denison I niversity, 1961: tiraduatc doirrcc from
Northwestern University. Studied pi.mo with Rohcrt Miller,
James York, and Louil Crowder; piano literature with Sue Haury
,md Louis Crowdei
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I'rt u fifing Mozart's 'Mass in C Minor' in April

Mr. Hunter
composing
music

Mr. Bellinu and Dcnison String Orchestra

Deni m I rnu < rsity llulleim

MUSIC CURRICULUM
I'111• >Hi ncAl STI mi- Courses in the theory and history of musk
will be found listed in detail under the Department of Music in
the regular li-i "I college courses in the catalog. (See Department
of Musii
Ever) itudent working toward any degree in
musit is required to complete eight semesters oi satisfactory attendance -it -t Seminai in Musk held once each week throughout the
semestei
No more than one unexcused absence constitutes satisfactory attendance
This seminar deals with problems of general
music interest which cannot 1M- covered in course work or private
lessons No acadeniii < redit is given. In addition, senior music
majors must attend Senior Musii Seminar, which also meets once
.1 week and i- designed to help prepare the student for eomprehensive examinations FaUurt to att,nd eithet Seminar removes
th. xludtnt'i .tatu. as a major in Music, thereby making his Applied M .
'-• due and payable.
SEMINAR IN MI BH

APPLIED STUDIES
PROFICIENI v iii one department of Applied MUSK is .1 requirement
for graduation. To obtain the Conservatory l)ipluma the student
must appeal in .1 public recital neat the end of his senior year. If
he chooses to substitute tniim.il stud\ for the recital and shows evidence oi ability to leach In- majoi subject, he will receive a Conservatory Teacher''j Certificate.

A itudent "ho selects violin, viola, voice, violoncello, or other
field, .i- In- majoi must take piano .1- .1 minor subject until he is
ahle to play piano music, such .1- the following: Diller-Quaile.
/ rd Solo li"n'.: Concord Series fm the Pwiu,, Hook III, Ed. by
K I).HIS: dementi. Sonatinas, Opus 36, Nos. I and 2.
The numbei of years required to complete the work in any
applied study depend- entirely upon the student's ability and previous training Examinations at intervals, beginning at the end of
the freshman year, "ill !»• given to the student to ascertain his
JIHI

Mr. Moore examines
student's own music
composition

Handing, In general, theie examinations consist of technical dcmonstratiom, the performance of prepared compositions from memory, and the playing of one selection prepared without the aid of
(In- teacher.
PlANO. The general aim of the Conservatory- of Music for the
student of piano is to teach him to perform imaginatively and creatively, with interpretation based upon sound historical and theoretical knowledge. A student is expected to acquire a well-balanced
repertoire and a broad acquaintance with the piano literature of
all periods. A student is taught how to adapt finger, hand, wrist.
and ami movements to musical thought, and how to adapt the
fingers and hands to the keyboard. Every effort is made to teach
the student to become an indcjH'ndent artist.
For junior standing: A student must In' able to |>crforiii compositions, such as BACH: Three-Part Inventions, Three-Part Fugues
from the Well-Tempered Klavier; HAYDN: F, flat Major Sonata
1789) ; BuTHOVBN: Sonatas, Opus 10, No. 1 or Opus 14, No. 2;
SCHUBERT: Impromptus; CHOPIN: Polonaise, Opus 40, No. 2;
BRAHMS: Opus 117; and DKBIISSY: Preludes.
For unior standing: A student must be able to play compositions, such as BAOK: Complete Suite or Partita; MO/ART: Sonata.
K. :lll or K. 332; BKKTHOVKN: Sonata. Opus 28 or later; Scitfmm: Sonata, Opus 120; CHOPIN: Etudes, one Ballade; SCHUMANN: Fantasy Pieces, Opus 12; BRAHMS: Opus 118; and DKBI.SRY! Images
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[*he general aim of all vocal training is lo try to coordinate breath pressure, phonation, and resonation in such a manner
that each pupil can develop his 01 hei voice to its utmost rapacity
in terms of <pi.ilii\. range, volume, and flexibility. The \ocal student is required to stud) a modern foreign language in order to
cultivate \IM.I1 diction in more than one idiom. He is alto required
to Stud) the pi.mo and is advised to begin this study early in his
course.
Y<H.il instruction is directed toward the problems peculiar to
the voice, ami to song interpretation, to rhythm, and to phrasing.
The sonic literature of all schools, lieder, arias, ballads, and art
songs are used
The student in voice is urged to participate in the University
choirs, and to stud) solfeggio am! elementary theory.
For junior standing: \ student must he able to sing effectively «nivjs ot moderate difficult) in English and in one other language.
I'm \enioi Standing: A student must show proficiency in advanced vocalization and in arias from opera and in oratorio in other languages
Tni those who wish .in introduction t<> siniunij, (lass lessons
i. be arranged Voice Class, <>ne hour credit . A student is ao
ccpted t<»r ''
*ns at av\ */«;'- "/ advancement.
VOICE.

()«<(\\ Stud) of tin- piano is a prerequisite f(>r study of tin* organ. The department reserves die right to determine whether tin*
student has fulfilled this requirement.
Foi graduation with a maja in Oman, a student must have
developed a wide-ranging repertoire drawn from the works of
Bach; such pre-Bach composers as Sweelinck, FrescobalcH, Buxtchude, and Couperin; Mendelssohn, Brahms, ami Franck; and men
oi the 20th Century such as Hindemith and Messiaen. This rap*
ertoire shall he selected at the discretion of the instructor as best
suits the need! <>f the student
Foi junior standing; A student must have prepared several
chorale preludes from the Or^ilburchlun, at least one movement
of a trio sonata, and a small prelude and fugue, all by Bach;
several ihoi.de preludes In Idahms; and at least one substantial w<nk from the 20th Century,
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For senior standing: A student must have prepared a complete trio sonata and large-scale prelude and fugue by Bach, a major work of either Mendelssolm or Franck, and a piece from the
20th Century comparable to a Hindcinitli sonata.
VIOLIN, VIOLA, AND VIOLONCKIXO. A student planning to concentrate in violin, \iola. or violoncello will be expected to have sufficient background and technique upon entering Denison to pursue
study of the more elementary standard repertoire for his particular
instrument; for violin: sonatas by Con-Hi, by Handel, sonatinas of
Schubert, Bach's A minor Concerto; for tlie other Instruments,
compositions of comparable difficulty. Both the difficulty and the
advancement of the works studied will increase during the four
\i\us of study and will include Modem, Romantic, Classical, and
Baroque compositions.
Technical studies, such as the Carl Flesch Scale Studies.
Rode Caprices, Piorillo !16 Etudes, Kreutzer Studies, and various
books of the Sevcik series will be an essential part of the student's
work. Strict attention will be focused upon tone production, bowing
KM hnique, and intonation.
The student will IK- required to develop ensemble skill by
playing in the Denison String Orchestra and the Licking County
Symphony Orchestra in addition to working in chamber music
groups, surh as string quartets, piano trios, string trios, and others.
The aim is to develop the techniques of string playing which
will enable the student to become a competent performer in the
various areas of string j»erformance with particular attention given
In the solo literature of the instrument.
The student may lie expected to IK- examined by the faculty
on any of the repertoire which he has covered, in order to be
passed to sophomore, junior, or senior standing.
At the end of the second and third years, the student shall
l» required to present successfully before the Conservatory faculty
a Composition chosen by the instructor but which the student has
prepared without his instructor's aid.
A wind instrument player will be introduced
to the solo and chamber music literature for his instrument. Excerpts from orchestral literature will also be studied.
WIND INSTRUMKNTS.
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MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
Concert Choir. This organisation ol 80 mixed voices sings at
several nudenl chapels, Handel's Messiah on alternate years, the
Spring Festival Concert, and on various other programs, including
a home concert each yCV, In recent years Palestrina's Stabat Mater, Randall Thom|ison's The Pea< ,abl, Kingdom, Bach's Magnificat. Mendelssohn'! Elijah, and Mo/art's Man in C Minor have
l>een performed.
Ensemble. This croup work in string, wind, and piano classes
is offend the sufficients advanced student.
Wind Instrument Ensemble. This is a flexible group from
which is formed a small ensemble to provide music for the football
i .is i brass choir, and or woodwind ensemble as need arises.
The Dimion String Orchestra. This orchestra affords the student the opportunity of playing in concerts and in both music festivals. Members are also invited to play in the Licking County
Symphony Orchestra.
The Chapel Choir. This group of 50 voices sings at student
rha|>el services, appears in a home concert, and prepares several
major works during the year. Non-credit.
Denison Madrigal Singers. This is a small vocal ensemble deVOted primarily to the secular literature of the late 16th and early
17th centuries. Non-c redit.
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Summary Of Enrollment
First Semester, 1962-63
States
Men
Arizona
0
California
8
Canal Zone
1
Colorado
2
Connecticut
26
Delaware
3
District of Columbia 4
Florida
6
Georgia
2
Hawaii
0
Illinois
95
Indiana
24
Iowa
4
Kansas
1
Kentucky
6
Maine
1
Maryland
10
Massachusetts
29
Michigan
46
Minnesota
2
Missouri
7
Montana
1
New Hampshire
3
New Jersey
37
New York
106
North Carolina
1
Ohio
282
Oklahoma
0
Pennsylvania
105
Rhode Island
4
South Dakota
0
Texas
3
Vermont
2
Virginia
2
Washington
2
West Virginia
6
Wisconsin
9
Total in U.S.A.

840

We
1
7
0
1
12
3
6
8
1
2
80
24
0
2
7
1
13
15
38
5
11
1
1
26
69
0
250
1
98
0
1
4
2
3
0
9
9

~7l7

Total
1
15
1
3
38
6
10
14
3
2
175
48
4
3
13
2
23
44
84
7
18
2
4
63
175
1
532
1
203
4
1
7
4
5
2
15
18
1,551
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(lounti i<"*
Argentina

Total
2

Men
ii

Hnrni.i

( anada
(!ongo
Denmark

I
1

n
3

l

II

1
n
I

ii

1

( Si (■(■< i

0

Hungary

India

II

1
1
Korea
1
Nigeria
1
Krptlli . IM>I\ ( oast 1
r.iniMm ik.i
1
!
Peru
United Kingdom
2
II
Bermuda

2
I

II.IU

!lt.i/.l

1

West German)

1

II

0
ii

n
II

l
n
n
1,57
3
18

722
Grand Total
855
Total States Represented
Total Foreign Countries Represented

SIIDKM ENROLLMENT FOR 1962-63

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomorei
Freshmen
Total
Special
Partial

Fl'rif Si'"' U I
Men W« II Total
HH
II'.
nil
172
155
222
I'M
III
266
211
4H0
5
I

Grand Total
).»>l
Conservator) Musit
College rank
19
Non-college
1
Musii Total
L'IM>

20

Set ""'I Semester
Men

Women Total

176
176
205
2J6

112
169
192
207

318
345
397
463

-'-'
7
-20

1,577
12
21

813
5
5

710
111
0

1.523
23
5

749

l.iiin

823

728

1,551

27
2

59
7

86
9

29

66

95

'.i

i i

Personnel
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OFFICERS
FRANKLIN ft.
CHARMS
GROROE
JOHN

M.

\V.

SMITH.

ROUDEBOUSH.

E. F.

WOOD.

I.I..D., Honorary Chairman

B.S. MBA. I.I.D.. Chairman

DKIJIS.

Ph. B., I.I. H . First Vice-Chairman

I.I. B.. M.A.. Second Vice-Chairman

BlIRT T. HoDORB, B.S.. M.A., Secretary and Treasurer

MKMIIKRS

Ex-Officio
President A.

BLAIR

KNAPP,

A.B, NLA., LUX, I.H.D., HH.D.

CLASS I

TERMS EXPIRE JUNE, 1964
■F.KM.ST C. BRKI.SPORD, B.S.--Ki« President (Finance). Thompson Ramo
iVooldridge, Inc.
2S3SS BucHd Avenue, Cleveland 17. Ohio
S. DAVIS President, Corrugated Container Company
Ml) Shoemaker Avenue, Columbus 3, Ohio

•SAM

■CHARLU

W Du.u.s. B.S., M.B.A , LUX
Retired Industrialist
Room lt»24. One Commotion Pla/a. Hanford 15. Conn.

CYRI

- S EATON. A.B., M.A., C.D.L., U.D.—
Chairman, Board of
Directors, Chesapeake and Ohio R.R. Company
2000 Terminal Tower. Cleveland 13. Ohio

•EUOENI

EXMAN, Ph.B.. A.M., Rcl. Ed.D.—
Vice President
and Director of Religious Publishing, Harper and Row
49 Katt 33rd Street, New York 16, NY.

P. HUFFMAN, B.S.—
President, Buckeye Iron and Brass Works
2750 Ridiirivay Road, Daylon 9, Ohio

'WILLIAM

ii' (i MAVIJN, A.B.
President.
(!. A. Mai'on and Company
175 W, Jackton Blvd.. Chicago 4, Illinois
PADRLFORO, Ph.B., A.M.. Ph.D., I.I..D.—
Professor,
Political Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
h RaverUCrolt Road. Winrhesler, Mass.

'NORMAN

NORMAN

F.

SMITH,

B.S.—

President, The Osborn
Manufacturing Company

118.20 Edgrwaler Drive. Lakcwood 7, Ohio
'Alumnui of Denison Univcriily
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/'. ■.:

'

I '...' :'l Hull- tin

K WBBEB, US
Fotler Br»'.. Weber and Company
241 Superioi Street roledo I. Ohio

'FOBD

■ ! iSS II VERMS EXPIRE JUNE, 1965
JosBPM \ B.NDERSON, BS in Mr. h I:.
Vice President,
Gtnttt U
■ (."p. and 1'ie.ident, AC Spark Plug Dirision.
I ii«i N.i::. 1) :. Hw) . Flint -' Mkh
l CBAWFOBD, \H af.CB., D.Bng., 1.I.D-Chairman,
The. I " III ' < immUttt
I'. ■• ; I RBHIO Wooldridge, Inc.
I'd Boa
16 i leveland I" Ol

FRBDBBICK

RV.IH,I

i ii Ban . A B

I

Rttirtd President, Ohio Belt
Telephone Company
J232 Runuon Road Cleveland llrinhn 18. Ohio
E

IK<>\

II. I) Con I>

Ratind Pmidinl, GtnttnX Telephone Co. ol California
. Drivi Pa ifi Palii i :< • California

LATTIN,

\ .

•Geoaoi M RoUDBBUlH, Ph.B., LL.B
Attorneyat-l.aw
Roudebu'h. Adrian, Broun. Corlelt, and Vlrich
":"i u ;: am* n Bu I I ng, Cleveland II. Ohm
•(I

Bs
Srcrlaty. Hope Publi.hing Company
West I lb Sir ■•. ' hicago II III

HIMHIKI SIIOKMS

(.on- SLAYTU, BS. D.El
Ii, t*rth I'. ■■"'■'.. LaJ

In/ President and Director of
',. Owtns*Covnng Fiberglai Corp.

HO BOX II V Or.mvillr. Ohio

■Panel I. WlLTIU \H
J547 Raymai Drive i i

Retired
Ohio

K F. WOOD, M \ II B
Attomey-al-Law.
Il, vty, Baltantine. Bu\hby, Palmer, and Wood
Room 2900 l(' Wall Sireel. Stn Y...k 'i N Y

•JOHN

CLASS III TERMS EXPIRE IUNE, 1966
tlKBBOOE, I'h B
Chairman. Board of Director!
W <ih American Life Insurance Company
16 S..mh State Sireel K ■ m 1600 t hicago 1. III.

•( HABLEI I.

•ROBUT W ENOLBHABI I'h It

II.B
Vice President and Director,
Hooker Chemical Corp.
— Avenue Delroil II, Mkh.

2177 Bail M tn

•WlLUAH V HvrBTADBB L.H.D
'•:■«■ Perry Ron !. itlai Michigan
Mini

MCCANN JAMBI

i

rville Ro*

(.

MCCOMNAI

«..i
■ ■ \%.

ii

S

Harold A), \\\
roledo I-'. Ohio

MI

INBV,

I'h B . I.I. B. I.I.I) Allorneyat-I-aw
l.aylin, AttConnaughey, and Stradtey
i olutnbui I i ( Hi O

• .\1 urn II u % of Deniaon Univeruty
JIIK

Retired

Personnel
BviRKTT I)
20

ERM

CIIARI.ES

Chairman, Board of Directors,
City National Bank and Trust Company
Broad Street. Columbus 15, Ohio
REESE.

LVOV

B.S. -

SEAsiiOLts, A.B., B.D., D.D., L.H.D.—Minister, First
Baptist Church

I I I West Monument Avenue, Dayton 2, Ohio
"

R. SIIEI'ARO, A.B.—
The Shepard Insurance Agency
1230 Filth Third Bank Building, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

[HUMAN

'HENRY

S.

STOUT,

B.S.—

Agent, John Hancock
Life Insurance Company

1248 l.aurelwood Drive. Dayton 9, Ohio
CLASS IV — ALUMNI-ELECTED TRUSTEES
■SUMNER CANARY,

Ph.B.. I.I..B.—
Altorney-al-Law, Arter, Hadden, Wykoff and Van Duzer
1144 Union Commerce Building, Cleveland 14, Ohio
(Term expires in 1964)

B.A., LL.B.—
Vice President of Finance,
Youngtlown Sheet and Tube Company
7655 Market Street. Youngstown, Ohio
(Term expires in 1965)

'CI.ORGE MCCUSKEY.

I,.) B.A.—
Realtor, W'estchester County, Sew York
7 Sheridan Road. Seven Bridges, Chappaqua. N.Y.
(Term expires in 1966)

•MARY ESTEY NASH (MRS. ARTHUR

•l)\vu> A. CHAMBERS, B.S., M.D.—
:il()9 Fairfax Road. Cleveland Heights 18. Ohio
(Term expires in 1967)
■ROBOT F.

VAN VOORHIS,

A.B.. M.B.A.—

Surgeon

President and Secretary,
Universal Supply Company

l-'2 K.ist Main Street, Newark. Ohio
'Term expires in 1968)
■THROOOM

J.

Chief of Staff,
Washington Hospital Center
1814 F.ye Street, N.W., Washington 6, DC.
I'-rm expires in 1969)
ABERNETHV.

B.S,. M.D.—

TRUSTEES — EMERITI
•r»,v>. B AMOS, A.B., 1934-1951
7'i" Burlington Ave , North, Lake Palms Apts.
St Petersburg 1. Fla.
0. BURKE, 1942-1959
Room 601. 188 Montague Street. Brooklyn I, N.Y.

EDMUND

Retired

Realtor

(Mrs. Charles F.), Ph. B, 1937-1959
375 Riverside Drive, New York 25, N.Y.

•LORRNA WOODROW BURKE

C, SMITH, I.I.D., 1915-1961
Apt, 410. 13700 Shaker Blvd.. Cleveland 20. Ohio

FRANKLIN

R.tired

•Alumnus of Denison University
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
A Bi

MR RHAPP, A

B . M\. LL 0 . L il D . 111! D.

pABKEB E b.iiiiNMiiN. B.S
H.

LAMAM

1'hl)

\B. MA. M \

RICS,

K

CALVIN

M.S

B \

PKINS,

1,1. B

President
Dean of the College

Director of Development
Associate Director

STUDENT SERVICES
BlOABITH

A

SALLY
\UKK
DR

\V

Ron

\ B

B \

RT

F. Sisc i

Tutl -* I'm
<;

1

SAMU1L I)

MMK

O
A

K\

[AM

WOODYAUD,

C

MICIIAH

Chief Nurse

Director of Testing and
Vocational Sei. MWJ

Director of Admissions

Wl BBS, AH

GIBBONS,

Dean of Men
Director of Student
Health Services

Atiiitant Director

BS

GOODWIN,

Atmtmni Dean of Women

Clinical Piychotogist

B.A.

DUNPIBLO,

CHAftLOTTI 1

DAVID

M.D.

BS . Ph.D.

RUT.

WILLIAM JAQUITH,

DAVID

B \

SCHAPF, AB. MA. Ed D.

Bl'HTos W

\\ii i

in Ed.

M A. PhD

MK.

Dean of Women
AuuUiMt Dean of Women

M \

A.B.. M S

LIED,

SMITH,

Mill
DONALD

BS. MA. Ed.D.

HART-IIORV.

CYNTHIA UBTES,

M \

B.A.

Assistant Director
Admissions Counselor

B A . B D.

AB. B.D.. ST.M.

YOONO, B \

Dean of Chapel
F.teeutiie Secretary,
Denian Christian Association
Intern

GENERAL ADMINIS 11< \ 1 K >N
DONALD

K

FIT. H

|OM HUM
CHABLBI K

Loii E
I.T
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\

Ph.B

Registrar

\ M

KRAI M

HBNOBBBON,

Wll I 1AM B
K\ ill

D

. BS

B \

MS

ClfBI . B \

OUTLAND, A B
ENOLEMAN,

Cor. Hi

\RY

HA

Aisiitant Registrar
Director of Public Information
Asiistant Director
Public Information Consultant

BS in I. S. MS.

A (iioviR, L'SAP,

Librarian
Officer-in-charg*
of AFROTC detachment

Personnel
PALE

K.

MOORE. MUS.

A.

BDWAM)

I.i

0.

ROY

WRIOHT,

I*.

M.

MUS.

Director
Conservatory of Music

B.A., M.A., D.F.A.

B.A., Ed. M . Ed. D.

SEII.S.

BBATMOB

B..

STEPHENS,

A.B.

Director of Theatre
Director of Athletics

Executive Secretary, Denison Society
o\ the Alumni

BUSINESS AND FINANCE
BURT T.
\i

PRBD

HODGES.

J.

B.S., MA

JOHNSON.

I.EROSS MORRIS,

An

AN

M.

STANLEY
RUTH

LOUII

J.

H

B.S.,

DBWBY,

A.

RAYMOND

MCKBNNA,

B.A., C.P.A.

M.

MORRIS

Manager of Bookstore
Food Service Director

COX

I.OUGHRIDOE,

HELEN

Purchasing Agent
B.A.

ROLT-WHEELER,

M.

Business Manager
Director of Physical Plant

A.B.

1'LTITO,

ETRIE

Treaiurer

A.B.. MBA

A.B.

Director of Residence Halt
Service*
Controller

Ph. B.

Assistant to the Controller
Assistant to the Controller
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THE FACULTY EMERITI
I.

JOHN

1925-1951

BJHM.

l'h K

Denuon

M \

Columbia

LtLAND J CORDON, 1931-63
l< s
Pennsylvania
\M.

Proltuor-Bmmttu of F.conomici
PearayKania; PhD. lYmuyKama.

si i Hum 1928-1959
\ H
Denuon.
II

RICHARD

BS

\

Auction PnjiSMr-Bmnktu o/
P>i).ro and Autonomy

M S . Dmison.

Ji -...:-..

SIHMI

l.i.i

Auiilmt rroftuor-Emmtmi of Mmsu

192043

HUM.

B S . !)'■:«.!:

Secretari-Emerttui, Dtmwn Society
ol the Alumni

D.iiiM.n

\ M

AnocMt ftoJeuor-BmurUut of
Physical Education

i >hn Stal

L KlNO, 1924-1962
\B. Richmond; \M
in.'iul
I-II

(

ILUNI

\ B
WALTER

I.MIMB.

Brin.n
J

I9JH1951

UVINORTON,

\ B

Us.

M^OR.

Piolenoi-F.mentus ol English
l'h I) Columbia; I.I. D. Rirh-

Aniitont Piofeiioi-Emetitui of
Mathematiet

A M . Br.mn

B.S., Deniaon
CHAILU L

Columbia;

/■• ■. ..■■/■.wm
I
Hhfieal Education

1911-1952
in Phyi Ed., Denuon

1931-1960

WiDiam .,. ! Mar)

As-tant Pro/eiior-Emeritul ol
Education

\M

William and Man

Caoaoi I) MoaoAN 1927-1962
Proltuor-EmtrOm ol Biological Sciences
BS Deniaon Ms Pituburgh l'h I). Ohm Sutr.
Eai I

Sin «iti>. 1916-1957
\ II Denuon AM Denuon
II

SKINNU,

l'h II.

DIIII~.II

\IM«

IIISRV

J

\ B
BaAVTON
Mm

SkillD. niaou
B

1920-1940
A M

I'M). 1951
\ M

<4lri«Mi Prolenoi-Emerilui ol
Modem Language*

Columbia
Associate Pwlcor-Emerilui ol Modern
Eanguagei

Columbia

1927-1961
Denuon \B

SI.UK.

Auociate Ptofouot-BmtrUui o[ F.ngltsh
Ph.D.. Ohio Suit

Associate Proleiior-F.merilui ol Muiic
Dmison. A.M. Harvard, I AGO.

Ikii.iki.K W STIWABT, 1924-1949
Piolrssot-Kmentui o/ Religion
A.B Rochettcr; A M , Rocheater; B.D., Colnati-Rorhnier.
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Authon on Faculty: Sealed Drs. E. A. Wright, L. G. Crocker,
Nalali, U. Shepard, D. G. Dean, M H. Hepp, and D. M. Valdes;
Standing
Dr. Guy Stern, Dr. W. Preston, Jr., Dr. G. W. Chessman. P. I.. Bennett, and Dr. W. M. Southgate

THE FACULTY
A

Hi vk KNAPP, 1951President
AB, Syracuse; M.A., Syracuse; LL.D., Syracuse; L.H.D., Temple
and Trinity, IIH.D., Bowling Green State; L.H.D., Redlands.
K. LICHTENSTEIN, 1949Dean of the College
and Professor of Psychology
BS, Maisarhuietti; MS, Mauachuietti; Ph.D., Indiana.

I^HKI.R

•

•

•

W. AI.BUTZ, 1952Associate Professor and Chairman, Biology
BS . Pittsburgh; MS, Illinois; Ph.D., Illinois.

KOHKHT

K

1948Professor of Biology
II A. Denison; M.A., Ohio State; B.D., Colgate-Rochester; Ph.D.,
Ohio State.

DALE ARCHIBALD,

K AVEV, 1963Visiting Professor of Philosophy
B.A , Yale; M.A., Yale; Ph.D., Yale.

\IBI.RT

riMV Kins BAILEY, 1963Visiting Lecturer in Visual Arts (part-time)
AB. Wellesley; M.A., Wellesley.
RoBMT L BANCBOET, 1954Associate Professor of Modern Languages
AB. Univ. of Washington; A.M., Univ. of Washington; Ph.D.,
(Columbia.
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/i, ■

■': / 'nit i' lifj liull, riv

rmoOOKI II
11

I.:

N

1962-

ifsstsfml PnflUOl «l Physical Education
in charge of Gregory Swimming Pool
Slate; F..I M . Krnl Stale.

BAKCLAY,

Mi.

I

I.VSK

I'M I

IfSlVfautl Professor ol Music

I

Hid M

Eastman

111 WITT. 1947-

li \ i Hi., Unh

Professor ol English

M A

I. Bin i. 1963-

HAD

Ph I). Columbia

lln UNO, 1958-

li I \ (Ihio I nh

l

Professor ol Logic

:- C H»M n. 1946\ 11. Dickinson; Bl) Dm

IKVM

II \

Si

Lot II I

use

HI

HUM

\ 11

Harvard

MAN, 1962-

K ibmaaoo

Ajiufanl Professor ol Government

>■

s

M \

M \

fiiltl

.1 i.iunt Professor ol Government
Ph 1) Tulls
Professor of Theatre Arts

WD UAH <> BHN-MI.R. J« . I94KBS. Northwestcri M \ Northwestern
B

JOHN

IIS

K'
B

MIKII

MII,

Atiociate Professor and Chairman,
Chemistry

1952-

BROWN,

U

Hi 1)

Northwestern

BftOWN, 1954-

\B

Michigan

Attoaate Profeaor ol English

\M

Michigan: PhJ>.. Michigan

Inum R Ki'Rkiii
II \
MIKV

Kom

Rice

K

RT

C.«IIHI

F

B.S

Instructor in English

M \

Ricr

i

19%.
I'"
i il.i" Sun

CABPI NTU,

: ■

I

Ri.MRT S

MS

CARTCA,

Instructor in Visual Arts
l

(awl Professor of Physics

Professor ol Psychology in
the Department of Education

1949-

B.S. Bucknell M.S. Bucknell PhD New York Univ.
JOSEPH

T C

CHAO

N

tansl Professor of Economics

1.1.B. Catholic L' (Peiping
(;

WALLACI

CHISSMAN,

\ U Harvard M \
•••ALPHA C:

CHIAHO,

I9JO-5I; 1951-

Pro/essor,
Alumni Chair of History

Harvard PhD. Harvsrd.
1954-

B.A., St. John's (China
ROVVAU) M

MS Southern IIMnou

Associate Professor and Chairman,
Economics

M \

Colorado; PhD. Columbia.

COLUNS, 1 '• tH-

Professor of Chemistry

B.S.. Princeton; A.M., Princeton; PhD. Princeton,
DOMINIOK P CONIOLO, 1958B.A . Miami; M A Miami

Assistant Professor of English
Ph 1)

•tin leave hmli senwsti n r»,i i.i
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low.,

Personnel
R. CRIST, 1952Associate Professor of Sociology
A.B. Pacific College; M.A., Iowa; Ph.D.. Missouri.

JOHN

LlONIL G.

1928-

CROCKER,

Professor and Chairman,
Speech

A.B. Michigan: A.M., Michigan; Ph.D.. Michigan.
G. DEAN. 1959Assistant Professor of Sociology
A.B., Capilal; B.D., Garrctt: M.A., Northwestern; Ph.D.. Ohio State.

DWIGHT

LlNDLEV

RICHARD DEAN, 1921Professor, FAiam E. Barney Chair
of Classical Languages (part-time)
A.B., Dartmouth; A.M., Princeton; Ph.D., Princeton.

M. DOHERTV. 1960Assistant Professor of Physical Education
B.A.. Denison; M.A., Michigan.

I.VNN

H. DOWNS, 1947Professor and Chairman, English
B.A.. Tusculum; MA, Iowa; Ph.D., Iowa.

LENTHIEL

R. DRES.SKR, 1960Assistant Professor of Speech
B.A., Denison; M.A.. Northwestern; Ph.D., Northwestern.

WII.I.IAM

W. DUN FIELD, 1950B.S., Bates.

Director of Admissions

BURTON

EISENBEIS, 1961Diploma. Wuppertal.

Assistant Professor of Religion

WAITER

MlLTON D.

EMONT, 1954Associate Professor of Modern
Languages
B.A.. New Jersey State, Montclair; M.A., Middlebury; Ph.D., Wisconsin.

Lois E. ENCLEMAN. 1948Librarian
B.A . James Millilcin; B.S. in I..S., Western Reserve; M.S., Columbia.
KARI.

II.

E.SCHMAN,

1913-

Ph.B.. Denison; A.M.. Harvard; Mus I)
W.

Professor, Jessie King Wiltsee
Chair of Music (part-time)
Denison.

1920Professor of Chemistry (part-time)
A B.. Miami; M.S., Uhigh; Ph.D.. Ohio StEte.

ALFRED EVERHART,

EOBEET W. FISCHER, 1961B.A.. Harvard; M.A.. Western Reserve.
R. FITCH, 1924Ph.B.. Denison; M.S., Denison.

DONALD

t'M'T ROBERT E. FROST, USAF, 1963B.S in Ed., Ohio State.

Assistant Professor of Music
Registrar

Assistant Professor ol Air Science

T. GAMBLE, 1963Assistant Professor of Physics
A.B., Colgate; M.A., Connecticut; Ph.D., Connecticut.

FRANCIS

A. GIBBONS, 1961ifuiifani Professor of Religion and
Executive Secretary, Denison Christian Association
A.B.. Oberlin; B.D.. Yale; S.T.M., Yale.

DAVID
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1 r COI

fy Bulletin

lh\ks A

B Gen Ed

GLOVKR,

USA1

I960-

I>M » S »;>»!■.is-. : N
BS. Bon! . G

InitructOi in Ph\ucal Education
State

CHARLEa F. GRAHAM! 1953
HS Sutc College "t Washington
ington PhD. lota.i
I'M

i T Gasi N. i*»'■ >
B \ Carleton; M \ . Columbia
W <>KiMt.*. 1%IBFA Cornell; MI \

IVMIS

i a

Astocmli Professor of
Air Scirncr

Omaha

Auocutl* ProftUOt and Chairman,
tirology and Orography
MS State College of WashA<<t>tar,t Piolt\Kor of Etonomiei

Profrttor and Chairman, Vttual Arts
Cornell. PhD. Ohio Sute

WD UAM I Gai ii USAF, 1963B 5 I arion-Newman

ProftSSOt of Air Scirner

195 I
U Pi - i anal CaetrmeR, Mathematics
New York Inn M \ Columbia; PhD, Colorado.

ARNOLD GRUDIN,

B \
WILLIAM

B \

I. HALL, I
Wesi Virginia M \

Wen Virginia

Assislml Profewor of Sprech

HARTaHORN, 1957Dean of Women and Profrttor of
Prt'onnel Psychology (part-time)
BS. Connecticut College for Women; MA.. Columbia; Ed.D.. Univ.
of California at Lot \i getei

ELIZARRTH

RoRRRI R HAL'RRII II \'"<:BS M higan Stati MS
BVRRBTI HAYCOCK,

1963-

Bs in \n Ed
Columbia
CRARLBB

B \

A i-tant Profrttor of Biology
M higan State I'h I). Florida

Vuitmg Lttimrtr in Vnuat Arts
iScuipturr part-time)
Pennsylvania State Teachen [Kutatown); M.A.,

K HRNDRRRON, 1956-61 1963Dirrctot of Public Information
Pennsylvania St.n-- MS. Ohio i'mv

II llivr 1946Profrttor and Chairman, Philotophy
\B Obcrlin, MA . Oberlin Ph I) . Brown

MAVLON

F. HIII. I960Autitant Profrttor of Physical Education
B \ . Deniaon. MS in F.d . Bowline Green St.iir

GBOROI
BRIO

F HmanLiR, 1959Assistant Profrttor of Modrrn Languages
B \ . Bowdoin. M \ Vale Ph 1) . Yale.

BURT T HOOORR, 1934B S . Dcniton. M A., Chk ago

Treasurer

\ HOFFMAN, |« , 1960Atustant Profeisor of Chemittry
B S MiMouri VRUCI MS, Purdue; Ph D. Purdue.

WILLIAM
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Personnel
SAMUEL M. HOLTON. 1956B.A . Duke; MA, Duke.

Assistant Professor of Education

O. HOOVER. 1938-1950: 1952B A . Denison; B.S. in L.S., Western Reserve.

PAULINE

Catalog Librarian

[OHN K HUCEABY. 1958Associate Professor of History
B A , Baylor; M.A., Columbia; Ph.D.. Ohio Stale.
Qiomi R

HUNTER. 1954Assistant Professor of Music and
Music Education
B.F.A, in Mus. Ed., Carnegie Tech.; B.F.A. in Mil, Carnegie Tech";
M r A in Muj , Carnegie Tech.

AirarnJ JOHNSON 1928A.B.. Denison: MBA. Harvard.

Business Manage,

STANLEY JONAITIR, 1956Associate Professor of Modern Language!
M.A., \ ilmus (Lithuania): Diploma, Inslitut dc Phonetique
(France); Ph.D., Michigan.
ARNOLD JOSEPH, 1963Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
B.S. m Ed . Ohio State; MA, Ohio State.
1928Professor, Benjamin Barney
n c t^ .. „ „. .
Chair of Mathematics
BS, Drnuon; M.S., Chicago; Ph.D., Ohio Slate.

CII.ISABURO KATO,

1931A.B . Ohio State; AM, Ohio State.

HORACE KINO.

R.iniRT W. KINO, 1963B.A., Indiana.
Qui

Professor of Visual Arts
Assistant Professor of Economic,

VTIN G. KRAPT, 1961Assistant Professor of English
A.B., Brown; M.A., Duke; Ph.D., Duke.

W. LARSON, 1944A.B, Augustana (S. Dak.).

HIRMAN

Assistant Professor of Music

1961Assistant Professor of Physic,
B.S., Chojen Chriilian (Korea) ; M.S., Ohio State.

SUM, MOOR LEE,

1919Professor and Acting Chairman, Economics
A.B.. Bluff ton: M.A.. Ohio State; Ph.D., Ohio State.

I.UANDC. LEHMAN

R LE DY,
6:,
W
'
J? "„
,
Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A.. Miami; M.S., Purdue; Ph.D., Purdue.

'"'TA"

W. LEVER, 1963B S.. Wisconsin; M.A., Wisconsin.

ALFRED

Assistant Professor of History

1946A.B., Denison; M.A., Duke; Ph.D., Ohio Slate.

NANCY ELOISE

LEWIS,

A. LIED, 1963B.A., Stetson; M.S. in Ed., Indiana.

SALLY

I. LISTER, 1961A.B., Michigan; M.A., Michigan.

CYNTHIA

Professor of English

Assistant Dean of Women
Assistant Dean of Women
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Ill nison I •

Bulb tin

\ MoKi \^
II \ . Brown

RAYMOND

1955-

msstmogtf "I Book Store

KnmuT \ MACOSKBY, 191
Axs^lan! Pr,<lrsu>r of Philosophy
B.A.. PuBi-t Sound. BD. Berkeley Baptist; PhD. Edinburgh.
II MAHAKD, 1941\ II. Muhujan Normal; MA

RJOHABD

Profsutot »1 Geology and Geography
Columbia; PhD. Columbia.

I. MAHOOD, 1927H s . Dai idion M.S \ irginia

.1

I>\NMR

Rn

W MAI OTT, 1963A.B . Indiana

eUsiltmnl Professor of Psychology

KAU>

KENNETH

\B

II MA*BHAU
Michigan M \

I
Ml.

I. MABTIN. I95TA II. Oklahoma Cit) L'nh . B II

•••JAMES

JOHN

\
\ II

E Mm KILL, 1949A B. Gordon; M A . Ne
K

1957.

MOOBE,

Mui B

K.i

nate Professor of English
MJchigan.

Professor of Religion
Vale; Ph I). Vale.

Oh

Professor of Sociology
Hampdiire; PhD.. Boston Univ.

1961-

r

Instructor in Engliih

Associate Professor of Music and
Dirstctot <■' the Dtniwn Consenatory of Music
M Kantai

M.

FBANB MOEOAN,

B.S

I'h I)

MlLLUI, 1962Denuon \ M Stanford

IKVINO.

DALE

Msale rVo/eiwi of English

I

Ms. Purdue

,,„:, trofeuot and Acting Chairman,
Physics and Astronomy

PhD Ohio State

Moans, 1953Hv I iwa 5tate I

LEROSI

E Ci »xk Moanow
\ It. !>■ -..

■

Directs! of Physical Plant

19 J

Visiting Lecturer in Government
(part-timr)

MB

Western R<

JOBEFHINI P MOBS, 1950A II Hiran It S in I. s
I'M

i

I

MoUNTJOY,

lls

Lawrence

Western R' ■

I
M\

Assistant Reference Librarian

Associate Professor and Chairman,
Psychology
Indiana Phi). Indiana

(i»u R Noaais, 1949-51; 1959Professor of Biology
BS m Ed Ohio U
MS Ohio State; PhD. Ohio State.
ViaoiNIA C

NOBTHBOF

BA.. William Smith

1950-1951; 1953M\

DoaoTHA P O'BaiEN 191
BS Bowui
reel Stan

M \

Instructor in Physical Education
Morehead State.

•••On sabbatical leave both lemeiten 1963-64.
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Assistant Professor of
Physical Education

Sarah Uwrence.

Personnel
N. OSBOHNE, 1961MuvB.. Michigan: MinM., Michigan.

Instructor in Mu%ic

WILLIAM

Rrrti A. OlITLAMD, 1911A B. C:>c.
l.ir.i PAUL, 1963B.S.. Pittsburgh; M.S., Pittsburgh.

Consultant in Public Information
Assistant Professor of Psychology

E PEASE. 1962Instructor in Economics
B.A.. Lot Angeles Stale; M.S.. San Fernando Valley Slate.

LAUREL

I.ol'ls PETITO, 1951B.A.. Prinreton; C.P.A.

Controller

W. PIPER, 1951Assistant Professor of Physical Education
A.B. Baldwin-Wallace; MA.. Western Reserve.

••KEITH

II. POLLOCK, 1948Associate Professor of History
A.B.. Denison; A.M.. Harvard; PhD., Pennsylvania.

NORMAN

W

Ni II. PRENTICE, 1957.4j>iil<ml Professor of Mathematics
A.B., Milldlehury; A.M.. Brown; Ph.D., Syraruie.

FRH>

I..

Associate Professor and Chairman,
Modern Languages
A.B., Ohio Univ.; A.M.. Harvard; Ph.D., Ohio State.
PRESTON,

1949-

1954Associate Professor of History
A.B . Columbia; M.A.. Columbia; Ph.D., Wisconsin.

WIIIIAM PRESTON. JR..

F, RAMSEY. 1962Muv H Denison; Mus. M . Norlhweslern.

SARAH

II

Instructor in Music

1953Director of Development
A B. Denison; M.A.. Union: M.A., Columbia.

I.AMARR RICE.

A. ROBERTS, 1961^iioci'ol* Proftssor of Mathematics
B.S.. West Virginia Wesleyan; M.S., West Virginia; Ph.D.,
Michigan.

RIIIIIRT

E. RONNEBERC, 1946Professor of Chemistry (part-lime)
B.A., Lawrence; M.S.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Ph.D.,

CONRAD

Chicago,
E. ROSS, 1952Associate Professor of Physical Education
B.S in Ed., Ccntial Missouri State Teachers; Ed.M., Missouri; Ph.D..
Ohio State.

MATTU

D. SCIIAPF. 1948Director of Testing and Vocational Services
A.B., Denison; M.A.. Ohio State; Ed.D., Columbia.

SAMUEL

MORTON I. SCIIACRIN, 1963Assistant Professor of Physical Science
B.A., Chicago; B.S., Chicago; M.A., Chicago; Ph.D., California.
III O.

Professor of Philosophy and Religion
and Chairman, Religion
B.A., Occidental; B.D., Union; Ph.D.. Yale.
SCOTT,

1952-

"On sabbatical leave second semester 1963-64.
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Denisot

Vt

i if) Unlit tin

Ki HARD 5 SCOTI
AuilMI Pro/««OI of Physical Education
Us Pennsylvania Military Coll.; Ed.M., Pimbiiiuli
JANI

(
\ It

SBCO»,

Ohi

Librarian for Rtadtr Services
1941Sui
B.S in L.S.. Waurn ftaeerra

WALTU 1 Secou, 1940Professor of Modern Ijinsruages
AB . i.
\M CdumbU; Ph.D.. Columbia
l.iR.n C Sin-. 1963II \

Denison

El 11 son 1I

1

B \

n

BS

B \
MAM

SIM I

W

c olumbia
l""'1

AuUteuU Profetior of
Phytical Education
Sun

Min. 1930Columbia

SMITH.

NDHAM

B\
II.
<;i

Protestor and Chairman,
Phi.seal Education (Women)
New York Univ.
Director of Student Health
and Professor of Health Education

M I)

HI

Ohio Stair

Dean of Men and
Profenor of Psychology (part-lime)
M.A., Ohio State; Ph.D, Ohio State.

1953-

Ohio Stale

RlCHABD G SMITH
B S . Purdue M A . Illinois.
Wi

Ed l»

MR, 1957-

Ohio Si

li \

• mi Chairman. Phyiical Education
(Men)
Bmion

Ed D

v ProfttlCf, l.'>'ena M'oodrow
Butkc Chair of English

MA.Ot
SHI I

Mfrrd M V
E

KHIMKI

\ M

SHANNON,

s.i -i ii M

•

I9J6-

SHANNON,

\ B . I ulam
ROBEET

Pi

Ed.M., Boston

M SOUTHOATI
Harvard M\ Harvard

Assistant Profenor of Theatre Arts
Professor of History
Ph-D.. Harvard
Professor of Chemistry

II : l<
IABD, 1951B s . Oiierbein It, li. Western Reserve

K
B.S

M

CHAU.II

\B
BCATMCI

1961.
Manchestei M \

Instructor in Speech

STEBBINS,

W

SIM II.

M.-

II

Bowline Green Siaie.

1949-

M.A

Associate Professor of Modern
Lanf.uat.es

California; Ph.D. Ohio Slate.

I' Sin in-... 1947-

Executive Secretary, Denison
Society of the Alumni

A.B., Lawrei i
•Ciriii. 1. STEPHEN! 1949Professor of Government
Bs Oh - ■ M.A Ol o State; Ph-D, Ohio State.
(.i. STUN, 1955Associate Professor of Modern /.an/run**!
B\ Hofstra M.A Columbia Ph D . Columbia
ANMEM STIKHII
Associate Professor of Mathematics
BS Carnegie Tech MS. Piltsburgh; PhD. Pittsburgh.
•I >n sabbai
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■ semester 1965-64

Personnel
B. STRATTON, 1943Professor and Chairman, History
A.B., Tufts; A.M., Pennsylvania; Ph.D., Pennsylvania.

MORTON

|OHN k THORNBOROUOH, 1961B.S . Ohio State; M.S., Ohio State.
••HAROLD

H.

TITUS,

AB, Atadia;
Aradia.

Instructor in Biology

1928-

B.D..

Professor,
Maria Teresa Barney Chair of Philosophy
Colgate-Rochester; Ph.D.. Chicago; D. Litt.,

N. Tono, 1959Assistant Professor of History
B.A., North Texas State; MA.. Johns-Hopkins.

EDWARD

DONALD G TRITT. 1959Assistant Professor of Psychology (part-time)
B.S., Ohio State; Ph.D., Chicago.
V. TRUMAN. 1948Professor of Biology
AB. Ohio Wcsleyan; A.M., Western Reserve; Ph.D., Wisconsin.

HARRY

RORF.RT R. TUTTLE. 1963B.S. in Ed.. North Texas Stale.

CAPT.

Associate Professor and Chairman,
Sociology
B.A., New Jersey State, Montclair; M.A., George Peabody; Ph.D.,
Ohio State.

DONALD

M.

Assistant Professor of Air Science

KM/AHETII

VAI.DES,

C.

1953-

VANHORN,

1953-

Assistant Professor of
Physical Education

B.S. in Ed.. Miami; M.S.. Wellesley.
S. WATSON, 1954B A . Illinois College; Ph.D.. Chicago.

DAVID

MAHJORIE WATSON,

Associate Professor of History

1959-

Instructor in Sociology
(part-time)

F. WEEKS, 1944AH. Denison; MA.. Columbia.

CHARLOTTE

Assistant Director of Admissions

WlLUAM S. WESTBROOK, 1962Assistant Professor of Economics
B.S. in Commerce, Ohio U.J M.A.. Ohio U.
MARION

WETZEL,

A.B..

Cornell

Professor of Mathematics
M.A., Northwestern; Ph.D., Northwestern.

1948Associate Professor, Henry Chisholm
Chair of Physics, and Chairman, Physics and Astronomy
AB. Miami; MS, Illinois; Ph.D.. Ohio State.

•"SAMUEL

C.

1946College;

WHEELER,

I,. WIMIIIM. 1962B.A., Minnesota.

Instructor in History

CIARKK

FftlDUUCK M.

WIRT,

1952-

Associate Professor and Chairman,
Government

B.A., DePauw; M.A.. Ohio State; Ph.D. Ohio State.
##
On leave second semester 1963-64.
•'•On sabbatical leave bolh semesters 1963-64.
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Denison I rnii > rsity RnlU tin
S. WOLF, 1954Professor of Piychology
\ B , Mam bestei M \ . Indiana; I'h I>. Indiana.

IKVIN

••DVVID

(> WooOVAaD, !

BA. Dciiiuii. B 1> . I'nion.
EoWAaD \ WaiOHT,
\B. Iowa

13

\M. Iowa 1) I \

•*()n leave lecond lemestei 191
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Dean of Chapel and
Aisistnt Profe*wr of Religion
Ptofe*\ot and Chairman,
Theatre Arts

boti . Iowa Wedeyan

r

Ind ex
Ai.ulnnir Honors, 49
Acceptance Procedure, 65
V i i. dilation, 14
\. ti\ nit's. 25
Activity Fee, 5H
Administrative Staff, 210
Admission, 63
Advanced Placement, 65, 81
Advanced Standing, 66
Air Force ROTC. 192
\,r Science, 192
\|>plication
for Admission, 63
for Scholarships, 38
for Work, 38
Applied Music. 76, 159, 200
Area Studies, 102
Art. See Visual Arts, 187
Art Treasure Collection, 28
Arts Professional Courses, 85
Astronomy, 103
Athletic*, 30
Attendance, Chapel and
Convocation, 74
Auditing Classes, 58
Awards, 51
B.i< hclor's Degrees
Requirements for
Arts, 71, 98
Education, 75
Fine Arts. 74. 100
Music, 76, 100
Science, 71, 98
Baptist Scholarships, 43
Bills. Payment of, 59
Biology, 95, 104
Board of Trustees, 207
Board Charges, 59
Books and Supplies, 59
Buildings and Campus, 16
Business Council, 26
Business, Major in, 117
Calendars, 6, 10
Campus and Buildings, 16
Campus Government, 29
Certificate for Teaching, 75. 121
Chapel Attendance, 74
Chemistry, 110
Choirs. 204
Christian Association, 25
Classical Languages, 114

Class Ranking, 69, 78
College Entrance Examination
Board. 65
College Union, 18
Combination Courses, 85
Communication, Oral, 90
Composition, 91
Comprehensive Examinations, 81
Concentration, Field of, 72
Conservatory of Music,
15, 59, 76. 196
Control, 15
Convocation, 74
Costs, 57
Counseling Services, 33
Courses of Study. 89
Credits. Transfer of, 70
Cultural Advantages, 28
Dance, Major in, 165. 183
Dean's List, 50
Degree with Honors, 49
Degrees, 71
Denison Scientific Association, 27
Denison Society of Arts
and Letters, 28
Departmental Courses, 101
Deposits, 60, 64
Directed Study. 82
Dormitories, See Living Units, 21
Drinking, 29
Dropping Courses, 68
Economics. 97. 116
Education, 29. 121
Eligibility Rule, 70
Emeriti Faculty. 212
Endowment, 15
Engineering Science, 195
English, 91, 125
Enrollment, Summaries of. 205
Examinations
Comprehensive, 81
Entrance, 64
Graduate Record. 80
Excess Hours. 68
Ext hangc Students, 85
Expenses, 57
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Di nison Cm

. B tUrtin

Member* ol 21 I
Muti
Fai ultv Emeriti, 2 12
I
Fellowi s
Junior Studt
Financial \u>
Fine V
Forestry •
Frateraiti
French, 117
Oeneral Education, I 9 I
Geography 1 12
Oology, 129
German, 150
Government, 97, I n
Grade-Point Syitem *H
(ir.ulu.it'- K--, nrti Examination* 80
Graduation. Requirement! for. Hfl
Grants-in- Vd 19
Greek. 1 14
Gurst II.-- . 1 I
Health Bervici u 58
Health and Physical Edu
CoursM m. 164
Historical Skel* h. 13
Union-. 92 I <~
Honor S»holarthips, II
Honorary 5o» it lies S
Honort. 49 B2
Hospital 14, 58
Housing. - 1
Idr.iK Dcnuon's, H
Independeni Study, 81
Instruction Courses in 89. 101
Insurance, 51 6
Intercollegiate N[«>rts (2
Interdi partmenti I >urw l'ij
Junior Advisers 13
junior Vear Abroad, m

Madi gal Singers. 204
Majors. Kind* of, 101
Map of I impus, 4-5
Matbematica, 9S, 142
Medical ret bnology, 87
M
r Preparing for, 85
Merrill-Palmer School, 84
Military Sen'» < 16
Ministry Prepnrini for. 85
M
Languagea
n, 9". 145
M H
59, 92. 15b. 200
M u
I du ition 77, 100
M
l kg mitatiora, 204
N

M ijor Areas, 192

i mjei lives of Denison. 8
t story, 16
Off-Campus Pn>frrami, 83
Oral Communwatioo, 90
Orchestra 204
Organ, 202
Payment, Terms of, 59
Personnel, 207
Personnel Administration.
Ma>
t1- •.. ■ nel 5* n u es, 3I
Phi Beta Kappa. 50
Philosophy, 91, %, 160
Physical Edu. ation. 73, 162
Physical S< ience, 94
Phytk il Th.rapy. 87
Physics, lb8
Piano, 201
Placemeni Services, 36
Plan of Study, 71
Pre-Engineering, 87
Pre-Medkal. 15
Pr--Ministerial. 46
Pre-Provisional Studies. 85
Presidents, Hast. 13
Priaes 51
Probation, "9
Proficiency Examinations, 82, 200
Psychology, 95. 170
Publications, 27

Language K< quiren
Latin ill
Law. Preparing f'-r Hr>
Library ! ti 26
Living Units, 21
Loan I unds, 48
Lot a (ion, 11
Logii 93
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Quality Points, 78
Radio. 28. 181
Rr.tdiniiiion. 80
R'-< ognition Societies. 50
Refundi 60

Index
Registration, 67
Early, 69
Religion, 91, 96. 173
Religious Activities, 25
Required Courses, 72, 98
Requirements for Degrees. 72, 98
Research Foundation, 26, 41
R.Mr\.itioni. Cancellation of, 611
Residence Requirements. 79
Resources, 15
Room Rent, 58
Room Reservation!, 60

Russian, 152

Si holarships. 38
Scholastic Requirements, 78
Si ience, Degree in, 71
St ience, Principles of. 94
Scientific Association, 27
Secondftfy School Record, 64
Selective Service, 36
Social Science, 97. 102
Sociology. 97. 175
Sororities, 22
Spanish. 153
Specified Requirements, 72, 98
Speech. 90. 180
Sports. 32
Student Employment, 36
Student Government. 29
Student Teaching, 75
Summaries of Enrollment, 205
Summaries of General

Education, 98

Superior Student, 81
Suspension, 80
Swimming Pool, 30

Teacher Placement, 36
Teaching. Certification for, 75, 121
Teaching, Preparing for. 75, 121
Terms of Payment, 59
Tests. 34
Theatre Arts. 90, 92, 183
Thinking, Forms of, 93
Transcript of Credits, 69
Transdepartmental Courses, 102
Transfer Students, 65
Trustees, Board of, 207
Tuition, 57
Tuition Plan. 60
Veterans Counseling, 36
Viola, 203
Violin, 203
Violoncello, 203
Visual Arts, 92. 187
Vocational Services, 34
Voire, 202
Washington Semester Plan, 83
Wind Instruments, 203
Withdrawal. 61, 68. 79
Women's Quadrangle, 21
Writing, Major in, 125
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